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Introduction
Often referred to as the most beautiful physical theory ever invented, General Relativity
is universally accepted as the most comprehensive description of classical gravitation. The
amount of evidence supporting the theory collected in this last century is ever-growing, from
the anomalous precession of Mercury’s perihelion (1915) to the direct detection of gravita-
tional waves (2017) and of the first image of a black hole (2019). As of today, the story
of General Relativity is a success one, and it seems very determined at remaining so in the
foreseeable future.
But, no matter how many experimental verifications we will collect, we know that General
Relativity cannot be the last word, as the theory itself predicts its own doom. Spacetime
singularities, that is points where divergences of gravitational fields occur, arise in solutions
of General Relativity which are of fundamental importance for Astrophysics and Cosmology,
such as the Big Bang singularity and the gravitational collapse of massive stars. This is noth-
ing but a reflection of the classical nature of the theory. General Relativity is not expected
to predict physics at scales below `P ∼ 10−33 cm, where a more fundamental quantum-
mechanical description should be necessary. The smallness of such scale is related to the
weakness of gravitational interaction compared to the other fundamental forces, which is
conjectured to be a cardinal principle of any candidate theory of gravity. On the other hand,
it is still possible that quantum gravity effects can be detected indirectly at higher scales,
for instance in the details of primordial gravitational waves predicted by modern inflationary
models.
There is yet another sector of General Relativity where one might find hints about the
quantum nature of gravity at higher scales, and that is Black Hole physics. Even though in
this case direct observation of quantum effects seems to be very unlikely, there are a lot of
strong theoretical reasons for their presence, with a unique source: the key fact that black
holes admit a thermodynamic description and its consequent clash with classical results. In
particular, the fact that black holes can be assigned an entropy, the Bekenstein-Hawking en-
tropy SBH , seems hard to reconcile with the no-hair theorem, and Hawking’s claim that they
emit thermal black-body radiation at temperature TH due to pair creation at the horizon
implies that black holes slowly lose mass and eventually disappear.
These unexpected features make a number of puzzling situations arise. For instance, it is not
clear how one should interpret SBH : does it come from degeneracy of microscopic configura-
tions that are compatible with the macroscopic thermodynamic properties, like for any other
statistical system, or is it perhaps of completely different origin? If the former is true, what
are such microscopic configurations, and how could their presence be in agreement with the
no-hair theorem? Additionally, SBH is not a function of the volume of the black hole but
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rather of its outer (horizon) area, which is untypical.
Another delicate question comes from the thermal nature of Hawking’s radiation. Thermality
implies that the emitted particles are in a maximally entangled state with the corresponding
infalling antiparticles, hence the radiation cannot carry information. When the black hole
fully evaporates, the details about the initial configuration that lead to the formation of the
black hole via gravitational collapse seem then to be lost, and we are left with quanta entan-
gled with nothing. Information loss and pure-to-mixed state evolution are irreconcilable with
our knowledge of Quantum Mechanics. At this point we are faced with a deeper dilemma:
should we admit that the semiclassical Quantum Field Theory approximation breaks down
for some reason near the black hole horizon to preserve unitarity, or should we discard the
statistical description despite the compelling evidence for Black Hole Thermodynamics?
Any candidate theory of Quantum Gravity must ultimately answer these questions; unfortu-
nately, we do not know which theory is the correct one. Quantization of gravity is a difficult
task, and radically different approaches are still pursued. The most promising option seems
to be String Theory, which contains General Relativity - or better, its supersymmetric ex-
tension, Supergravity - in a natural way.
Within String Theory, one can form supersymmetric bound states of strings and branes,
which are solitonic objects extended in extra dimensions, which in the effective lower-dimen-
sional theory reduce to black holes. The Strominger-Vafa black hole, a supersymmetric five
dimensional black hole on which we will focus in this thesis, is an example of such bound
states. It is a solution of type IIB Supergravity in ten spacetime dimensions compactified
on S1 × T 4, and it can be obtained from a brane configuration where n1 D1-branes with np
units of momentum are wrapped around S1 and n5 D5-branes are wrapped around the whole
compact space S1 × T 4. The degeneracy of excitation modes of the D-branes bound state is
then a natural explanation for black hole entropy of the corresponding Supergravity solution,
and one can check explicitly that the two ways of counting states are equivalent. Still, it is
unclear how the degeneracy should be reproduced at the gravitational level, and if it could
help solving the information paradox.
In a number of simple cases the geometries related to different microscopic configurations
of D-branes (or "microstates") have been explicitly computed. Such geometries show notable
features, namely they form a class of smooth, horizonless geometries, that asymptote the
corresponding black hole metric at infinity but display a far richer structure at the horizon
scale and below. If this is to be true for any kind of black hole, as conjectured by the fuzzball
proposal, then the question of the meaning of SBH as well as the dispute about information
loss are solved. For the former, the horizonlessness of the microstate geometries allows to
picture a black hole as a coarse-grained sum over fuzzball configurations; whereas concerning
the latter, since the microstate geometries are different from the "naïve" black hole and from
each other already at the horizon scale, it might be possible that some information about
microscopic configurations is carried away by emitted radiation quanta, so that unitarity is
maintained.
Support for the fuzzball proposal and unitarity comes also from AdS/CFT duality. One
of the most important novel ideas in Physics, AdS/CFT correspondence states that a string
theory in d+ 1-dimensional Anti-de-Sitter space is dual to a d-dimensional Conformal Field
Theory. Since the Strominger-Vafa black hole has a near horizon geometry which asymptotes
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to AdS3 × S3, it allows for an equivalent description as a two-dimensional Conformal Field
Theory, the so-called D1D5 CFT. Within this framework, supergravity fields are dual to a
subset of supersymmetric CFT operators. We can distinguish two types of such operators in
the large central charge limit. Heavy operators, that is operators whose conformal dimension
is of order of the central charge, source a strong gravitational backreaction and are dual to
a given microstate geometry in the bulk theory; whereas, operators whose conformal dimen-
sion is of order one are called light operators, and are dual to linear perturbations around the
background geometry. Even though in the Supergravity limit the bulk description is linked
to a strongly coupled CFT, in this thesis we will work at a specific point in moduli space, the
orbifold point, where the D1D5 CFT becomes a free theory. We will consider a special class
of operators, chiral primary operators, whose n-point functions on a subset of heavy states
are protected by non-renormalization theorems and thus allow us to establish contact with
the gravitational side of the correspondence. In particular, we focus on four-point correlation
functions in the D1D5 CFT, involving two heavy operators acting as asymptotic states and
two light chiral primary operators acting as probes: this class of Heavy-Heavy-Light-Light
(HHLL) correlators is relevant for the analysis of a version the information loss problem for
non-evaporating black holes.
A general technique to compute holographically the above kind of correlators has been
developed in a recent series of papers [1–6]. In this thesis we will extend this work to the
case where light operators are taken to be the global SO(4) symmetry currents JI that arise
from the S3 factor of the geometry. On the gravity side, the correlator can be obtained by
studying the equations of motion of the dual Supergravity field: we thus identify these fields
and work out the corresponding equations. For convenience, we select heavy operators that
admit a particularly simple dual geometry, which can be locally reduced to AdS3 × S3 via
diffeomorphisms. This simplicity allows us to solve the Supergravity equations analytically.
The main corollary of our analysis is that chiral current operators in the boundary theory are
dual to topological gauge degrees of freedom in the AdS bulk. This is not a novel result in
literature, but to our knowledge the explicit realization of this correspondence for the D1D5
CFT has not been carried out before. The check is concretely performed by computing the
Heavy-Heavy-Current-Current (HHJJ) correlation functions in the CFT, as well as in the
dual Supergravity description by making use of the dictionary dictated by AdS/CFT, and
carefully comparing the two results.
Outline of the thesis. The work is organized as follows.
In Chapter 1 we will review in some detail the state of black holes in General Relativity
and of the puzzles that arise from their statistical description. In order to address the issue
within Quantum Gravity, in Chapter 2 we shall provide the salient features of String Theory
and Supergravity. With these tools, in Chapter 3 we will move towards a string-theoretical
description of black holes as bound states of branes and show how this picture is naturally
completed by the fuzzball proposal. In Chapter 4 we will discuss the other important tool for
our analysis, namely Ads/CFT correspondence, and we will apply it to construct in detail the
D1D5 CFT dual to the Strominger-Vafa black hole. In Chapter 5 we will build carefully the
holographic mapping between CFT states and operators and the bulk Supergravity fields that
arise from fuzzball configurations; we will also provide a general method to compute HHLL
correlation functions from the gravitational side and discuss their importance for addressing
the information paradox.
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In Chapter 6 we finally use all the previously gathered machinery to analyze the special case
where light operators are taken to be chiral currents: this is the most original part of the
thesis. Here we will identify the Supergravity fields dual to the SO(4) R-currents of the
D1D5 CFT and derive the corresponding equations of motion over a set of simple geometric
backgrounds. By solving the equations and thus extracting the holographically computed
HHJJ correlators, we will be able to compare them with the same correlators computed at
the free orbifold point of the CFT.
We conclude with a summary of our work and a discussion of possible future directions.
A short introduction to two-dimensional Conformal Field Theories is given in Appendix A.
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Chapter 1
Black Holes
Ever since Black Holes were discovered as solutions of General Relativity, they have been a
fertile soil for further innovative ideas in Theoretical Physics. Apart from their intrinsic ap-
peal and their phenomenological exploitation in Astrophysics, Black Holes are widely studied
for their puzzling features. The fact that Black Holes admit a thermodynamic description,
in particular the discovery of their entropy [7] and of Hawking radiation [8], challenges our
very fundamental concepts of Quantum Physics and spacetime itself. Black Holes, with their
strong gravitational field, are also the most natural places where to look for hints at a theory
of Quantum Gravity.
In this Chapter we shall give a review of the theory of Black Holes in General Relativity and
of their thermodynamic description, highlighting their most controversial aspects. We will
follow for the most part [9].
1.1 Black holes in General Relativity
In General Relativity spacetime is treated as a legitimate dynamical entity. The field content
of the theory is the spacetime metric gµν , as well as matter and the other gauge fields residing
in the spacetime itself. Gravity couples with every field that carries energy, including the
metric itself. Together with the assumption of the strong equivalence principle, this selects a
unique field theory, which action is given by
S = SEH + SM =
1
16piGN
∫
d4x
√−gR+
∫
d4x
√−gLM , (1.1)
where SEH is the so-called Einstein-Hilbert action, and LM is the Lagrangian of every other
field except gravity; R = Rµνρσδµρ gνσ is the Ricci scalar curvature and GN is Newton’s
constant. Varying the action with respect to the metric leads to the Einstein’s equations of
motion,
Rµν − 1
2
gµνR = 8piGNTµν , (1.2)
where Rµν is the Ricci tensor curvature and the stress-energy tensor Tµν is given by
Tµν = − 2√−g
δ
δgµν
(√−gLM) . (1.3)
Einstein’s equation may be thought of as a set of second-order nonlinear differential equations
for the metric gµν . They are extremely complicated: the Ricci scalar and tensor involve
1
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derivatives and products of Christoffel symbols, which are given in terms of the inverse
metric and derivatives of the metric; furthermore, the stress-energy tensor typically contains
the metric as well. Consequently, it is not possible to solve Einstein’s equations in full
generality. It is instead possible to solve them if some simplifying assumptions are made,
typically by requiring that the metric has a sufficient amount of symmetries.
1.1.1 The Schwarzschild solution
We turn our attention to the simple - yet important - case of spherical symmetry in the
vacuum. A theorem by Birkhoff states that there exists a unique vacuum solution with
spherical symmetry and that such solution is also static: this is nothing but the well-known
Schwarzschild solution, where the line element is given by
ds2 = −
Å
1− 2GNM
r
ã
dt2 +
Å
1− 2GNM
r
ã−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2, (1.4)
with dΩ2 denoting the metric on a unit two-sphere. M is usually interpreted as the mass of
the gravitating object; this identification is not quite accurate, since we are solving Einstein’s
equation in the absence of matter: M is rather the energy contained in the metric itself.
One notices that the metric coefficients become infinite at r = 0 and r = 2GNM ≡ rS .
Since the metric ultimately depends to the choice of coordinates, it might as well be that
such singular behaviour is just an artifact of our choice of coordinates. The general rule of
thumb is that one has to worry about singularities only when they appear as divergences of
curvature invariants. For instance, the square of the Riemann tensor for the Schwarzschild
metric is given by
RµνρσR
µνρσ =
48G2NM
2
r6
, (1.5)
which is finite for r = rS , but clearly diverges for r → 0. Hence r = rS does not seem to be
a real singularity, and actually one can remove it with an appropriate change of coordinates.
Our original coordinates are in fact adapted to an observer standing still at infinite radius,
whereas to stand still at any finite r coordinate one needs to accelerate; such acceleration
turns out to diverge for r = rS .
This implies that to remove the coordinate singularity at r = rS we must give up our
stubbornness in resisting the gravitational pull and let ourselves fall towards the r = 0
singularity. It is better to use a coordinate adapted to ingoing null geodesics in place of
coordinate time,
v = t+ r + rS log
∣∣∣∣r − rSrS
∣∣∣∣ , (1.6)
and the line element now reads
ds2 = −
Å
1− rS
r
ã
dv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2, (1.7)
which gives an invertible metric, the Schwarzschild metric in ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein
coordinates, for r = rS .
Let us elaborate further on the physical properties of the r = rS locus. We notice that in the
metric (1.4) for 0 < r < rS the radial coordinate becomes timelike and the time coordinate
becomes spacelike. This means that the r = 0 singularity is not a point in space, but rather
some instant in time, making for an infalling observer impossible to avoid their miserable fate:
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once they are set on an impact trajectory, they will ultimately crash against the singularity.
Their only chance of salvation would have been to never have crossed the r = rS surface in
the first place. Such a surface is said to be an event horizon. This also means that nothing
from inside the event horizon could possibily ever come out of it, not even if it travelled at
the speed of light: that is why this geometry is referred to as a black hole.
On the other hand, the infalling observer has no means of understanding that they are
crossing the event horizon by local experiments. Therefore it would be useful to have a
rigorous coordinate-independent way of defining the event horizon. This is achieved with the
more general definition of Killing horizon.
1.1.2 Null hypersurfaces and Killing horizons
Let us consider the metric (1.4) once again: it is clearly independent of time, hence it is
invariant under time translations. Another way of stating this is that the vector ξ = ∂t is a
Killing vector. A Killing vector ξ is defined as a vector whose Lie derivative of the metric
with respect to it is zero, or equivalently
∇µξν +∇νξµ = 0. (1.8)
The notion of Killing vector allows us to give a more precise definition of the parameter
M appearing in the Schwarzschild metric. To a Killing vector ξµ we can associate a Killing
one-form by lowering the index with the metric. If we pick ξµ ∂µ = ∂t, then ξµ dxµ =
−(1 − rs/r) dt, and it easy to show that M is the charge associated with the symmetry
generated by the time translational Killing form,
M =
1
8piGN
∫
S2
? dξ, (1.9)
where S2 is the two-sphere at spatial infinity and ? is the Hodge dual.
If we compute the square of ξ = ∂t in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, we see that ξ
switches from being timelike for r > rS to being spacelike for r < rS . At r = rS one has
ξ2 = 0, and hence we say that r = rS is a null hypersurface.
More generally, if ξµ is a Killing vector and it is normal to a null hypersurface N , then N
is said to be a Killing horizon. In the Schwarzschild case, the event horizon is the Killing
horizon associated to the Killing vector that generates times translational invariance.
A null hypersurface has the interesting property that its normal vector, which is by
construction everywhere lightlike, is also a tangent vector and hence it generates geodesic
flow on the surface. This allows us to further define another quantity on a Killing horizon,
the surface gravity,
κ = −1
2
∇µξν ∇µξν
∣∣∣∣N (1.10)
which is actually constant on the Killing horizon N . The exact value of κ is fixed by the
normalization of ξ. For instance, if we choose ξ = ∂t and require that ξ2 = −1 at spatial
infinity, we would get for the Schwarzschild solution
κ =
1
4GNM
, (1.11)
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which is nothing but the Newtonian acceleration at r = rS , i.e. the acceleration of an observer
standing at the horizon as seen from infinity.
We will see later how surface gravity plays an important role in the thermodynamics of black
holes.
1.1.3 The Reissner-Nordström solution
Let us now turn on the following matter action
SM = SU(1) = −
1
16piGN
∫
d4x
√−gFµνFµν , Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (1.12)
that is we are allowing for the presence of some U(1) gauge field Aµ.
We want to find the solution of Einstein’s equation (1.2) with spherical symmetry in space.
This can be expressed in terms of the charges of the theory,
Q =
1
4pi
∫
S2
?F, P =
1
4pi
∫
S2
F, (1.13)
where Q,P are the electric and magnetic charges respectively.
The Reissner-Nordström solution for a charged, spherically symmetric black hole is given by
ds2 = −∆ dt2 + ∆−1 dr2 + r2 dΩ2, ∆ = 1− 2GNM
r
+
GN (Q
2 + P 2)
r2
. (1.14)
For r = 0 the metric still has a true singularity, but the horizon structure is more complicated
than in the Schwarzschild case. Horizons are located at zeroes of the function ∆, which are
given by the r coordinates
r± = GNM ±
»
G2NM
2 −GN (Q2 + P 2). (1.15)
There are three possibilities, depending on the relative values of GNM2 and Q2 + P 2.
• GNM2 < Q2 + P 2. Then ∆ never vanishes, and the metric displays no horizons. The
r = 0 singularity is thus exposed, and it is called a naked singularity. This solution is
generally considered to be unphysical, as it could produce a spacetime with closed time-
like curves. The cosmic censorship conjecture states that it is impossible to dynamically
generate such configuration.
• GNM2 > Q2 + P 2. In this case ∆ is positive both at small and large r, and negative
for r− < r < r+. Those are both coordinate singularities; actually, they are also both
null hypersurfaces and event horizons. The r = 0 singularity is a spacelike singularity,
unlike the Schwarzschild case: the radial coordinate is timelike only for r− < r < r+.
• GNM2 = Q2+P 2. This case is referred to as the extremal Reissner-Nordström solution.
There is only one event horizon, located at r = GNM , but the radial coordinate is never
timelike. The r = 0 singularity is once again spacelike.
1.1.4 The Kerr solution
The Kerr solution to Einstein’s equations represents the metric generated by a rotating black
hole. This is of particular phenomenological interest because rotating black holes are expected
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to be typical in nature. To find the exact solution is now much more difficult, because we
have to give away spherical symmetry as well as staticity. The solution is instead only axially
symmetric and stationary: it still has an asymptotically timelike Killing vector Kt, and it
has only one spacelike Killing vector Kφ that generates rotational invariance. The resulting
metric is the following:
ds2 =−
Å
1− 2GNMr
ρ2
ã
dt2 − 2GNMar sin
2 θ
ρ2
(dt dφ+ dφ dt)+
+
ρ2
∆
dr2 + ρ2 dθ2 +
sin2 θ
ρ2
î
(r2 + a2)2 − a2∆ sin2 θ
ó
dφ2,
(1.16)
where
∆ = r2 − 2GNMr + a2, ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ, a = J
M
. (1.17)
J is the charge associated to the rotational Killing vector,
J =
1
4pi
∫
S2
? dKφ, (1.18)
and a is then interpreted as the angular momentum per unit mass.
This choice of coordinates makes it so that the event horizons occur at those values of r for
which ∆ = 0. As in the Reissner-Nordström solution, there are three possibilities: GNM >
a, GNM = a, GNM < a. The last case features a naked singularity, and the extremal case
turns out to be unstable.
In the GNM > a case there are once again two horizons, given by
r± = GNM ±
»
G2NM
2 − a2. (1.19)
Notice, however, that none of these is the Killing horizon defined by the vanishing of the
norm of the Killing vector Kt. In fact its norm vanishes at
∆ = a2 sin2 θ =⇒ r1,2 = GNM ±
»
G2NM
2 − a2 cos2 θ. (1.20)
The solution with smaller radius r = r2, however, is inside the inner event horizon, and we
do not consider it. The other one, r = r1, lies outside the outer event horizon, and it is
called ergosurface. In the region between the outer horizon and the ergosurface, called the
ergosphere, there cannot be any static observer, because Kt has become spacelike: they are
forced to move, dragged by the rotation of the black hole.
The event horizons r = r± are still Killing horizons, but they are generated by the Killing
vectors
ξ = Kt + Ω
H
±Kφ, Ω
H
± =
a
r2± + a2
. (1.21)
ΩH± is the angular velocity of the horizons.
1.1.5 Uniqueness theorem
As mentioned earlier, Birkhoff’s theorem selects the Schwarzschild metric as the only static,
spherically symmetric vacuum solution to Einstein’s equations. This is similar to the situation
in electromagnetism, where the only static spherically symmetric field configuration in empty
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space is a Coulomb field. If we were to give up spherical symmetry we would expect, much
like in electromagnetism, that the metric could be decomposed in multipole moments and
that an infinite number of coefficients would have to be specified to describe the gravitational
field exactly.
However, it turns out that this is not true for objects like black holes. Stationary black hole
solutions are always described by a small amount of parameters. This is more precisely stated
by the following
No-hair theorem. Stationary, asymptotically flat black hole soulutions to General Rela-
tivity coupled to electromagnetism that are nonsingular outside the event horizon are fully
characterized by the parameters M (mass), Q, P (electric and magnetic charge), and J (an-
gular momentum).
Stationary solutions are of special interest because they are the end states of gravita-
tional collapse. However this no-hair theorem states that, irrespective of the original initial
conditions before the collapse, we could end up with the same gravity solution. Information
appears then to be lost in the process. In the classical theory this might not be much of a
problem, because we could still think that the information is stored behind the event horizon.
In the quantum theory this gets even worse, because black holes evaporate and eventually
disappear. This leads to the so-called black hole information paradox. We will discuss further
the paradox in Section 1.3, together with the entropy puzzle.
1.2 Black Hole Thermodynamics
From the no-hair theorem we know that black holes are described by a small number of
parameters. This is reminiscent of what happens for thermodynamic systems: the behaviour
of the system is described by macroscopic variables, irrespective from the microscopic details
of the theory. As we will see in this Section, this is more than just a loose analogy.
1.2.1 The Penrose process
By definition, a black hole is a "region of no escape": no matter or light can ever be extracted
from a black hole. Nevertheless, it is possible to extract energy from a black hole with an
ergosphere such as the Kerr black hole. This procedure is known as the Penrose process.
As mentioned earlier, the Killing vector Kt is spacelike inside the ergosphere. Thus, for
a test particle of momentum pµ = mx˙µ, the energy
E = −Kµt gµνpν (1.22)
need not be positive in the ergosphere. Therefore, by making a black hole absorb a particle
with negative total energy, it is possible to extract energy from a black hole.
Let us see this in more detail. Suppose that a particle of momentum pµ0 and energy E0 moves
along geodesic motion (hence E0 stays fixed) towards a Kerr black hole of mass M . After it
crosses the ergosurface, we could make it so that the particle breaks up in two fragments: by
local conservation of energy and momentum, we will have
pµ0 = p
µ
1 + p
µ
2 , E0 = E1 + E2, (1.23)
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and since inside the ergosphere energies can be negative we could also arrange the process
such that
E1 < 0. (1.24)
If the other fragment escapes from the ergosphere following geodesic motion, then it will have
an energy E2 > E0. One can verify that the negative energy fragment always falls into the
black hole. Thus, the energy |E1| has been extracted from the black hole, which mass is now
given by M − |E1|.
Of course, this process cannot go on indefinitely: the obvious limitation is that we need to
have M − |E1| > 0 to still have a black hole. But we also need it to keep a nonzero angular
momentum J in order to have an ergosurface in the first place. The negative energy fragment
also carries negative angular momentum L1,
− ξµpµ = −(Kµt pµ + ΩH+Kµφpµ) = E1 − ΩH+L1 ≥ 0 =⇒ L1 ≤
E1
ΩH+
< 0. (1.25)
Thus the angular momentum of the black hole changes by δJ = L1, and the mass changes
by δM = E1. The above restriction also reads
δJ ≤ δM
ΩH+
, (1.26)
which can be rewritten in the form
δ
(
M2 +
√
M4 − J
2
G2N
)
= δ
Ç
r2+ + a
2
2G2N
å
≥ 0. (1.27)
The physical meaning of this quantity can be understood computing the area of the outer
even horizon:
AH =
∫
dθ dφ
»
|γ|
∣∣∣
r=r+
= 8piG2N
(
M2 +
√
M4 − J
2
G2N
)
, (1.28)
where γ is the induced metric on the horizon. Comparing with (1.27), one reads
δAH ≥ 0. (1.29)
1.2.2 Black hole temperature and Hawking radiation
In the following we will show how it is possible to define a concept of temperature for black
holes. In order to do so it is natural to switch to Euclidean formalism. Define imaginary
time by Wick rotation,
t = iτ, (1.30)
and by performing analytic continuation to real values of τ we can write the (Euclidean)
Schwarzschild metric as [10]
ds2E =
Å
1− 2GNM
r
ã
dτ2 +
Å
1− 2GNM
r
ã−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (1.31)
Let us now expand the metric near the horizon r = rS : defining the parameter x in such a
way that
r − rS = x
2
8GNM
=
x2
2κ
, (1.32)
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the metric reads, at leading order in x,
ds2E ≈ (κx)2 dτ2 + dx2 +
1
4κ2
dΩ2, (1.33)
where κ is the surface gravity. We recognize that it is of the form of a 2-dimensional Euclidean
Rindler space times S2. If we allow the coordinate τ to be periodic, namely
τ ∼ τ + 2pi
κ
, (1.34)
then the Rindler factor is just the Euclidean plane in polar coordinates, and x = 0 is a
coordinate singularity, as we want it to be.
On the other hand, the Euclidean partition function of a thermal quantum field theory is
defined as
ZE = Tr
Ä
e−βH
ä
=
∫
Dφe−SE [φ], (1.35)
where the path integral is taken on field configurations that are periodic in Euclidean time,
with period β~. The temperature is defined by β = (kBT )−1 as usual.
Putting everything together, this suggest that we should associate to the Schwarzschild
black hole of mass M the temperature
TH =
~κ
2pikB
=
~
8pikBGNM
, (1.36)
which goes by the name of Hawking temperature.
There is yet another simple way of seeing that it makes sense to define a temperature
for a black hole. In the following, let us work with natural c = ~ = kB = 1 units. Let us
compute the horizon area of the Schwarzschild black hole (1.4): explicitly,
AH = rS
∫
S2
sin θ dθ ∧ dφ = 4pir2S = 16piG2NM2. (1.37)
Exploiting this, we can express the mass M of the black hole in terms of its area,
M2 =
AH
16piG2N
. (1.38)
Now let us assume that somehow one manages to extract energy from a Schwarzschild black
hole. Then the horizon area will also decrease, and the relation between the variations will
be
δM =
1
32piG2NM
δAH =
κ
2pi
δAH
4GN
. (1.39)
By staring at this identity one can recognize an analogy with the first law of thermodynamics,
that is
δU = TδS. (1.40)
Comparing with the definition of TH given in (1.36), this means that it should make sense
also to define an entropy for the black hole [7],
SBH =
AH
4GN
. (1.41)
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SBH goes by the name of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
This thermodynamic picture is made even more suggestive by the presence of another
phenomenon. A black hole as we have described it so far behaves as a black body. If we have
to assign a temperature to a black body, this means that it should emit radiation. This is
indeed the case, as has been discovered by Hawking [8]. Roughly speaking, when applying
quantum field theory on a black hole background, due to the absence of a global timelike
Killing vector one obtains outgoing particle states starting from the ingoing vacuum, and
the spectral distribution of outgoing particles is perfectly thermal, with temperature given
by (1.36). The emitted particles are created in pairs with negative energy quanta, which fall
into the black hole decreasing its mass, and effectively make the black hole evaporate.
1.2.3 The laws of black hole mechanics
During this Section we have been deriving in an intuitive way all the elements which allow
us to write down the laws of black hole mechanics, in complete analogy with the laws of
thermodynamics. A classical reference is [11]. A more modern derivation exploiting covariant
phase space formalism of the first and second laws can be found in [12].
Zeroth law. The surface gravity κ of a stationary black hole is constant over the event
horizon.
First law. For a stationary, axisymmetric black hole of massM , angular momentum J and
U(1) charge Q,
GN dM =
κ
2pi
d
AH
4
+ φH dQ+ ΩH dJ, (1.42)
where φH is the value of the electrostatic potential at the horizon and ΩH is the angular
velocity of an observer standing at the horizon.
Second law. The horizon area of an asymptotically flat black hole is non-decreasing, i.e.
δAH ≥ 0. (1.43)
Third law. It is not possible to bring the surface gravity of a black hole κ to zero with a
finite sequence of transformations.
Let us comment briefly on these laws. The zeroth law can be proved to be valid in full
generality under the assumption of the dominant energy condition, otherwise it holds only
for static and axisymmetric black holes. Similarly, the first law holds for stationary black
holes and the second law holds only under the assumption of the weak energy condition and
the cosmic censorship conjecture.
The version that we have given here of the second law (1.43) is purely classical, because it is
in contrast with the existence of Hawking radiation: since black holes evaporate, their area
must be allowed to decrease. To solve this contradiction, Bekenstein [13] conjectured the
Generalized second law. The sum of the black hole entropy and the entropy in the black
hole exterior never decreases, i.e.
δ(SBH + Sout) ≥ 0. (1.44)
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1.3 Two puzzles about black holes
Even though on the one hand the arguments for a thermodynamic description of black holes
are compelling, on the other hand if one takes it seriously then a number of puzzling points
arises after further investigation. In this Section we shall address the two main problems
within black hole physics, which give us the motivation to go beyond General Relativity: the
entropy puzzle and the information paradox.
1.3.1 The entropy puzzle
The most remarkable feature that stems out from the analogy between black holes and
thermodynamic system is for sure the existence of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (1.41). If one
takes the analogy further, they might ask themselves what is the meaning of such a quantity,
i.e. where does it come from?
Let us recall what entropy is for statistical systems. In a microcanonical ensemble, and
assuming equilibrium, the (microscopic) entropy is approximately given by
Smicro ∼ logN , (1.45)
where N is the number of microscopic configurations compatible with the macroscopic ther-
modynamic properties. On the other hand, in classical General Relativity we know the value
of N : the no-hair theorem asks for N = 1, and the microscopic entropy must vanish. It is
clear then that if one wishes to reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking formula from microscopic
arguments they must go quantum.
It is important to stress that the Bekenstein-Hawking formula prescribes the entropy to
be proportional to the black hole area, rather than to its volume. This is in contrast with the
usual intuition that the entropy is an extensive quantity with respect to the volume of the
system. This striking feature lead to a formulation of the holographic principle for black hole
physics, and for gravitational theories more in general: the relevant degrees of freedom for
the thermodynamic description of the black hole should live on a lower dimensional theory.
We will return to this point in Section 4.1.
1.3.2 The information paradox
A deeper problem with the semiclassical description of black holes is the so-called information
paradox. First described by Hawking [14], in its most common formulation it goes as follows.
Suppose that one starts with some initial pure state |φ〉in that collapses and forms a
black hole. Black holes emit Hawking radiation, and therefore lose mass. Hawking radi-
ation is completely thermal: its spectrum depends only on the temperature of the black
hole, as well as possibly to its charges. The radiation quanta are emitted in pairs, with
the emitted quantum being in a (maximally) entangled state with its partner which falls
into the hole. From the point of view of an outside observer, that has no access to physics
inside the horizon, the outgoing quanta are effectively in a mixed state, but this is just an
artifact due to having integrated over the phase space of the infalling quanta, and the full
system is still in a pure state. However, when the process comes to an end the black hole
has completely evaporated, together with the infallen quanta, and we are left with radiation
which is entangled with nothing. We have thus created a mixed state starting from a pure
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state: we have broken unitarity of quantum evolution, and this comes with dire consequences.
So far there seems to be no reason to call this a paradox rather than just an argument
for information loss, and it might as well be circumvented by stating that evaporation is
halted before reaching completion, or that small quantum corrections to Hawking computa-
tions could solve the problem. Actually this is not the case: there is a sharper formulation of
the problem that makes the paradox evident, and that does not need the black hole to fully
evaporate. A nice exposition has been given by Page [15], and further reviewed in [16–18].
Let us still suppose that the original state before collapse |φ〉in is pure. Let us also require
the dynamics to be unitary, thus the system composed of the emitted radiation and the black
hole is pure at any moment during the evolution. As mentioned, by thermality of Hawking
radiation the emitted photons will be in a mixed state, and so for the total state to be pure
each outgoing mode of radiation has to be entangled with a radiation mode inside the event
horizon.
More concretely, if the system is in a pure state then the von Neumann entropy of the total
outgoing radiation is always equal to the von Neumann entropy of the black hole. If we
want a statistical description of black hole thermodynamics, we can define black hole states
of given energy within a microcanonical ensemble on some Hilbert space H. A property of
the von Neumann entropy of a system is that it is bounded from above by log dimH, that
is the microcanonical entropy. As the system cools and the black holes evaporates losing en-
ergy, the Hilbert space shrinks. Thus the microcanonical entropy decreases roughly with the
same rate as the emission rate of Hawking quanta: the same rate at which the von Neumann
entropy of the outgoing radiation increases. The bound on the von Neumann entropy of the
black hole is thus saturated at about halfway through the evaporation process, and after that
moment the radiation cannot be exactly thermal: as a consequence late-time radiation will
have to be entangled with early-time radiation, contradicting either Hawking computations
or unitarity. This version of the information paradox is truly paradoxical; moreover, it does
not need full evaporation, and small corrections to the von Neumann entropy cannot help [16].
Even more astonishingly, one can reformulate the information paradox also for black holes
that do not evaporate at all. This is more easily done using holography. We will follow the
discussion in [18–20].
In an AdS spacetime, we can build black holes that exist forever and thus never fully
evaporate. It has been pointed out that the thermality of Hawking radiation implies that
all the two point functions probing a large AdS black hole must decay exponentially at late
times [19]. That is,
C(t) ≡ 〈“O(t)“O(0)〉ρ ≡ Tr(ρ“O(t)“O(0)) ∼ e−cβt, (1.46)
where ρ is the thermal state of the radiation, “O is some operator on the boundary, and c is
a dimensionless constant.
But if the thermodynamic interpretation of black holes is correct, then the full system
must have a discrete energy spectrum, because the entropy of the black hole is finite. We
would write the correlator as
C(t) ≡ 1
Z(β)
∑
i,j
e−βEi |〈i|“O|j〉|2e−it(Ei−Ej), (1.47)
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where “H|i〉 = Ei|i〉 is a complete set of eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. One has Z(β) =∑
i e
−βEi〈i|“O|i〉 ∼ eS−β〈E〉, where S is the entropy and 〈E〉 is the ensemble average of the
energy. The long time average of the correlator is
lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
|C(t)|2dt ≈ 1
Z2(β)
∑
i,j
e−2βEi |〈i|“O|j〉|2 ≈ Z(2β)
Z2(β)
∼ e−S . (1.48)
This is nonvanishing. Of course occasionally the correlators will become large again at some
time when the phases in the sum interfere constructively, or arbitrarily small when they in-
terfere destructively. Nevertheless, the correlators should not drop exponentially, but they
should stabilize at a value around e−S after a long time.
In this formulation the paradox is even more evident. Both the arguments validating
the statistical description of black holes and the ones validating the gravitational one are
compelling. On the one hand, as we will see, the statistical description provides a reproduc-
tion of the entropy formula in low-energy Supergravity, as well as the recovery of Black Hole
Thermodynamics from AdS/CFT duality. On the other hand, there is no a priori reason why
the semiclassical Quantum Field Theory description should break down in the description of
an evaporating black hole.
Arguments from AdS/CFT tell us that the thermodynamic description, as well as unitar-
ity, should be preserved and our understanding of Quantum Field Theory has to be modified.
How this should happen, however, is still not clear, and must be addressed by any candidate
theory of quantum gravity.
So far, the most promising option seems to be String Theory, whose low-energy effective
theory reproduces General Relativity. In the following Chapter we shall review its prominent
features.
Chapter 2
Strings and Supergravity
2.1 String Theory in a nutshell
2.1.1 Bosonic strings
String theory, as the name suggests, is a theory of strings, i.e. extended one-dimensional
objects. We are used to theories of particles, which are pointlike. The action for a point
particle moving in D-dimensional Minkowski spacetime is
Sparticle = −m
∫
ds = −m
∫
dτ
 
−dX
µ
dτ
dXν
dτ
ηµν , µ, ν = 0, . . . , D − 1, (2.1)
where s is proper time, and τ is any timelike parameter parametrizing the worldline Xµ.
Notice that the action is proportional to the proper length of the worldline. However this
action is not well defined in the massless limit, and the presence of a square root makes it
difficult to define a saddle point expansion of the action upon quantization. To overcome
these difficulties we can introduce an auxiliary field, the einbein e(τ) =
»
−gττ (τ), where
gττ (τ) is the induced metric on the worldline. An action equivalent to (2.1) is given by
S′particle =
1
2
∫
dτ
Ä
e−1X˙2 − em2
ä
, (2.2)
where we have introduced the shorthand notation X˙µ = dX
µ
dτ . This action is still reparametri-
zation invariant, is quadratic in Xµ (which is convenient for path integral quantization), has
a well defined massless limit, and has the same equations of motion as (2.1) for the fields
Xµ, whereas the equation of motion for e is purely algebraic: integrating e away, one obtains
Sparticle.
For strings we can write similar expressions. Now Xµ = Xµ(τ, σ) is not representing a
worldline, but rather a worldsheet. τ is still taken to be a timelike parameter, whereas σ is
a spacelike parameter. We can have either open strings or closed strings: conventionally, we
let σ ∈ [0, pi] for open strings and σ ∈ [0, 2pi[ for closed strings. Moreover, for closed strings
we require periodicity in σ: Xµ(τ, σ) = Xµ(τ, σ + 2pi).
The straightforward generalization of (2.1) is to take an action which is proportional to the
proper area of the worldsheet, i.e.
SNG = −T
∫
dτ dσ
»
−det γαβ. (2.3)
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This goes by the name of Nambu-Goto action. Here,
γαβ =
∂Xµ
∂σα
∂Xν
∂σβ
ηµν (2.4)
is the induced metric on the worldsheet, with the convention σ0 = τ, σ1 = σ (in the following,
we will write just σ ≡ (τ, σ), and its meaning will be clear from the context). T is the tension
of the string, that is its potential energy per unit length. It is customary to define a new
parameter α′, the Regge slope, as
T =
1
2piα′
. (2.5)
The action (2.3) is manifestly reparametrization invariant on the worldsheet as well as space-
time Poincarè invariant.
Still, the action (2.3) is not always a convenient choice, and one can try to obtain something
similar to (2.2). Introducing as auxiliary field the worldsheet metric gαβ , we can write the
equivalent action
SP = − 1
4piα′
∫
d2σ
√−ggαβ∂αXµ∂βXνηµν , (2.6)
which is called Polyakov action. The Polyakov action still features worldsheet reparametriza-
tion invariance and spacetime Poincarè invariance, but it has an additional symmetry: Weyl
invariance. A Weyl transformation is defined as a rescaling of the (worldsheet) metric,
gαβ(σ) 7→ Ω2(σ)gαβ(σ), (2.7)
and it is a consequence of the fact that the Polyakov action is an action for a theory on two
dimensions.
The equations of motion for the Xµ fields and for the worldsheet metric read
∂α(
√−ggαβ ∂βXµ) = 0, (2.8)
Tαβ ≡ − 1
α′
Å
∂αX
µ ∂βXµ − 1
2
gαβg
γδ ∂γX
µ ∂δXµ
ã
= 0. (2.9)
Notice that Tαβ is automatically symmetric, Tαβ = Tβα, and traceless, Tαα = 0.
Closed strings. Typically, one exploits both Weyl invariance and reparametrization in-
variance to fix the metric to be the flat two-dimensional Minkowski metric: gαβ = ηαβ . With
this gauge choice and with the coordinates σ± = τ ± σ, the equations of motion for Xµ read
∂+ ∂−Xµ = 0, (2.10)
and the general solution is
Xµ = XµL(σ
+) +XµR(σ
−), (2.11)
with
XµL
Ä
σ+
ä
=
1
2
xµ +
1
2
α′pµσ+ + i
 
α′
2
∑
n6=0
1
n
α˜µne
−inσ+ ,
XµR
Ä
σ−
ä
=
1
2
xµ +
1
2
α′pµσ− + i
 
α′
2
∑
n6=0
1
n
αµne
−inσ− .
(2.12)
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It is usual to define also the zero modes
αµ0 = α˜
µ
0 =
 
α′
2
pµ. (2.13)
However, one still has to impose Tαβ = 0, which in these coordinates read T±± = 0. Using
the mode expansion, we can also express them as
Ln ≡ 1
2
∑
m∈Z
αµn−mα
ν
mηµν = 0, L˜n ≡
1
2
∑
m∈Z
α˜µn−mα˜
ν
mηµν = 0. (2.14)
Ln, L˜n are called Virasoro generators. The constraints arising from L0 = 0 and L˜0 = 0 are
not independent, because αµ0 = α˜
µ
0 ∼ pµ. We can thus read off the mass squared of the string
solution,
M2 =
4
α′
∑
n>0
αµ−nα
ν
nηµν =
4
α′
∑
n>0
α˜µ−nα˜
ν
nηµν . (2.15)
This goes by the name of level matching condition.
So far our discussion has been purely classical. To quantize the theory, one has to promote
the α, α˜ modes to operators and impose the correct commutation relations. This can be done
in different ways, and its detailed exposition is marginal to the scope of the thesis. For an
exhaustive treatment see [21]. The main result is that we can build a Fock space, starting
from vacuum states |0; p〉, which satisfy
αµn|0; p〉 = α˜µn|0; p〉 = 0 ∀n > 0,
 
2
α′
αµ0 |0; p〉 =
 
2
α′
α˜µ0 |0; p〉 = pµ|0; p〉. (2.16)
The level matching condition gets shifted, and becomes
M2 =
4
α′
(
−1 +
∑
n>0
αµ−nα
ν
nηµν
)
=
4
α′
(
−1 +
∑
n>0
α˜µ−nα˜
ν
nηµν
)
. (2.17)
Moreover, and most surprisingly, consistency of the theory will require the number of space-
time dimensions to be fixed to
D = 26. (2.18)
We will be interested in the low-energy spectrum of String Theory. Thus we look for the
lowest possible values of M2. If no mode excitations are present, i.e. we consider a vacuum
state |0, p〉, we have a negative mass squared state. This is a tachyon, and it signals an
instability of the vacuum. We can however discard the tachyon in Superstring theories, as
we will see later.
The next allowed value of M2 is zero: we obtain thus massless spacetime fields. The states
are of the form
ξijα
i
−1α˜
j
−1|0; p〉, i, j = 1, . . . , 24. (2.19)
In D = 26 massless fields should live in an irreducible representation of SO(24), their little
group. The fields ξij live in the 24 ⊗ 24 representation of SO(24), which is however not
irreducible. Decomposing into irreducibles we obtain, schematically,
24⊗ 24 =
Ç
traceless
symmetric
å
⊕
Ç
anti-
symmetric
å
⊕ (trace). (2.20)
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The traceless symmetric part is interpreted as the spacetime metric Gµν(X); the antisym-
metric part is a 2-form field, called Kalb-Ramond field Bµν(X); the trace part is a scalar
field Φ(X) called dilaton.
States with positive mass squared have masses of the order of the Planck mass: they are thus
too heavy to be observed at the energy scales we are interested into.
Open strings. For open strings, σ ∈ [0, pi], the discussion is slightly different. Their
dynamics is still described by the Polyakov action (2.6), but to the equations of motion one
has to add appropriate boundary conditions. In flat metric gauge, the variation of the action
under δXµ reads
δSP = −T
∫ τf
τi
dτ
∫ pi
0
dσ ∂αXµ ∂αδXµ = T
∫
d2σ ∂α ∂αX
µδXµ + T
∫ τf
τi
dτ
[
X ′µδXµ
]σ=pi
σ=0 ,
(2.21)
where we assumed that δXµ(τ = τi) = δXµ(τ = τf ) = 0, and we have defined X ′µ ≡ ∂σXµ.
For (2.21) to vanish we need thus X ′µδXµ = 0 at the endpoints σ = 0, pi. This leads to
• Neumann boundary condition: ∂σXµ = 0 at the endpoint,
• Dirichlet boundary condition: δXµ = 0 (equivalently, ∂τXµ = 0) at the endpoint.
To grasp the physical meaning of these boundary conditions, let us consider an open string
such that {
∂σX
I(σ = 0, pi) = 0, I = 0, . . . , p
Xa(σ = 0, pi) = ca, a = p+ 1, . . . , D − 1. (2.22)
The string endpoints lie in a (p + 1)-dimensional hypersurface, where they can move freely.
These hypersurfaces are called Dp-branes. It turns out that Dp-branes are dynamical objects
(they are solitonic solutions of the equations of motion), and they obey an effective action
which is an higher dimensional generalization of Nambu-Goto action, the Dirac action,
SDp = −Tp
∫
dp+1ξ
√−det γ, (2.23)
where ξI , I = 0, . . . , p are worldvolume coordinates and γIJ is the induced metric on the
worldvolume. However, in string perturbation theory, the branes are very heavy objects and
thus can be treated as static.
The equations of motion for open strings are solved in a similar fashion to the closed
string case, except from the fact that rather than periodicity in σ we need to impose the
correct boundary conditions. Irrespective of the choice of boundary conditions, it turns out
that only one set of modes αµn survives. We can still read off the mass squared of states from
the level matching condition, but now we must add a term coming from the tension of the
open string if it stretches between two different branes.
Upon quantization, for open strings attached to a single Dp-brane we have, at the massless
level, the states
ξIα
I
−1|0; p〉, ξaαa−1|0; p〉, I = 1, . . . p− 1, a = p+ 1, . . . D − 1. (2.24)
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They represent, respectively, a massless brane vector AI and D − p − 1 Goldstone bosons
φa, related to the spontaneous breaking of spacetime translational invariance by the Dp-brane.
Adding more branes makes the spectrum more interesting, and one is also able to describe
gauge theories on branes.
Let us first consider two parallel branes and open strings with endpoints on each brane. The
physical states at level one are still of the form
ξIα
I
−1|0; p; 1, 2〉, ξaαa−1|0; p; 1, 2〉, I = 1, . . . p− 1, a = p+ 1, . . . D − 1, (2.25)
where (1, 2) denotes that the oriented string stretches from the first brane to the second, but
now their masses are given by
M2 =
(X2 −X1)2
(2piα′)2
, (2.26)
where X1,2 denote the coordinates of the two branes. Notice that M2 vanishes in the limit
where the two branes collide.
The states appearing in (2.25) represent, respectively, p − 1 components of a massive bulk
vector VI(1,2) and D− p− 1 massive brane scalars sa(1,2). The missing p-th component of the
bulk vector is given by the combination of brane scalars∑
a
(Xa2 −Xa1 )αa−1|0; p; 1, 2〉. (2.27)
Putting everything together, this gives a massive vector and D − p− 2 massive scalars.
Looking at the full system of two parallel branes, we can have all possible combinations of
open strings ending on different branes, even with different orientations. Concerning vectors,
in total we have two massless vectors (one from each brane) and two massive vectors (one for
each orientation of the open string connecting the branes). If we take the limit of colliding
branes, we end up with four massless vectors and 4(D − p− 1) massless scalars.
It turns out that the vectors interact with each other, and behave like gauge fields. When the
branes coincide, the system describes a U(2) Yang-Mills theory; when the branes are apart,
the gauge symmetry breaks down to U(1)×U(1), because we are giving an expectation value
to some of the scalars.
More generally, for N coincident D-branes, we can describe U(N) gauge theories, and also
gauge theories related to proper subgroups such as SO(N), Sp(N). For more details, see for
instance [22].
2.1.2 String interactions and effective actions
Just as it is usually done for point particles, one would like to calculate amplitudes for
processes like
{initial strings state} −→ {final strings state}. (2.28)
This is more easily thought of in the path integral formalism. The amplitude will be given
by the sum over all worldsheets connecting the initial state and the final state, weighted by
the exponential of the action.
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Figure 2.1: First terms contributing to the scattering amplitude of two closed strings.
Notice that there is no definite interaction location, in contrast to the point particle case.
Locally, interaction worldsheets look like free ones, and only the global properties of the
worldsheets capture interactions.
The general formula for the S-matrix of any n closed strings in Euclidean time is, schemati-
cally,
Sj1,...,jn(k1, . . . , kn) =
∑
compact
topologies
∫
DXDg
VdiffVWeyl
e−S
n∏
i=1
∫
d2σi
»
g(σi)Vji(ki, σi). (2.29)
This is a highly nontrivial statement, thus some explanation is mandatory. kµi is the D-
dimensional momentum of the ith string, the integration is over the possible field configu-
rations for the Xµ fields and the worldsheet metric gαβ . The division by VdiffVWeyl, the
volume of the local symmetry group, is a schematical way to avoid overcounting gauge equiv-
alent configurations. Vji(ki, σ) are called vertex operators, and they represent the insertion
of a free string worldsheet at the point σi. The sum is over compact topologies, because the
interaction takes place at finite coordinates in spacetime. The action S appearing in the path
integral is not just the Polyakov action: rather, it is given by
S = SP + λχ, (2.30)
where λ = 〈Φ〉 is the dilaton expectation value and χ is the Euler characteristics of the
worldsheet. For an oriented, closed surface of genus g and with b boundaries,
χ = 2− 2g − b. (2.31)
The sum over compact topologies can thus be seen as a perturbative expansion in powers of
gs ≡ e〈Φ〉. If g = b = 0, like for the sphere S2, we say that the interaction is at tree level.
For our purposes, however, we are mainly interested in the effective dynamics for massless
fields. It is possible to obtain an ansatz for the spacetime action by looking at scattering
amplitudes of strings. The right effective action for the metric Gµν , the Kalb-Ramond field
Bµν and the dilaton Φ turns out to be, at tree level,
S26 =
1
2k20
∫
d26X
√−Ge−2Φ
ï
R(26) − 1
12
HµνρH
µνρ + 4 ∂µΦ ∂
µΦ +O(α′)
ò
, (2.32)
where H = dB.
The action (2.32) might look somewhat unusual. The coefficient of the 26-dimensional
Einstein-Hilbert term is field dependent, and the kinetic term of the dilaton appears with
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the "wrong" sign. This is just an arifact of our choice of fields: we are describing fields and
the action in the string frame. We could define a new metric, G˜µν = e−
4
D−2 (Φ−〈Φ〉)Gµν ≡
e−Φ˜/6Gµν , such that the action will read
S26 =
1
2k2
∫
d26X
ï
R˜− 1
12
e−Φ˜/3HµνρHµνρ − 1
2
∂µΦ˜ ∂
µΦ˜ +O(α′)
ò
, (2.33)
where k = k0e〈Φ〉. This defines the so-called Einstein frame, which is the correct frame where
to formulate questions about the spacetime geometry.
2.1.3 Supersymmetry
Bosonic string theory has two main limitations. First of all, it contains a tachyon, which
makes the theory unstable if left untreated. Even if one were able to somehow remove the
tachyon, still the theory would not contain spacetime fermions, which we know to be the
building blocks of matter. A solution to both these problems is to include Supersymmetry
in String Theory.
Broadly speaking, supersymmetry is a symmetry (or a set of symmetries) that relates
bosonic and fermionic states in a quantum theory. Our exposition will be very sketchy, and
we refer to [23] for a detailed exposition.
Let us work with N supersymmetries: they are defined in terms of fermionic generators
QIA, the supercharges, where I = 1, . . . ,N and A,B, . . . denote spinor indices. Schematically,
they act on bosonic and fermionic states as
δB = ¯F, δF = γ
µ∂µB, (2.34)
respectively, where I is the parameter of the infinitesimal transformation (we have suppressed
the copy index I in the above), and γµ are gamma-matrices obeying the usual Clifford
algebra {γµ, γν} = 2ηµν . Notice that  must be a Grassmann number by consistency. The
supersymmetry transformations have nontrivial commutation relations, e.g.
[δ1 , δ2 ]B ∼ (¯1γµ2) ∂µB. (2.35)
Since Pµ = −i ∂µ, we see that composing two supersymmetry transformations we obtain a
spacetime translation. We can thus expand the Poincarè algebra to include the supercharges
and their (anti-)commutation relations. The detailed structure of the extension depends on
the number of spacetime dimensions and of the supersymmetries, but we can write down,
schematically
[P,QI ] = 0, [M,QI ] ∼ QI , {QI , QJ} ∼ ZIJ , {QI , Q¯J} ∼ δIJP. (2.36)
Here P,M denote the generators of translations and Lorentz transformations respectively,
whereas ZIJ are operators that commute with all the generators, called central charges. No-
tice that the central charges can be present only if the number of supersymmetries N is
greater than one.
A naïve, but suggesting way to picture supersymmetry transformations is to add to the
spacetime coordinates xµ the "fermionic directions" θA, where A is still the spinor index
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cited above. This is called superspace formalism, and we can think of supersymmetry and
Poincarè transformations as being spacetime "Poincarè" transformations in this extended
space. Consider now a function of the superspace coordinates Φ(x, θ): the fact that the
θ coordinates are fermionic allows us to perform a Taylor expansion around θ = 0 that
terminates:
Φ(x, θ) ∼ φ(x) + θψ(x) + . . .+ θ · · · θf(x). (2.37)
The coefficients in front of the various combinations of θ are fields with different spin: for
instance, φ(x) is a bosonic field and ψ(x) is a fermionic field. Upon a supersymmetry trans-
formation, φ(x) will transform into ψ(x). This is very schematic, but shows how bosonic
fields get partnered to fermionic fields.
2.1.4 Superstrings
There are various ways of putting String Theory and Supersymmetry together: we will follow
the traditional approach of implementing supersymmetry on the worldsheet. We refer to [24]
for further details.
With Supersymmetry, there comes the supersymmetric partners of the fields we have
encountered in String Theory: the spacetime fields Xµ will be partnered to the spacetime
spinors ψµA, whereas the worldsheet metric gαβ will be partnered to the gravitino χαA. Here
A,B, . . . are two-dimensional spinor indices.
The Polyakov action (2.6) can be generalized to Superstring theory including the fermions.
S =
1
2piα′
∫
d2σ
√−g
ï
gαβ∂αX
µ∂βXµ +
i
2
ψ¯µρα∂αψµ +
i
2
Ä
χαρ
βραψµ
ä Å
∂βXµ − i
4
χβψµ
ãò
,
(2.38)
where ρα are the two-dimensional Dirac matrices and we have suppressed spinor indices.
As additional local symmetries, it features supersymmetry and "super-Weyl" invariance, the
analogous of Weyl invariance for the gravitino. It is convenient to work in the so-called
superconformal gauge,
gαβ = ηαβ, χα = 0. (2.39)
With this gauge choice, the generalized Polyakov action reads
S = − 1
4piα
∫
d2σ ∂αX
µ ∂αXµ − i
2piα′
∫
d2σψµρα ∂αψµ, (2.40)
Using light-cone coordinates, the equations of motion will read
∂+ ∂−Xµ = 0, ∂+ψ
µ
− = 0 = ∂−ψ
µ
+, (2.41)
where we have split the two dimensional spinors ψµ into their chiral components ψµ±. For
the bosonic fields the same discussion goes throught as in bosonic string theory, whereas for
spinors
ψµ± = ψ
µ
±(σ
±). (2.42)
One still has to impose the correct boundary conditions and constraints. Upon variation of
the action, we obtain now a piece involving fermions that does not vanish on-shell,
δS ∼
∫
dτ
[
ψµ+δψ+µ − ψµ−δψ−µ
]σ=pi or 2pi
σ=0 . (2.43)
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Let us examine the closed string case. Then the term at σ = 0 must cancel the term at
σ = 2pi. Thus, in full generality, ψµ± can be either periodic or antiperiodic, i.e.
ψµ+(τ, σ = 2pi) = ±ψµ+(τ, σ = 0),
ψµ−(τ, σ = 2pi) = ±ψµ−(τ, σ = 0).
(2.44)
In the periodic case we say that the fermions live in the Ramond (R) sector, whereas an-
tiperiodic fermions live in the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector. Notice that we can pick different
sectors for the two different chiralities.
The constraints arising from the action are
Tαβ = 0, Gα = 0, (2.45)
where Gα is the supersymmetric counterpart of the stress-energy tensor, the supercurrent.
In light cone coordinates, they read
0 = T±± =
1
2
(
∂±Xµ∂±Xµ + iψ
µ
±∂±ψ±µ
)
,
0 = G± =
1
2
ψµ±∂±Xµ.
(2.46)
At this point, one expands the solutions to the equations of motion in modes, quantizes the
theory by imposing canonical commutation (and anticommutation) relations for the modes,
and implements the constraints. Also in this case consistency of the theory fixes the number
of spacetime dimensions, this time to
D = 10. (2.47)
When analyzing the spectrum, a further requirement forces us to discard half of the Fock
space, via a procedure called GSO projection. This is because not all combinations of the
choice of R/NS in the left and right chirality sector are consistent. It turns out that some
of the allowed combinations are also free of tachyons: they are called type IIA and type IIB
Superstring theories.
At the massless level, type II Superstring theories contain in their spectrum:
• NS-NS sector: the bosonic fields of bosonic string theory, i.e. the metric Gµν , the
Kalb-Ramond field Bµν and the dilaton Φ;
• R-NS and NS-R sector: the spinors ψµ and the dilatino λ, the fermionic superpartner
of the dilaton;
• R-R sector: (bosonic) gauge p-forms Cp. Here we have to make a distinction between
type IIA and type IIB theories: in type IIA there are a one-form C1 and a three-form C3,
whereas in type IIB there are a zero-form C0, a two-form C2 and a self-dual four-form
C4.
The low-energy effective action for the bosonic part of type IIA and type IIB, in the string
frame, are [25]
SIIA/B = SNSNS + SRR + SCS , (2.48)
where SNSNS is the same for both type IIA and IIB and is formally identical to the effective
action arising from bosonic string theory,
SNS =
1
2k210
∫
d10X
√−Ge−2Φ
Å
R+ 4∂µΦ∂
µΦ− 1
12
HµνρH
µνρ
ã
, (2.49)
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with H3 = dB2. SRR contains the kinetic terms for the Cp gauge forms and SCS contains
certain topological terms. For type IIA,
SR = − 1
4k210
∫ Ä
F2 ∧ ?F2 + F˜4 ∧ ?F˜4
ä
,
SCS = − 1
4k210
∫
B2 ∧ F4 ∧ F4,
(2.50)
with Fp+1 = dCp and F˜4 = F4 − C1 ∧ F3; whereas for type IIB
SR = − 1
4k210
∫ Ä
F1 ∧ ?F1 + F˜3 ∧ ?F˜3 + F˜5 ∧ ?F˜5
ä
,
SCS = − 1
4k210
∫
C4 ∧H3 ∧ F3,
(2.51)
where again Fp+1 = dCp, and F˜3 = F3 − C0 ∧H3, F˜5 = F5 − 12C2 ∧H3 + 12B2 ∧ F3 = ?F˜5.
For completeness we mention rapidly the issue of open strings. In Superstring theories it
is not as easy to build a consistent theory containing open strings as it was in the bosonic
string case. It is nevertheless possible, and the resulting theory is called type I theory. We
will not make use of this theory.
2.1.5 Kaluza-Klein mechanism
We have seen how consistency of superstring theories requires the number of spacetime di-
mensions to be fixed to D = 10. Thus, to make contact with our seemingly D = 4 Universe
we need to get rid of unwanted extra dimensions. The strategy is to ask them to be very
small, such that they cannot be noticed with experiments: this goes by the name of com-
pactification, and follows an old idea in field theory, the Kaluza-Klein mechanism. Here we
follow the presentation in [25].
Consider a toy field theory in D = 5 dimensional spacetime. Let the fifth dimension,
described by the coordinate x4 ≡ y, be a circle of radius r, i.e. y ∼ y + 2piR. This has three
consequences.
• There appears a Kaluza-Klein tower of massive states in (D − 1) dimensions. Let
M,N = 0, . . . , 4 and µ, ν = 0, . . . , 3. A massless scalar field in D = 5 dimensions
satisfies
∂M ∂
MΦ(xM ) = 0. (2.52)
Periodicity in x4 = y prescribes the Fourier decomposition
Φ(xµ, y) =
∑
n
φn(x
µ)einy/R, (2.53)
and plugging this inside the five-dimensional equation of motion givesÇ
∂µ ∂
µ − n
2
R2
å
φn(x
µ) = 0. (2.54)
The n−th Fourier mode φn(xµ) is a lower dimensional scalar field of mass m2n = n2/R2.
Notice that the zero mode φ0 is massless, and it is the only state that survives in the
R→ 0 limit.
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• There appears an extra U(1) symmetry in (D − 1) dimensions. The gauge potential
arises from the components Gµy of the 5-dimensional metric. The most general ansatz
for the metric reads
ds2 = GMNdx
MdxN = gµνdx
µdxν + e2σ(dy +Aµdx
µ)2. (2.55)
We can write down an expansion similar to (2.53) for the fields appearing in the metric.
Let us consider only the zero modes. Diffeomorphism invariance along the compact
direction, y 7−→ y′ = y + λ(xµ), translates into
Aµ 7−→ A′µ = Aµ − ∂µλ, (2.56)
therefore Aµ is a gauge potential in 4 dimensions.
• There appear massless scalar fields, called moduli, in (D− 1) dimensions. In this setup
the field σ is the modulus, and it sets the volume of the internal space,
Vol(S1) =
∫ 2piR
0
dyeσ = 2piReσ. (2.57)
In general, if there is a potential for a modulus then its expectation value will determine
the geometric properties of the compact space.
If the five-dimensional theory contained only gravity, with dimensional reduction it becomes
S5 =
1
2k25
∫
d5x
√−GR(5) = 2pir
2k25
∫
d4x
√−geσ
Ç
R(4) − e
2σ
4
FµνF
µν + ∂µσ ∂
µσ
å
. (2.58)
Let us now discuss compactification from the point of view of bosonic string theory. Now
D = 26, and let us assume that X25 describes a compact direction with period R. We have
now to think about string excitations. The first consequence is that p25 is quantized: in fact,
e2piiRp
25 |X25〉 = |X25 + 2piR〉 = |X25〉 ⇐⇒ p25 = n
R
, n ∈ Z. (2.59)
Another consequence is that closed strings can wind around the compact direction many
times,
X25(σ + 2pi) = X25(σ) + 2pimR, m ∈ Z. (2.60)
Therefore, X25 allows the mode expansion
X25(τ, σ) = x250 + α
′ n
R
τ +mRσ + (oscillators), (2.61)
and the string spectrum from the 25-dimensional point of view can be read from the level
matching condition,
M2 =
n2
R2
+
m2R2
α′2
+ (oscillators) . (2.62)
Notice that this formula is symmetric in the simultaneous exchange of n←→ m,R←→ α′/R.
This is the first hint of the presence of dualities in string theory, which we will address in the
more specific framework of Supergravity.
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2.2 Supergravity theories
When one takes the effective low-energy limit of Superstring theories one obtains Super-
gravity (SUGRA), the supersymmetric extension of General Relativity. However one does
not need to start from String Theory to define Supergravity, and of course historically they
have been developed independently. The motivation to develop Supergravity was that super-
symmetry makes the divergences that appear when trying to quantize gravity more tractable.
The basic idea is to promote supersymmetry from a global symmetry to a local one, i.e.
δ = IQ
I 7−→ I(x)QI . In this way, (2.34, 2.35) become
δB = ¯(x)F, δF = (x)γ
µ ∂µB, [δ1 , δ2 ]B ∼ (¯1γµ 2)(x) ∂µB. (2.63)
By the last of these relations, we see that a theory that is invariant under local supersymme-
try is invariant also under local diffeomorphisms, as happens in General Relativity.
The features of a Supergravity theory depend mainly on the number of spacetime dimen-
sions D and on the quantity of supersymmetries N present in the theory. The field content
of the theory is divided into multiplets: each multiplet is closed under supersymmetry trans-
formation. We are interested in the multiplets that contain a spin-2 massless particle, the
graviton, which we will call supergravity multiplet.
The number of spacetime dimensions is relevant due to the distinct structure of spinorial
representations in different D. Let us recall some properties of spinor representations [26].
Let us parametrize the number of dimensions by D = 2k + 2 if D is even, and D = 2k + 3 if
D is odd.
In any dimension we can define the gamma matrices γµ obeying the usual Clifford algebra;
the corresponding spinors are called Dirac spinors and transform under a representation of
complex dimension 2k+1. For D even, however, we can further define another matrix γ˜, that
obeys
γ˜ = ikγ0γ1 . . . γD−1, {γµ, γ˜} = 0, γ˜2 = −1. (2.64)
This means that the Dirac representation is not irreducible, and we can split one Dirac spinor
into two Weyl spinors. The corresponding representation has complex dimension 2k.
There is also another way of splitting spinors: by looking at real representations rather than
complex representations. If D ≡ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 mod 8 then one can define Majorana (or pseudo-
Majorana) spinors. Moreover, if D is even and the decompositions into Majorana and Weyl
spinors are compatible, then one has Majorana-Weyl spinors: this happens only if D ≡ 2
mod 8. The corresponding irreducible representation for Majorana-Weyl spinors has real di-
mension 2k. The results are summarized in Table 2.1 below, where dimRR denotes the real
dimension of the corresponding irreducible spinor representation.
The total number of supercharges QIA in a supergravity theory is N times dimRR. The
quantity of supersymmetries N is however not arbitrary, because the final theory should be
free of particles with spin greater than 2, which would lead to instability. One finds [23] that
the maximum allowed amount of supercharges in a supergravity theory is 32: if there are
exactly 32 supercharges then the theory is said to be maximal. For instance, if D = 4 then
N ≤ 8, whereas the highest number of dimensions achievable with N = 1 is D = 11.
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D 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
k 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
Weyl? X X X X X
(pseudo-)
Majorana? X X X X X X X
Majorana-
Weyl? X X
dimRR 1 2 4 8 8 16 16 16 16 32
Table 2.1: Admissable spinorial structures in D dimensions.
2.2.1 Eleven- and ten-dimensional supergravity
Since it turns out [23] that maximal supergravites in different D are related by dimensional
reduction, we can think of D = 11 maximal supergravity as being the most fundamental
theory of supergravity. It has 256 degrees of freedom, which are evenly divided into 128
bosonic and 128 fermionic degrees of freedom thanks to supersymmetry. Massless particles
in D = 11 fall into irreducible representations of SO(9): we can fit all the degrees of freedom
of the theory into
• the metric GMN , a symmetric traceless field (44 bosonic d.o.f.s),
• a gauge 3-form AMNP (84 bosonic d.o.f.s),
• the gravitino ψAM (128 fermionic d.o.f.s).
The bosonic part of the action is given by
S11 =
1
2k211
∫
d11x
√−G
Å
R− 1
2
|F4|2
ã
− 1
12k211
∫
A3 ∧ F4 ∧ F4, (2.65)
where F4 = dA3, whereas the fermionic part of the action is fixed by supersymmetry. The
last term in the bosonic action is also required by supersymmetry: it is a topological term,
called Chern-Simons term.1
If we want to make contact with Superstring theory, however, we should require the num-
ber of spacetime dimensions to be ten, not eleven. We want to obtain maximal supergravity
in D = 10. Maximality will require N = 2, since the dimension of irreducible spinor repre-
sentation is halved in ten dimensions with respect to the eleven-dimensional case.
An option is to start from D = 11, N = 1 supergravity and allow the space direction
y ≡ x10 to be a compact direction. We will interpret then eleven-dimensional fields from a
ten-dimensional perspective: explicitly, we let
ds211 = e
2σ (dy + C1µdx
µ)2 + ds210,
A3 = B2 ∧ dy + C3.
(2.66)
Here greek indices run from 0 to 9. C1 and C3 are RR gauge forms, B2 is the NSNS gauge
form, and the field σ is related to the dilaton Φ by
Φ =
3
2
σ. (2.67)
1Despite its appearence, the Chern-Simons term in (2.65) is gauge invariant.
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We thus recover the massless spectrum of type IIA superstring theory: the resulting super-
gravity theory is also referred to as type IIA. The dimensionally reduced action reads
SIIA =
1
2k210
∫
d10x
√−g10
Å
eσR(10) + eσ∂µσ∂
µσ − 1
2
e3σ |F2|2
ã
+
− 1
4k210
∫
d10x
√−g10
Å
e−σ |H3|2 + eσ
∣∣∣F˜4∣∣∣2ã− 1
4k210
∫
B2 ∧ F4 ∧ F4,
(2.68)
with Fp+1 = dCp, H3 = dB2, F˜4 = dC3 − C1 ∧ F3. However, this is neither in the string
frame nor in the Einstein frame. To pass between frames one can use
(gE)µν = e
σ/4(g10)µν = e
Φ/6(g10)µν , (gs)µν = e
σ(g10)µν = e
2Φ/3(g10)µν . (2.69)
In the string frame, one recovers the action (2.48) that comes from superstring theory.
One can also describe type IIB Supergravity, i.e. the low-energy effective theory arising
from type IIB Superstring theory. This theory cannot be obtained from eleven-dimensional
maximal Supergravity via dimensional reduction, but it can be obtained from type IIA theory
via T-duality. As we have seen in Section 2.1.5, if one wraps a closed bosonic string around a
circle of radius R, the string receives contributions to the mass coming from winding modes
(proportional to R/α′) and momentum modes (proportional to 1/R). If the string were
wrapped around a circle of radius R˜ = α′/R instead, one can swap winding and momentum
modes, but the spectrum stays identical. It turns out [25] that the two scenarios are equivalent
also at the interacting level. This is T-duality.
Something similar happens for superstrings. Let y denote now a compact direction in ten
dimensions. Let us parametrize the fields appearing in type IIA supergravity, in the string
frame, as
ds2 = gyy (dy +Aµdx
µ)2 + gˆµνdx
µdxν ,
B2 = Bµydx
µ ∧ (dy +Aµdxµ) + Bˆ2,
Cp = (Cp−1)y ∧ (dy +Aµdxµ) + Cˆp.
(2.70)
T-duality maps these fields to their type IIB analogs,
ds2 = g−1yy (dy +Bµydx
µ)2 + gˆµνdx
µdxν ,
e2Φ
′
= g−1yy e
2Φ,
B′2 = Aµdx
µ ∧ dy + Bˆ2,
C ′p = Cˆp−1 ∧ (dy +Bµydxµ) + (Cp)y.
(2.71)
Notice that the C ′p forms have now odd p. With these redefinitions, one recovers the low-
energy action (2.48) of type IIB superstring theory.
There is yet another duality concerning type II theories, and that is S-duality. In par-
ticular, S-duality relates two different type IIB theories. It is relevant to study this duality
beacause it gives us information about the strong coupling limit of type II theories. We know
that the dilaton Φ is related to the string coupling by
gs = e
〈Φ〉. (2.72)
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S-duality acts on the fields of type IIB supergravity as
Φ′ = −Φ,
g′µν = e
−Φgµν ,
B′2 = C2,
C ′2 = −B2,
(2.73)
thus effectively changing the coupling to g′s = 1/gs. We see then that a strongly coupled
type IIB theory is S-dual to a weakly coupled one, which can be analyzed at the perturbative
level.
S-duality is useful also because it will allow us to generate new solutions in type IIB super-
gravity starting from known ones.
2.2.2 Branes and charges
As we have mentioned when addressing open strings, string theory is more than just a theory
of strings: it contains also other extended objects, branes. By studying branes one finds that
they couple to gauge forms, as we will explain in the following.
Before addressing branes, let us recall how a gauge 1-form A1 can give charges to a particle
in D = 4. The interaction between the particle and the gauge field is given by the term
Lint = q
∫
A1, (2.74)
where the integral is over the particle’s worldline, and q is a coupling constant. If we let
F2 = dA1 be the field strength of the gauge field generated by the particle, the electric and
magnetic charges of the particle are defined in a way similar to (1.13),
Qe =
∫
S2
?F2, Qm =
∫
S2
F2. (2.75)
The generalization to branes living in D dimensions is straightforward. The interaction with
a p-form Ap is still of the form
Lint = µp
∫
Ap, (2.76)
but now the integral runs over the p-dimensional worldvolume of a (p − 1)-brane. Letting
Fp+1 = dAp, we see that Ap couples electrically to a (p− 1)-brane (with electric charge Qe),
and magnetically to a (D − p − 3)-brane (with magnetic charge Qm). The charges of the
branes are, respectively,
Qe =
∫
SD−p−1
?Fp+1, Qm =
∫
Sp+1
Fp+1. (2.77)
For instance, the field A3 in D = 11 maximal supergravity couples electrically to a 2-brane
and magnetically to a 5-brane.
When applying this to type II theories we obtain, respectively,
• Type IIA. The RR gauge form C1 couples electrically to a D0-brane and magnetically
to a D6-brane, whereas C3 couples electrically to a D2-brane and magnetically to a D4-
brane. The NSNS gauge form B2 couples electrically to a 1-brane and magnetically to
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a 5-brane, which are called F1- and NS5-brane respectively. F1 stands for fundamental
string. A NS5-brane is another different fundamental object: it can be thought of as
the analogue of a magnetic monopole for B2.
• Type IIB. The RR gauge forms C2 couples electrically to a D1-brane and magnetically
to a D5-brane, whereas C4 couples both electrically and magnetically to a D3-brane.
C0 is a scalar, and thus it does not couple to branes. The NSNS gauge form B2 behaves
as in type IIA.
We can see how dualities swap the role of branes. An S-duality for type IIB theories acts
on the branes by exchanging D1,D5-branes with F1,NS5-branes and viceversa. A T-duality
acts in a more complicated way. Winding modes of a fundamental string become momentum
modes along the string in the duality direction, whereas for branes sourcing RR gauge forms
the action of the duality depends wheter it is performed along the brane or not. Schematically,
F1←→ P, Dp ‖←→ D(p− 1), Dp ⊥←→ D(p+ 1). (2.78)
The presence of branes in the theory breaks some of the symmetries of the theory: trans-
lation invariance perpendicular to the branes, as well as supersymmetry to a certain amount.
If the brane is not excited it breaks only half of the supersymmetries, because left- and right-
movers are no more independent due to boundary conditions on the branes. If more than
one type of branes are present, each kind of brane halves the number of supersymmetries
preserved in the theory.
Chapter 3
Black Holes from String Theory
Now that we have String Theory, and in particular its low-energy limit, Supergravity, in our
toolbox, it is natural to ask how one is supposed to describe black holes within this new
framework.
The first step is to form bound state out of objects in String Theory that are at least reason-
ably stable. A good way of doing so is to pick those objects to be branes. Branes are solitonic
solutions of String Theory which are naturally long-lived at the energy scale of Supergravity.
String theory then allows to give a fairly simple explanation of how the black hole entropy
arises, by giving a description of the microscopic states (microstates) that account for a given
macroscopic configuration.
3.1 Brane solutions in Supergravity
In this Section we will derive solutions of the supergravity equations for fixed configurations
of p-branes in the background.
We will focus on a particular class of solutions, BPS solutions, for which all fermionic fields
are set to zero (hence, they are bosonic solutions), and that are invariant under a fraction
of the supersymmetries characterizing the theory. The general rule for BPS bound states of
p-branes is that each type of parallel brane present in the background configuration halves the
number of supersymmetries in the theory; this is easily understood by looking, for instance,
at the bosonic Poincaré generators. We are interested in BPS solutions mainly because
they have two nice properties [26]. First, BPS states have charge equal to their mass in
appropriate units, and hence they represent natural candidates for generating extremal black
holes. Secondly, their microscopic degeneracy is a quantity protected by supersymmetry, i.e.
it does not vary when one changes the couplings in the theory, thus the entropy arising from
the supergravity computation (free theory) should match the microscopic entropy at strong
coupling.
There are two possible ways of deriving the solutions:
Direct method. Solve the equations of motion of the supegravity theory. This is in general
impractical to perform analytically, but just like what happens for Einstein’s equations the
presence of symmetries makes it more manageable. BPS solutions are then obtained imposing
supersymmetry of the fields configuration: since the fermionic fields are set to zero in BPS
configurations, then the bosonic fields are invariant under supersymmetry.
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Indirect method. Start from a trivial solution of the equations of motion, and derive less
trivial solutions applying symmetries and S,T-dualities. To add charges to the solution it
is possible to perform boosts along compact directions. In order to obtain a BPS solution,
however, one must take an appropriate decoupling limit.
In the following we will provide an explicit construction of BPS brane solutions with
different number of charges using the indirect method. In particular, when the third charge
is added we will find a description of the Strominger-Vafa black hole [27].
3.1.1 1-charge solution
The starting point is 10D Supergravity on flat Minkowski space compactified on S1 × T 4.
Let us denote by (xi, t) the coordinates along the noncompact directions R4,1, let y be the
coordinate along the S1 and (za) be the coordinates of T 4.
In this framework, the trivial solution of type II Supergravity equations from which we start
is the 5D Schwarzschild solution in the noncompact directions,
ds2 = −
Å
1− 2M
r2
ã
dt2 +
Å
1− 2M
r2
ã−1
dr2 + r2dΩ23 + dy
2 + dzadz
a, (3.1)
where we have set GN = 1 for convenience. Let us pick Hopf coordinates for Ω3,
x1 = r sin θ cosφ, x2 = r sin θ cosφ, x3 = r cos θ cosψ, x4 = r cos θ sinψ, (3.2)
where θ ∈ [0, pi2 ] , φ, ψ ∈ [0, 2pi[. All other supergravity fields are switched off, namely
Φ = B2 = Cp = 0. (3.3)
Let us add the first charge by performing a boost of parameter α along S1:
y → y coshα+ t sinhα ≡ y, t→ t coshα+ y sinhα ≡ t. (3.4)
The metric (3.1) becomes
ds2 =
Ç
1 +
2M sinh2 α
r2
å
dy2 +
Ç
−1 + 2M cosh
2 α
r2
å
dt2+
+ sinh 2α
2M
r2
dydt+
Å
1− 2M
r2
ã−1
dr2 + r2dΩ23 + dy
2 + dzadz
a. (3.5)
This is a solution of type IIA Supergravity generated by a wave carrying momentum along
S1: let us call this charge Py.
To obtain a charge that is related to a bound state of branes, we need to perform T-duality
along the y direction. This brings us to a type IIB supergravity solution describing a funda-
mental string, which we call F1y. The result is
ds2 = S−1α
î
dy2 +
Ä
−1 + 2M
r2
ä
dt2
ó
+
Ä
1− 2M
r2
ä−1
dr2 + r2dΩ23 + dzadz
a,
e2Φ = S−1α ,
B2 = S
−1
α
M
r2
sinh 2α dt ∧ dy,
Cp = 0,
(3.6)
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where
Sα ≡
Ç
1 +
2M sinh2 α
r2
å
. (3.7)
To obtain a BPS solution, we must perform the so-called BPS limit,
M → 0, α→∞, Me2α ≡ 2Q. (3.8)
Here Q has the meaning of the winding charge of the fundamental string. Sα becomes
Sα → 1 + Q
r2
≡ Z(r), (3.9)
and the BPS solution obtained from (3.6) reads
ds2 = Z−1(r)
(
dy2 − dt2)+ dr2 + r2dΩ23 + dzadza,
e2Φ = Z−1(r),
B2 = −Z−1(r) dt ∧ dy,
Cp = 0.
(3.10)
3.1.2 2-charge solution
We wish to add another charge to the solution. To do this, let us start again from (3.6)1,
and perform another boost along S1, of parameter β. This describes a F1y string carrying
momentum Py,
ds2 = SβS
−1
α
(
dy + M sinh 2β
r2+2M sinh2 β
dt
)2
+ S−1β S
−1
α
Ä
−1 + 2M
r2
ä
dt2+
+
Ä
1− 2M
r2
ä−1
dr2 + r2dΩ23 + dzadz
a,
e2Φ = S−1α ,
B2 = S
−1
α
M
r2
sinh 2α dt ∧ dy,
Cp = 0.
(3.11)
Before taking the BPS limit, let us move to a more convenient duality frame: the D1D5
frame. It can be generated from the F1P frame via the following chain of dualities,Ç
F1y
Py
å
Sy−→
Ç
D1y
Py
å
TT4−−→
Ç
D5yT 4
Py
å
S−→
Ç
NS5yT 4
Py
å
Ty−→
Ç
NS5yT 4
F1y
å
Tz1+S−−−−→
Ç
D5yT 4
D1y
å
. (3.12)
After all these dualities, (3.11) reads
ds2 = S
−1/2
β S
−1/2
α
î
dy2 −
Ä
1− 2M
r2
ä
dt2
ó
+ S
1/2
β S
1/2
α
[Ä
1− 2M
r2
ä−1
dr2 + r2dΩ23
]
+
+S
1/2
β S
−1/2
α dzadz
a,
e2Φ = SβS
−1
α ,
B2 = 0,
C2 = −S−1β Mr2 sinh 2β dt ∧ dy − f(θ, α, β) dφ ∧ dψ,
(3.13)
1Recall that the BPS limit must always be taken at the end.
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where f(θ, α, β) is a function whose exact form before the BPS limit we are not interested
into. It can be shown, however, that in the BPS limit one has
Sα → 1 + Q1
r2
≡ Z1(r), Sβ → 1 + Q5
r2
≡ Z5(r), f(θ, α, β)→ −Q5 sin2 θ, (3.14)
and the 2-charge BPS solution is thus given by
ds2 = Z
−1/2
1 (r)Z
−1/2
5 (r)
(
dy2 − dt2)+ Z1/21 (r)Z1/25 (r) (dr2 + r2dΩ23)+
+Z
1/2
1 (r)Z
−1/2
5 (r)dzadz
a,
e2Φ = Z1(r)Z
−1
5 (r),
B2 = 0,
C2 = −(1− Z−15 (r)) dt ∧ dy +Q5 sin2 θ dφ ∧ dψ.
(3.15)
Q1 and Q5 have the meaning of winding charges of the D1, D5 branes respectively along
the compact directions. Notice that Q5 comes from the winding of the fundamental string
around S1 and that Q1 comes from its momentum instead.
3.1.3 3-charge solution: the Strominger-Vafa black hole
The three-charge solution is obtained by performing another boost along the S1 direction in
the D1D5 system before taking the BPS limit. Let γ be the boost parameter; the metric in
(3.13) becomes
ds2 = SγS
−1/2
β S
−1/2
α
Å
dy + S−1γ
M
r2
sinh 2γdt
ã2
− S−1γ S−1/2β S−1/2α
Å
1− 2M
r2
ã
dt2+
+ S
1/2
β S
1/2
α
ñÅ
1− 2M
r2
ã−1
dr2 + r2dΩ23
ô
+ S
1/2
β S
−1/2
α dzadz
a, (3.16)
and the other fields do not change. Taking the BPS limit (3.14), as well as
Sγ → 1 + QP
r2
≡ ZP (r) ≡ 1 +K(r), (3.17)
the full 3-charge BPS solution reads
ds2 = Z
−1/2
1 (r)Z
−1/2
5 (r)
(
dy2 − dt2 +K(r)(dt+ dy)2)+ Z1/21 (r)Z1/25 (r) (dr2 + r2dΩ23)+
+Z
1/2
1 (r)Z
−1/2
5 (r)dzadz
a,
e2Φ = Z1(r)Z
−1
5 (r),
B2 = 0,
C2 = −(1− Z−15 (r)) dt ∧ dy +Q5 sin2 θ dφ ∧ dψ.
(3.18)
As we will see in the following, this solution describes a black hole, the Strominger-Vafa black
hole, with a finite horizon area.
3.1.4 Computing SBH
We now want to compute the entropy of the 1,2,3-charge BPS black holes via the Bekenstein-
Hawking relation (1.41).
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The metrics appearing in (3.10, 3.15, 3.18) are given in the string frame. In order to compute
the correct horizon area, one must switch to the Einstein frame first,
(gE)µν = e
−Φ/2(gs)µν . (3.19)
Let us start from the 1-charge case (3.10). Since e2Φ = Z−1, then the metric in the Einstein
frame reads
ds2E = Z
1/4ds2s = Z
−3/4(dy2 − dt2) + Z1/4(dr2 + r2dΩ23 + dzadza). (3.20)
The metric is regular everywhere but at r = 0, so the horizon must be located there. The
area of the horizon in 10D is given by
A10 = VS1VT 4
∫ 2pi
0
dψ
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi/2
0
dθ
√−gE
∣∣
r=0 , (3.21)
but √−gE = Z1/4r3 sin θ cos θ r→0−−−→ 0. (3.22)
A similar computation shows that A10 = 0 also for the 2-charge solution2. Thus, we cannot
interpret such solutions as black holes with thermodynamic properties.
For the 3-charge solution, however, the number of charges as well as the number of
compact dimensions makes it so that an exact cancellation happens. Also in this case the
horizon is located at r = 0, but this time
A10 = VS1VT 4
∫ 2pi
0
dψ
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi/2
0
dθ r3 sin θ cos θ
√
Z1Z5ZP
∣∣∣
r=0
= 2pi2VS1VT 4
√
Q1Q5QP ,
(3.23)
and the entropy reads
SBH =
A10
4G
(10)
N
=
pi2VS1VT 4
√
Q1Q5QP
2G
(10)
N
, (3.24)
where G(10)N is Newton’s constant in ten dimensions.
One could argue that an observer which cannot resolve the compact directions might observe
a different entropy. This would be a problem, because the entropy of a system is a physical
quantity and should not depend on the properties of the observer. In five dimensions, one
would write
SBH =
A5
4G
(5)
N
. (3.25)
Recall however the relation between GN before and after compactification:
G
(5)
N =
G
(10)
N
VS1VT 4
, (3.26)
and of course A5 = A10/(VS1VT 4): the two computations do match indeed.
Another issue at hand is whether the 3-charge solution is really a black hole: we need its
mass to be sufficiently large to form an horizon with finite area in the first place. In order
2Actually, for the 2-charge solution the curvature blows up at r = 0, so the classical Supergravity limit is
no more reliable. We shall return on this point later.
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to answer this question we have to compute the five-dimensional metric coming from the full
ten-dimensional solution (3.18), because the definition of the mass involves spatial infinity.
We can use the standard Kaluza-Klein recipe to obtain [28]
ds25 = −(Z1Z5ZP )−2/3dt2 + (Z1Z5ZP )1/3(dr2 + r2dΩ23). (3.27)
In order to estract the mass of the solution from the metric, we can use an expression of the
mass for asymptotically flat d-dimensional spacetimes [28],
gtt
r→∞−−−→ −1 + 16piG
(d)
N
(d− 2)Ωd−2
M
rd−3
, (3.28)
where in our case d = 5. A comparison yields
M =
Q1 +Q5 +QP
4G
(5)
N
. (3.29)
Thus, in order to have a large mass one needs to have large value of the charges. The resulting
black hole is also indeed extremal.
The relation (3.29) tells us also another thing. The 3-charge solution (3.18) has been obtained
by considering bound states of branes. Since for BPS states charge is equal to mass, each
charge Qi is proportional to the degeneracy of the associated kind of branes present in the
background configuration. The exact relations for Q1, Q5, QP are (see for instance [29])
Q1 = (2pi)
4 gsα
′3
VT 4
n1, Q5 = gsα
′n5, QP = (2pi)4
gsα
′4
VT 4R
2
np. (3.30)
Inserting these relations in (3.24), and using also the relation between Newton’s constant
and the couplings,
G
(10)
N = 8pi
6g2sα
′4, (3.31)
one obtains
SBH = 2pi
√
n1n5np. (3.32)
Thus, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy does not depend on the moduli of the theory. This
is a remarkable and important feature of this solution, because in this case we can compare
the black hole entropy with the microscopic entropy coming from the degeneracy of states.
This is going to be the task of the following Section.
3.2 The microstate geometries
In the previous Section we have obtained solutions in Supergravity that admit an interpre-
tation as Black Holes by using dualities. We therefore inquire in this Section whether it is
possible to construct them also by starting directly from String Theory and its symmetries.
The answer will turn out to be positive, as first suggested by Susskind [30]. Our goal is
to provide a recipe for the microscopic computation of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy from
string-theoretical arguments.
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3.2.1 1-charge states
Let us start by looking at BPS states corresponding to a fundamental string F1. For concrete-
ness, let us consider type II Superstring theory, where the y direction has been compactified
to a circle S1 of radius R, and let us wrap the fundamental string along this circle n times.
This is a BPS state, because no oscillators are excited on the string. If we further compactify
4 dimensions to T 4, the Supergravity metric produced by this string is given by (3.10),
ds2 = Z−1(dy2 − dt2) + dr2 + r2dΩ23 + dzadza, Z(r) = 1 +
Q
r2
. (3.33)
Since Q ∝ n, if the winding is large then the mass is also large, and then this is indeed a
macroscopic black hole. As it is manifest from the metric in the Einstein frame (3.20), the
only singularity is located at r = 0. For r → 0, the dilaton field Φ goes to −∞ and the radius
of S1 goes to zero. The horizon is also located at r = 0, its area vanishes, and SBH = 0.
This can also be seen with the microscopic counting. The fundamental string is an oscillator
ground state, so its degeneracy matches the total number of zero modes of the oscillators.
There are 128 bosonic and 128 fermionic possible states. Hence Smicro = ln(256), which
does not grow with n: in the thermodynamic limit, n → ∞, one would write Smicro = 0, in
agreement with SBH .
3.2.2 2-charge states
As mentioned in the previous Section, the supergravity solution for the 2-charge states has
vanishing SBH . On the other hand, we have also noticed that in the limit r → 0 the curvature
of the solution diverges. Since the supergravity limit is reliable only as long as the curvature
R is much smaller than the string length `s, it is not guaranteed that the supergravity solu-
tion that we have found is the low-energy limit of some stringy solution. Let us then try to
build an explicit solution from String Theory.
For simplicity, let us consider again a fundamental string F1 wrapped around S1, that now
carries momentum P as well. But now, remember that in String Theory no longitudinal
modes are allowed: thus all the momentum must be carried by transverse oscillators. This
means then that the string must bend away from its axis at some point, and it is not confined
to the r = 0 region anymore.
From this we conclude that the corresponding Supergravity solution cannot be generated
from String Theory. Let us call this the "naïve" metric for the F1-P system.
We wish to overcome our naïveté and to understand which solution is produced by a fun-
damental string wounded n1 times carrying np units of momentum. For a single strand the
solution is known, and reads [31]
ds2 = H(−dudv +Kdv2 + 2Aidxidv) + dxidxi + dzadza, e2Φ = H, (3.34)
where u = t+ y, v = t− y, and the functions H,K,Ai are defined by
H−1(~x, v) = 1 +
Q1
|~x− ~F (v)|2 , K(~x, v) =
Q1| ~˙F (v)|2
|~x− ~F (v)|2 , Ai(~x, v) = −
Q1F˙i(v)
|~x− ~F (v)|2 . (3.35)
The function ~F represents the profile of the string. Due to supersymmetry, ~F can be a
function of v or of u, but not both. The metric is singular along the curve ~x = ~F (v) that
represents the position of the string.
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Since the string is multiwound, one can obtain the full solution by summing the contribution
from each strand. The black hole must also be macroscopic, thus one must have n1, np →∞.
In this limit the sum over strands can be replaced with an integral, and the functions become
H−1 = 1 +
Q1
L
∫ L
0
dv
|~x− ~F (v)|2 , K =
Q1
L
∫ L
0
dv| ~˙F (v)|2
|~x− ~F (v)|2 , Ai = −
Q1
L
∫ L
0
dvF˙i(v)
|~x− ~F (v)|2 ,
(3.36)
where L = 2piRn1.
To make a comparison with the naïve geometry obtained in Supergravity, it is convenient to
follow again the chain of dualities (3.12) and to rewrite the solution in the D1D5 frame. In
this frame, the function ~F does not have a clear interpretation as the profile of the branes.
The calculation is not particularly illuminating, and can be found in [32, 33]. The resulting
metric is
ds2 = (Z1Z5)
−1/2 î−(dt−Aidxi)2 + (dy +Bidxi)2ó+ (Z1Z5)1/2dxidxi + ÅZ1
Z5
ã1/2
dzadz
a,
(3.37)
with
Z1 = 1 +
Q5
L
∫ L
0
dv| ~˙F (v)|2
|~x− ~F (v)|2 , Z5 = 1 +
Q5
L
∫ L
0
dv
|~x− ~F (v)|2 ,
Ai = −Q5
L
∫ L
0
dvF˙i(v)
|~x− ~F (v)|2 , dB = − ?4 dA.
(3.38)
Here Q5 = RL/(2pi) is the D5 charge, ?4 is the Hodge dual on spatial noncompact directions,
and the D1 charge is given by Q1 = Q5L
∫ L
0 | ~˙F |2dv.
In this duality frame, the geometry is smooth everywhere: the singularities at ~x = ~F (v)
are just coordinate singularities [34]. The geometry is flat at infinity, and instead of having a
singularity at r = 0 the geometry ends in a smooth cap. Different profile functions ~F (v) pro-
vide different caps. We thus claim that there is an ensemble of solutions rather than just the
naïve F1-P solution, and then we see explicitly the distinction between different microstates.
Let us investigate our claim further. Let us return to the F1-P duality frame, where ~F has
a clear interpretation. The different profile functions arise from the excitation of different
momentum-carrying harmonics. We can partition the momentum in many different ways,
and this gives a large number of states for a given choice of n1, np.
One way to count the degeneracy is the following. Since every state must be BPS, we can
consider without loss of generality that the excited oscillators are all left-movers with level
NL, whereas NR = 0. The mass of the string state is
m2 =
Å
1
α′
Rn1 − np
R
ã2
+
4
α′
NL =
Å
1
α′
Rn1 +
np
R
ã2
+
4
α′
NR, (3.39)
and if NR = 0 then NL = n1np, m = 1α′Rn1 +
np
R . This oscillator level is partitioned among 8
bosonic oscillators and 8 fermionic oscillators, thus the total central charge is c = 8 + 4 = 12.
We can compute the number of states using Cardy’s formula [35], which for our case reads
N ∼ e2pi
√
c
6
NL = e2
√
2pi
√
n1np . (3.40)
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From this, we read off the microscopic entropy
Smicro = lnN = 2
√
2pi
√
n1np, (3.41)
which accounts for the correct entropy of the 2-charge solution.
This is of course different from the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the naïve two-charge
configuration, which is vanishing. However, we might hope that higher order Supergravity
corrections to SBH could account for the full microscopic entropy. It turns out that this is
not the case, as the first corrections to AH are of order O(R4) in the curvature. On the other
hand, it has been argued in [36] that compactifying over K3 rather than on T 4 can solve
the problem, as the corrections to the entropy are of order O(R2); moreover, trading T 4 for
K3 does not seem to affect the properties of the solution in the D1D5 frame [37], thus our
construction stays qualitatively valid also in this framework. The question whether this is
enough to reproduce Smicro is still debated.
3.2.3 3-charge states
Adding the momentum charge to the D1D5 system, one obtains the D1D5P bound state,
whose Supergravity solution we have found in the previous Section, and whose metric reads
ds2 = (Z1Z5)
−1/2 Ädy2 − dt2 +K(dt+ dy)2ä+(Z1Z5)1/2 Ädr2 + r2dΩ23ä+ÅZ1Z5ã1/2 dzadza,
(3.42)
where
Z1,5 = 1 +
Q1,5
r2
, K =
Qp
r2
. (3.43)
This solution represent a physical black hole because it has nonvanishing horizon area and
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, which in terms of the integer charges reads
SBH = 2pi
√
n1n5np. (3.44)
We can compute the total number of microstates once again using Cardy’s formula as in the
2-charge case. The interpretation of c,NL is not transparent in the D1D5 duality frame: we
can however reason as follows. The bound state of D1D5 branes will generate an effective
string with total winding number n1n5. This effective string can give rise to many states
where mi of the component strings of the state have windinds ki, with∑
i
miki = n1n5. (3.45)
The extremal cases are m = n1n5 singly (k = 1) wound component strings and m = 1
maximally wound (k = n1n5) component string. Our claim is that the latter configuration
gives the leading contribution to the entropy in the large n1n5 limit. In fact, in the former
configuration there is only one state: all the component strings are identical, thus when
adding one unit of momentum we must consider the superposition of all states where only
one component string is excited. On the other hand, when the winding is maximal one unit
of momentum becomes an excitation at level n1n5. If we put np units of momentum, the total
level is n1n5np. A less trivial argument coming from holography says that in each component
string there are 4 bosonic and 4 fermionic oscillators, whence
c = 6. (3.46)
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Using again Cardy’s formula, one has
Smicro = lnN = 2pi√n1n5np, (3.47)
in perfect agreement with (3.44).
This result is for sure remarkable, but still it does not imply that the three-charge solution
is also an allowed solution in Superstring theory. Thus we can think of the above three-charge
metric again as a naïve metric, and to see how it gets modified in the string-theoretical regime
we can ideally repeat the same reasoning that has been done for the two charge case, but
adding momentum to the D1 branes.
This has proved to be not trivial to perform in full generality, but a subset of these states
has been constructed, see for instance [38]. In these cases one starts from a special, simple
class of two charge solution, called "seed solutions", and then adds momentum in the form
of a perturbation. We shall not give here a detailed exposition of the derivation, but let us
just briefly summarize the salient results and features.
The general BPS solution of type IIB supergravity on R4,1 × S1 × T 4 (possibly with K3
instead of T 4), assuming invariance under T 4 rotations, that preserves the same charge as
the D1D5P system is,
ds210 =
1√
α
ds26 +
 
Z1
Z2
dzadz
a,
ds26 = −2
1√
P
(dv + β)
ï
du+ ω +
F
2
(dv + β)
ò
+
√
Pds˜24,
e2Φ =
Z21
P
,
B = −Z1
P
(du+ ω) ∧ (dv + β) + a4 ∧ (dv + β) + δ2,
C0 =
Z4
Z1
,
C2 = −Z2
P
(du+ ω) ∧ (dv + β) + a1 ∧ (dv + β) + γ2,
C4 =
Z4
Z2
volT 4 −
Z4
P
γ2 ∧ (du+ ω) ∧ (dv + β) + x3 ∧ (dv + β) + C,
C6 = volT 4 ∧
ï
−Z1
P
(du+ ω) ∧ (dv + β) + a2 ∧ (dv + β) + γ1
ò
+
− Z4
P
C ∧ (du+ ω) ∧ (dv + β),
(3.48)
where ds210 is the ten-dimensional metric in the string frame, ds26 is the six-dimensional metric
on R4,1 × S1 in the Einstein frame, ds˜24 corresponds to some asymptotically flat Euclidean
metric on the spatial R4. We have let
α ≡ Z1Z2
P
, P = Z1Z2 − Z24 . (3.49)
Φ is the dilaton, B,Cp are the NSNS and RR gauge forms. Z1, Z2, Z4,F are four scalar
functions; β, ω, a1, a2, a4 are one-forms, γ1, γ2, δ2 two-forms, x3 a three-form, all defined on
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spatial R4; C is also a four-form on R4 that can be set to zero via field redefinition. We have
introduced also light-cone coordinates from time t and the compact S1 direction y,
u =
t− y√
2
, v =
t+ y√
2
. (3.50)
The naïve three-charge geometry (3.18) has the form of (3.49), with
Z1 = 1 +
Q1
r2
, Z2 = 1 +
Q5
r2
, F = −2QP , Z4 = 0 = β = ω, ds˜24 = dxidxi. (3.51)
Nevertheless, the class of solution that is obtained is made of smooth, horizonless, asymptot-
ically flat geometries with the same charges as the supersymmetric D1D5P black hole that
we have analyzed above. Instead of having a singularity at r = 0 there is a smooth cap, and
different profiles provide different caps, just as we had for the two charge case.
3.3 The Fuzzball proposal
Let us compare the microstates that we have found, e.g. for the simple two charge case (3.37),
with the corresponding naïve geometry (3.15).
Figure 3.1: Comparison between naïve geometry (left) and fuzzball geometry (right).
We can distinguish four regions in both geometries:
• asymptotic region: r2  Q1Q5. Both the microstates and the naïve geometry are
asymptotically flat, and the geometry reduces to R4,1 × S1 × T 4;
• throat region: r2 ∼ Q1Q5  |~F |2, where |~F |2 is the characteristic amplitude of the
excitation profile. In this region, for the microstates we have Z1 ∼ 1 + Q1r2 , Z2 ∼ 1 + Q5r2
and A ∼ 0 ∼ B, thus they still look like the naïve geometry;
• "near-horizon" region: |~F |2  r2  Q1Q5. Here the naïve geometry and the mi-
crostates start to differ. The functions Z1, Z2 for the microstates receive contributions
from higher powers of 1/r. In the asymptotic limit, the microstates are no more flat:
the geometry becomes AdS3 × S3 × T 4,
ds2 ≈r→∞ r
2
√
Q1Q5
(−dt2 + dy2) +
√
Q1Q5
r2
dr2 +
√
Q1Q5dΩ
2
3 +
 
Q1
Q5
dzadz
a
=
√
Q1Q5
ñ
dr˜2
r˜2
+ r˜2(−dt2 + dy2)
ô
+
√
Q1Q5dΩ
2
3 +
 
Q1
Q5
dzadz
a,
(3.52)
where we have let r˜ = r/
√
Q1Q5.
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• "cap" region: r2 . |~F |2. The microstates are completely smooth and horizonless all the
way to r = 0. The naïve geometry does not have this region: it ends with a singularity
at r = 0.
In the previous sections we have seen how the degeneracy of brane solutions in String
Theory reproduces the macroscopic black hole entropy. We have also see what is the correct
geometric interpretation that we should give, in this framework, to the microstates: they
describe smooth solutions with different excitation profiles and no horizon. In this way, the
naïve black hole geometry arises as a coarse-grained description of the ensemble of micro-
scopic states.
This is the scenario depicted by the fuzzball proposal [29]. The proposal states that, for
a macroscopic black hole of entropy S, there are ∼ eS such microstates, thus solving the
entropy puzzle.
The fuzzball proposal conveniently prescribes horizonless microstates. If it were not the
case each microstate should be given an entropy, but this would go against the thermody-
namic interpretation of black holes as a statistical ensemble. In the macroscopic description
entropy arises with a coarse-graining procedure, whereas each microstate gives a full descrip-
tion of the state and should not be given an entropy.
This implies that the microstate geometry must be smooth in the black hole interior, all the
way up to the "horizon". The consequences are radical: while it was commonly expected
that quantum gravity effects should become relevant only when the curvature exceeds some
fixed microscopical scale, e.g. the Planck length `P or the string length `s ∼
√
α′, the fuzzball
proposal asks the classical solution to be modified already at the macroscopic horizon scale.
The fuzzball proposal could also give an answer to the information paradox as well. In the
original computation by Hawking, it is assumed that General Relativity holds at the horizon
scale, and the fuzzball proposal claims that this is not true. The microstates differ from each
other and from the classical solution at the horizon scale , thus the creation of particle pairs
near the horizon is in principle sensible to the properties of each microstate, and the emitted
quanta can carry information about the microscopic configuration.
We should mention, however, that the fuzzball proposal is not entirely accepted as a
description of black holes. Completion of the fuzzball program still requires to solve some
crucial technical issues. While the description of two-charge extremal black holes has been
largely achieved, this is not the case for three-charge configurations: it is even still unclear
whether Supergravity is rich enough to admit their full characterization. Other subtle points
involve the behaviour of non-extremal black holes as well as the typicality of microstates that
allow for a Supergravity description within the thermodynamic ensemble.
In the thesis we will work in the fuzzball framework in order to study the behaviour of
correlation functions on some black hole microstates. In order to formulate our query we need
to introduce the appropriate language: this is done by means of AdS/CFT correspondence.
Chapter 4
Holography and the D1D5 CFT
Gravitational holography has been one of the most prolific ideas in Theoretical Physics for
the last 25 years. The idea behind this theory is that a gravitational theory might as well
be formulated as a nongravitational theory living in one dimension less [39]. Up to date it
still remains a conjecture, but the empirical evidence for it is overwhelming. This is true
in particular for its sharpest formulation, AdS/CFT correspondence, which provides many
successful ways of testing itself.
In this Chapter we will present AdS/CFT correspondence, together with the arguments that
lead to its statement. This framework will allow us to write a new, equivalent formulation of
the D1D5 geometries: the D1D5 CFT.
4.1 AdS/CFT
AdS/CFT is the most powerful instance of Gauge/Gravity duality. It relates gravitational
theories in AdSd+1 spaces with lower dimensional conformal field theories, CFTd.
Before AdS/CFT was proposed, evidence for the existence of gravitational holography
had already been collected. The simplest argument was made by ’t Hooft and Susskind [39,
40]. Consider a gravitational theory, in which we somehow have managed to condense in a
region of space an amount of entropy S greater than the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a
black hole occupying the same region of space. Suppose now that we start throwing matter
at our region until it forms a black hole that fills the region. In typical physical systems the
entropy grows with the energy, thus we would expect the entropy to diminish outside the
region and to grow inside the region: we would form a black hole with more entropy than its
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. So either the Bekenstein-Hawking formula is not true, or we
are violating the second law of thermodynamics. To keep both we must ask our hypothesis
to be false, i.e. that any given region of space can contain at most an amount of entropy
given by
Smax =
A
4GN
. (4.1)
Since entropy is related to the number of degrees of freedom, we might hope that a d + 1-
dimensional gravitational system could be equivalently described by a d-dimensional non-
gravitational theory.
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Another hint at the relationship between AdS spaces and conformal field theories comes
from the work of Brown and Henneaux [41], which focuses on the case of asymptotically AdS3
spaces. When analyzing the asymptotic symmetries of such spaces, i.e. the diffeomorphisms
that preserve the asymptotic AdS structure of the metric, one realizes that those symmetries
from a group isomorphic to the conformal group in d = 2, and that the algebra of the
diffeomorphisms is nothing but the Virasoro algebra with central charge
c =
3RAdS
2G
(3)
N
, (4.2)
where RAdS is the radius of AdS3 and G
(3)
N is Newton’s constant.
Further evidence for the correspondence is given by the study of large N gauge theories
and their relationship with String Theory [42, 43]. Let us consider SU(N) Yang-Mills gauge
theories in four spacetime dimensions, where N is the number of colors. In such theories
the only dimensionless parameter is N , since the coupling constant gYM gets dimensionally
transmuted to ΛQCD. Thus one hopes that it is possible to study physics at the ΛQCD scale
in the large N limit, by means of a 1/N series expansion. The beta function equation reads
µ
dgYM
dµ
= −11
3
N
g3YM
16pi2
+O
Ä
g5YM
ä
, (4.3)
hence the leading terms are of the same order if we take the limit N →∞ while keeping the
’t Hooft coupling λ ≡ Ng2YM fixed. It turns out that the generating functional for connected
correlation functions can be written as a power series in 1/N ,
logZ =
∞∑
g=0
N2−2gfg(λ). (4.4)
Here fg(λ) are functions of the ’t Hooft coupling only. The index g has the meaning of the
genus of the corresponding Feynman diagram, which is a closed, connected, oriented surface.
For N large, the leading contribution will come from diagrams with minimal genus. This is
exactly what happens in String Theory. Comparing with the discussion in Subsection 2.1.2,
we see the identification
N ←→ gs = e〈Φ〉. (4.5)
But the main precursor of AdS/CFT correspondence arises from the physics of D-branes.
As we have mentioned, D-branes are nonperturbative objects in String Theory, nevertheless
we can consider perturbative expansions around brane backgrounds.
Let us consider then N parallel D3-branes in type IIB superstring theory. In the low-energy
limit, the effective spacetime action is given by, schematically,
S = Sbulk + Sbranes + Sinteraction. (4.6)
As we have seen in Subsection 2.1.1, we can describe gauge theories by looking at the low-
energy spectrum of open strings ending on the stack of branes. As the presence of a given
kind of D-brane halves the number of supersymmetries, in the limit of coinciding branes,
Sbranes describes a N = 4 super-Yang-Mills gauge theory with gauge group U(N) in 3 + 1
dimensions, with Yang-Mills coupling given by [44]
gYM = 4pigs. (4.7)
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Thanks to supersymmetry, the theory is scale invariant also at the quantum level: its beta
function vanishes exactly.
In the action (4.6), the term Sbulk describes closed string physics far from the branes and
Sinteraction contains interaction terms between closed strings and branes. Since these inter-
action terms are proportional to powers of gsα′2 ∼
√
GN , in the classical limit α′ → 0 we can
neglect them. Sbulk is then just free gravity in the bulk.
On the other hand, D3-branes can act as sources for the gauge form field C4. The ten-
dimensional supergravity metric generated by a single D3-brane is given by
ds2 = f−
1
2
Ä
−dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23
ä
+ f
1
2
Ä
dr2 + r2dΩ25
ä
,
F5 = dC4 = (1 + ?) dt ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 ∧ df−1,
f = 1 +
R4
r4
, R4 = 4pigsα
2N,
(4.8)
where we have denoted with xi the spacelike coordinates along the brane, and with r,Ω5 the
polar coordinates in the remaining six-dimensional space.
The metric (4.8) is asymptotically flat, and in the "near-horizon" limit r ∼ R one has
f ∼ (R/r)4. Thus in this limit the geometry becomes asymptotically AdS5 × S5, with AdS
radius given by R.
Consider now an object living in this geometry. Its energy Ep as measured by an observer
at constant position r is related to its energy E as measured by an observer at infinity by a
factor E = f−
1
4Ep. Thus if the object is located near r ∼ 0 it will have very low E. This
is important because we want to consider the low-energy limit of the theory as seen from
the observer at infinity. Therefore we will have two kind of excitations in this limit: the
ones living near r ∼ 0 and the low-energy bulk excitations. It turns out that the two types
of excitation decouple [42], and the low-energy theory consist then of two sectors: free bulk
supergravity and near-horizon physics.
We see then that from the point of view of a field theory of open strings living on the
branes, as well as from the point of view of the supergravity description, we have two de-
coupled theories in the low-energy limit. In both cases one of the systems is supergravity
in flat space. It is natural to identify the other systems: we conjecture that N = 4 U(N)
super-Yang-Mills theory in 3 + 1 dimensions is equivalent to type IIB superstring theory on
AdS5×S5. The relations between the parameters appearing on the two sides of the conjecture
are
λ = Ng2YM ←→
Å
R
`s
ã4
, N ←→ pi
2
√
2
Å
R
`P
ã4
. (4.9)
The two theories are tractable in different parameter regimes. When λ 1 one hasR `s, so
that the supergravity approximation of superstring theory is not reliable, whereas the Yang-
Mills theory is weakly coupled. When λ  1, conversely, one has R  `s: the perturbative
description of Yang-Mills breaks down, but the supergravity approximation holds. This makes
the correspondence a powerful tool, but at the same time makes it hard to prove.
4.1.1 Statement of the correspondence
In its most famous formulation, AdS/CFT duality determines an equivalence between a
gravity theory on AdSd+1, the "bulk theory", and a local CFT living in d dimensions, the
"boundary theory". In this Section it is our aim to make the equivalence manifest. We will
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follow the presentation of [42, 45].
Let SAdS [Φ] be the action of the bulk theory, where we have denoted by Φ the fields living
in the bulk theory. Typically, we will be interested in supergravity theories, so SAdS [Φ] will
be the effective supergravity action in d + 1-dimensional AdS space, and Φ will denote the
massless fields of supergravity: the dilaton, the graviton, R-R and NS-NS gauge fields, gauge
fields sourced by branes.
Let us focus on the behaviour of the bulk theory near the AdS boundary, which is located
at z = 0 in its Poincaré patch. Let us suppose that the asymptotic expansion of bulk fields
near the boundary satisfies
Φ(x, z) ∼z→0 f(z)φ0(x), (4.10)
with f(0) = 1. The partition function of the bulk theory is then
ZAdS [Φ(z = 0, x) = φ0(x)] =
∫
DΦe−SAdS [Φ], (4.11)
where the path integral is taken over field configurations satisfying the boundary conditions
(4.10).
We are now ready to state the correspondence. Let O be an operator on the conformal
boundary theory. We say that O is dual to the bulk field Φ if it couples to φ0 and the
following equality holds,〈
e
∫
φ0(x)O(x)
〉
CFT
= ZAdS [Φ(z = 0, x) = φ0(x)] . (4.12)
The correspondence thus depicts an equivalence between the generating function of correla-
tion functions for O in the boundary field theory and the bulk generating functional.
Let us stress the fact that the quantities appearing on the left hand side of the duality,
namely
∫
φ0O, must be invariant under conformal transformations. This tells us something
about the map between bulk fields and boundary operators. For instance, if Φ is a scalar
(respectively vector, tensor) field in the bulk, then the dual operator O is also a scalar
(respectively vector, tensor) operator on the boundary. Moreover, if Φ = Aa is a gauge field
in the bulk theory, then it is sensible to expect that its dual operator in the boundary theory
is Ja, the conserved current related to the corresponding global symmetry.
4.2 The D1D5 CFT
In Section 3.1 we have derived the Supergravity solution of the D1D5(P) system, and later
in Section 3.2 we have described its string-theoretical formulation.
In light of gravitational holography, we wish to find its field-theoretical dual description as
well. Our exposition will be based upon [46–48].
Once again, the starting point is type IIB theory compactified on S1 × T 4. We assume
to work in a region of moduli space where the radius R of S1 is much larger than the radii
of T 4, which we assume to be of order of the string length `s.
Let us include n1 D1-branes wrapping around S1, as well as n5 D5-branes wrapping around
the whole compact space. In the low-energy limit, we can safely neglect the contributions to
the mass coming from winding modes and momentum modes along the torus, whereas the
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momentum modes running around S1 have to be considered, because R  `s. The winding
modes around S1 can be discarded as well.
On the other hand, we have seen that the supergravity description of the D1D5 black hole
has a near horizon geometry which is asymptotically AdS3 × S3 × T 4, and by AdS/CFT
correspondence we expect that an equivalent description in terms of a two-dimensional su-
perconformal field theory with 8 supersymmetries should exist. The central charge of the
dual conformal field theory will be given by [47]
c =
3RAdS
2G
(3)
N
= 6n1n5. (4.13)
Following [46], we can give two field theoretical descriptions of the D1D5 system.
One possibility is to study the field theory that arises from open strings that have end-
points on either D1 or D5 branes. Explicitly, there are three possibilities: 5-5 strings with
both endpoints on D5 branes, that give rise to a U(n5) gauge theory on 5+1 dimensions,
with 16 supercharges; 1-1 strings with both endpoints on D1 branes, that give rise to a U(n1)
gauge theory on 1+1 dimensions, still with 16 supercharges; and 1-5, 5-1 strings ending on
different kind of branes at each endpoint, that transform in the fundamental representation
of U(n1) (respectively U(n5)) and in the antifundamental of U(n5) (respectively U(n1)), with
only 8 supercharges.
The Lagrangian for the bosonic part of the theory can be obtained via dimensional reduction:
we can discard the T 4 and the flat transverse directions and work with a two-dimensional
theory, parametrized by time and the S1 coordinate. Being the theory supersymmetric, the
vacua are obtained by imposing vanishing of the resulting potential for the fields, see for in-
stance [47] for an explicit expression. There are two classes of vacua, that select two different
sectors of the theory. In the so-called Coulomb branch, the 1-1 and 5-5 transverse string
states acquire a nonvanishing expectation value, causing the stack of branes to separate and
breaking the U(n1), U(n5) gauge groups into smaller ones. In the other sector, the Higgs
branch, the transverse states of 1-5 and 5-1 strings get nonvanishing expectation values, the
branes do not separate and form bound states: this is what we are looking for.
Alternatively, we can choose to describe D1-branes as solitonic1 configurations inside the
six-dimensional U(n5) gauge theory on D5-branes, that is n1 strings wrapping around S1
and localized on T 4. These solutions break one half of the sixteen supersymmetries of the
D5-brane theory and have zero modes which form a moduli space. From our discussion we
see then that the low-energy effective theory for the D1D5 system in the Higgs branch is a
two-dimensional N = (4, 4) sigma-model with target space given by the instanton moduli
space. The structure of moduli space is in general complicated, but there exist a choice of
the parameters of the supergravity theory such that it takes the simple form(
T 4
)n1n5
Sn1n5
, (4.14)
where Sn is the symmetric group of degree n. This point in parameter space is called orbifold
point.
1In literature they are usually referred to as "instantonic", even though they are not localized in time.
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We can visualize the CFT at the free orbifold point as a collection of N ≡ n1n5 strings,
or "strands", each one with four bosons and four doublets of fermions,(
XAA˙(r) (τ, σ), ψ
αA˙
(r) (τ + σ), ψ˜
α˙A˙
(r) (τ − σ)
)
, (4.15)
where r = 1, . . . , N = n1n5 is the strand index and (τ, σ) are the coordinates in the CFT,
which will correspond to the coordinates (t, y) on the bulk side. α, α˙ = 1, 2 are spinorial
indices for the R-symmetry group SU(2)L×SU(2)R, which can be identified with the rotations
in the S3 factor of the bulk metric, whereas A, A˙ = 1, 2 are indices for the SU(2)1×SU(2)2 ≈
SO(4)I rotations acting on the tangent space of T 4. As said, the CFT at the free orbifold
point the theory has a further SN discrete symmetry, that corresponds to permutations of
the strands. Each strand of the CFT consists of four bosons and four fermions, and hence
gives a contribution to the central charge c(r) = 6.
For our purposes it will be useful to switch to Euclidean time in the CFT,
τ → −iτE , (4.16)
so that left- and right-moving fermions can be written as
ψαA˙(r) (τE + iσ), ψ˜
α˙A˙
(r) (τE − iσ). (4.17)
The boundary of AdS3 is a cylinder, thus σ will be periodic, with periodicity
σ ∼ σ + 2pi. (4.18)
As usual, one maps the (τE , σ) cylinder onto the complex plane by letting
z = eτE+iσ, z¯ = eτE−iσ. (4.19)
The spinor fields can then be rewritten as holomorphic and antiholomorphic,
ψαA˙(r) (z), ψ˜
α˙A˙
(r) (z¯), (4.20)
and the derivatives of bosons can also be split into holomorphic and antiholomorphic com-
ponents,
∂XAA˙(r) (z), ∂¯X
AA˙
(r) (z¯). (4.21)
As mentioned the theory is an orbifold theory under the permutation group SN . This means
that we can consider the different twist sectors of the theory, corresponding to length k cycles
in SN .
4.2.1 The untwisted (k = 1) sector
The easiest case is the untwisted sector. In this sector each strand is completely independent
of the others, thus we can think of the theory as a collection of N "singly wound" strands.
With singly wound we mean that the boundary conditions on fields have to be imposed upon
taking σ → σ + 2pi on the cylinder or, equivalently, z → e2piiz on the plane. The boundary
conditions for bosons are periodic,
XAA˙(r) (τE , σ + 2pi) = X
AA˙
(r) (τE , σ) , (4.22)
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or, equivalently,
∂XAA˙(r)
Ä
e2piiz
ä
= ∂XAA˙(r) (z), ∂¯X
AA˙
(r)
Ä
e−2piiz¯
ä
= ∂¯XAA˙(r) (z¯). (4.23)
Fermions instead can either be in the Ramond (R) sector or in the Neveau-Schwarz (NS)
sector. Fermions in the R sector are periodic on the cylinder, but antiperiodic on the plane;
viceversa, fermions in the NS sector are antiperiodic on the cylinder but become periodic on
the plane. The difference arises because of the Jacobian factor coming from the change of
coordinates. Explicitly, for holomorphic fermions in the R sector
ψαA˙(r) (τ, σ + 2pi) = ψ
αA˙
(r) (τ, σ), ψ
αA˙
(r)
Ä
e2piiz
ä
= −ψαA˙(r) (z), (4.24)
whereas in the NS sector
ψαA˙(r) (τ, σ + 2pi) = −ψαA˙(r) (τ, σ), ψαA˙(r)
Ä
e2piiz
ä
= ψαA˙(r) (z). (4.25)
Analogous relations hold in the antiholomorphic sector replacing (z → e2piiz) with (z¯ →
e−2piiz¯).
The mode expansion of the fields respect the boundary conditions. For bosons we have
∂XAA˙(r) (z) =
∑
n∈Z
αAA˙(r)nz
−n−1, ∂¯XAA˙(r) (z¯) =
∑
n∈Z
α˜AA˙(r)nz¯
−n−1, (4.26)
for the fermions in the R sector we have
ψαA˙(r) (z) =
∑
n∈Z
ψαA˙(r)nz
−n− 1
2 , ψ˜α˙A˙(r) (z¯) =
∑
n∈Z
ψ˜α˙A˙(r)nz¯
−n− 1
2 , (4.27)
whereas for fermions in the NS sector
ψαA˙(r) (z) =
∑
n∈Z+ 1
2
ψαA˙(r)nz
−n− 1
2 , ψ˜α˙A˙(r) (z¯) =
∑
n∈Z+ 1
2
ψ˜α˙A˙(r)nz¯
−n− 1
2 . (4.28)
The OPE of fermions and bosons are
ψ1A˙(r)(z)ψ
2B˙
(s) (w) =
A˙B˙δrs
z − w + [reg·],
ψ1A˙(r)(z¯)ψ
2B˙
(s) (w¯) =
A˙B˙δrs
z¯ − w¯ + [reg·],
∂XAA˙(r) (z)∂X
BB˙
(s) (w) =
ABA˙B˙δrs
(z − w)2 + [reg.],
∂¯XAA˙(r) (z¯)∂¯X
BB˙
(s) (w¯) =
ABA˙B˙δrs
(z¯ − w¯)2 + [reg.],
(4.29)
where AB, A˙B˙ are totally antisymmetric with 12 = 1˙2˙ = −12 = −1˙2˙ = 1, ABBC = δCA .
They imply the mode algebras[
αAA˙(r)n, α
BB˙
(s)m
]
= ABA˙B˙nδn+m,0δrs,
[
α˜AA˙(r)n, α˜
BB˙
(s)m
]
= ABA˙B˙nδn+m,0δrs,{
ψ1A˙(r)n, ψ
2B˙
(s)m
}
= A˙B˙δn+m,0δrs,
{
ψ˜1˙A˙(r)n, ψ
2˙B˙
(s)m
}
= A˙B˙δn+m,0δrs,
(4.30)
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which hold for fermions both in the R sector and in the NS sector.
On each one of the N copies we can define a vacuum state |0〉(r). Strictly speaking, it
will be the product of a vacuum state for bosons and one for fermions, and each in turn will
be a product of a vacuum state in the holomorphic sector and one in the antiholomorphic
sector. However, as we will see shortly, we have to pay attention whether we are considering
the vacuum state for fermions in the R sector or in the NS sector. Nevertheless, we assume
the vacuum state to be normalized, i.e.
(r)〈0|0〉(s) = δr,s. (4.31)
By definition, the vacuum is annihilated by positive modes of fermionic and bosonic operators.
For the bosons we will assume
αAA˙(r)n|0〉(r) = 0, α˜AA˙(r)n|0〉(r) = 0, ∀n ≥ 0, ∀A, A˙, (4.32)
that is, that also the zero modes annihilate the vacuum. This is because zero modes of bosons
are related to momentum excitations along some direction on T 4, which we do not want to
have. Fermions in the NS sector do not have zero modes. Letting |0〉(r),NS be the fermionic
(normalized) NS vacuum, we can safely write
ψαA˙(r)n|0〉(r),NS = 0, ψ˜α˙A˙(r)n|0〉(r),NS = 0, ∀n > 0, ∀α, α˙, A˙. (4.33)
Fermions in the R sector do have zero modes, and only half of them will annihilate the
vacuum. Let us denote by |+ +〉(r),R the (normalized) R vacuum. Explicitly,
ψαA˙(r)n|+ +〉(r),R = 0, ψ˜α˙A˙(r)n|+ +〉(r),R = 0, ∀n > 0, ∀α, α˙, A˙,
ψ1A˙(r)0|+ +〉(r),R = 0, ψ˜1˙A˙(r)0|+ +〉(r),R = 0,
(4.34)
whereas when acting on the R vacuum with the zero modes ψ2A˙(r)0, ψ˜
2˙A˙
(r)0 we get other degen-
erate vacua with the same energy. We shall return on the matter of degenerate vacua later.
With bosons and fermions we can build composite operators.
For us, operators of particular importance will be the current operators related to the R-
symmetry group SU(2)L × SU(2)R. In the holomorphic part of the R sector they are
J+(r) =
1
2
: ψ1A˙(r)ψ
1B˙
(r)A˙B˙ := J
1
(r) + iJ
2
(r),
J−(r) = −
1
2
: ψ2A˙(r)ψ
2B˙
(r)A˙B˙ := J
1
(r) − iJ2(r),
J3(r) = −
1
2
(
: ψ1A˙(r)ψ
2B˙
(r)A˙B˙ : −1
)
,
(4.35)
where colons denote normal ordering with respect to the |++〉(r) Ramond vacuum. Analogous
definitions apply for antiholomorphic currents. Their mode expansion is
Ja(r)(z) =
∑
n∈Z
Ja(r)nz
−n−1, (4.36)
and the modes satisfy the affine algebraî
Ja(r)n, J
b
(s)m
ó
= iabcJc(r)n+mδr,s +
c1 copy
12
ndabδr,sδm+n,0. (4.37)
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where dab is the SU(2) flat metric and abc is totally antisymmetric, with 123 = 1. The mode
algebra implies the OPE
Ja(r)(z)J
b
(s)(w) =
δr,s
(z − w)2d
ab +
δr,s
z − wi
abcJc(r)(w) + [reg·]. (4.38)
The currents are built out of R fermions, and have zero modes which do not annihilate
the R vacuum. The constant term in J3(r) is such that | + +〉(r) has (1/2, 1/2) eigenvalues
under (J3(r),0, J˜
3
(r),0). The R vacuum is a highest weight state under the (zero modes of the)
raising operators J+(r), J
−
(r), whereas by acting on |++〉(r) with the zero modes of the lowering
operators we get
| −+〉(r) ≡ J−(r)0|+ +〉(r), |+−〉(r) ≡ J˜−(r)|+ +〉(r), | − −〉(r) ≡ J−(r)J˜−(r)0|+ +〉(r), (4.39)
where a minus now signals that the eigenvalue of to the zero mode of the corresponding
diagonal current operator is −1/2.
We can define a further R vacuum state by introducing the operators
Oαα˙(r)(z, z¯) ≡
−i√
2
: ψαA˙(r) A˙B˙ψ˜
α˙B˙
(r) : (z, z¯) =
∑
n,m∈Z
Oαα˙(r)mnz
−n− 1
2 z¯−m−
1
2 , (4.40)
which are still operators of total conformal dimension 1, so that
|00〉(r) ≡ lim
z→0O
22ˆ
(r)(z, z¯)|+ +〉(r) = O22˙(r)|+ +〉(r) =
−i√
2
ψ2A˙(r)0A˙B˙ψ˜
2˙B˙
(r)0|+ +〉(r). (4.41)
Another important operator that is present in every CFT is of course the stress-energy
operator,
T(r)(z) = T
B
(r)(z) + T
F
(r)(z) =
∑
n∈Z L(r)nz−n−2
TB(r)(z) =
1
2ABA˙B˙ · ∂XAA˙(r) (z)∂XBB˙(r) (z) :=
∑
n∈Z LB(r)nz
−n−2
TF(r)(z) =
1
2αβA˙B˙ : ψ
αA˙
(r) (z)∂ψ
βB˙
(r) (z) :=
∑
n∈Z LF(r)nz
−n−2
(4.42)
where B,F refer to the bosonic and fermionic part, respectively. The modes L(r),n satisfy
the usual Virasoro algebraî
L(r)n, L(s)m
ó
= (n−m)L(r)n+mδr,s −
c1 copy
12
n
Ä
n2 − 1
ä
δn+m,0δr,s, (4.43)
which is reproduced by the OPE
T(r)(z)T(s)(w) = δr,s
c1 copy/2
(z − w)4 + δr,s
2T(r)(w)
(z − w)2 + δr,s
∂T(r)(w)
z − w + [reg.]. (4.44)
The currents and the stress-energy operator satisfyî
Ja(r)n, L(s)m
ó
= nJan+mδr,s, (4.45)
which, OPE-wise, is written as
Ja(r)(z)T(s)(w) = δr,s
Ja(r)(w)
z − w + [reg.] (4.46)
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The supersymmetry of the theory implies the presence of another class of operators, the
supercurrents,
GαA(r) = ψ
αA˙
(r) A˙B˙∂X
AB˙
(r) =
∑
n
GαA(r)nz
−n− 3
2 , (4.47)
where n ∈ Z in the R sector, and n ∈ Z+ 12 in the NS sector. They have conformal dimension
(h, h¯) = (32 , 0), and satisfy the mode algebra{
GαA(r)m, G
βB
(s)n
}
=− c1copy
6
Å
m2 − 1
2
ã
ABαβδm+n,0δr,s+
+ (m− n)ABβγ (σ∗a)αγ Jam+nδr,s − ABαβLm+nδr,s,
(4.48)
where σa are the usual Pauli matrices.
It is possible to obtain the operators in the full CFT from operators defined on single
strands by summing over copies,
O =
N∑
r=1
O(r), (4.49)
where it is intended that the operator O(r) acts trivially on every copy of the CFT except
from the rth. The expressions that we have given so far will still be valid, provided that we
replace c1 copy = 6 by c = 6N .
4.2.2 The twisted (k > 1) sector
In general, we can have mi strands of length ki such that
∑
imiki = N . Thus we must
discuss also strands with length k > 1, which are multiwound. By multiwound we mean that
by sending σ → σ + 2pi, or z → e2piiz, we end up on a differend copy of the CFT, hence
we are changing boundary condition for fields. For bosons living on a length k strand, this
means
∂XAA˙(r)
Ä
e2piiz
ä
= ∂XAA˙(r+1)(z), ∂¯X
AA˙
(r)
Ä
e−2piiz¯
ä
= ∂¯XAA˙(r+1)(z¯), (4.50)
where the copy index r = 1, . . . k is defined modulo k.
The new boundary conditions are thus non-diagonal in copy indices, and this is inconvenient
because it does not allow us to write a mode expansion for the fields. A natural choice is then
to diagonalize the boundary conditions on a length k strand. This can be done by switching
to a new basis, which we label by ρ = 0, . . . , k − 1. For bosons in the holomorphic sector,
this reads
∂X11˙ρ (z) =
1√
k
k∑
r=1
e−2pii
rρ
k ∂X11˙(r)(z), ∂X
22˙
ρ (z) =
1√
k
k∑
r=1
e2pii
rρ
k ∂X22˙(r)(z),
∂X12˙ρ (z) =
1√
k
k∑
r=1
e2pii
rρ
k ∂X12˙(r)(z), ∂X
21˙
ρ (z) =
1√
k
k∑
r=1
e−2pii
rρ
k ∂X21˙(r)(z),
(4.51)
with monodromy conditions
∂X11˙ρ
(
e2piiz
)
= e2pii
ρ
k ∂X11˙ρ (z), ∂X
22˙
ρ
(
e2piiz
)
= e−2pii
ρ
k ∂X22˙ρ (z),
∂X12ρ
(
e2piiz
)
= e−2pii
ρ
k ∂X12ρ (z), ∂X
21˙
ρ
(
e2piiz
)
= e2pii
ρ
k ∂X21˙ρ (z),
(4.52)
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and mode expansions
∂X11˙ρ (z) =
∑
n∈Z α11˙ρ,n− ρ
k
z−n−1+
ρ
k , ∂X22˙ρ (z) =
∑
n∈Z α22˙ρ,n+ ρ
k
z−n−1−
ρ
k ,
∂X12˙ρ (z) =
∑
n∈Z α12˙ρ,n+ ρ
k
z−n−1−
ρ
k , ∂X21˙ρ (z) =
∑
n∈Z α21˙ρ,n− ρ
k
z−n−1+
ρ
k .
(4.53)
Analogous relations hold in the antiholomorphic sector by letting (z, ∂, α, i) → (z¯, ∂¯, α˜,−i).
The mode algebra for bosons is now realized in the ρ basis,[
αAA˙ρ1,n, α
BB˙
ρ2,m
]
= ABA˙B˙nδn+m,0δρ1,ρ2 ,
[
α˜AA˙ρ1,n, α˜
BB˙
ρ2,m
]
= ABA˙B˙nδn+m,0δρ1,ρ2 . (4.54)
Something similar happens for fermions, for which we still have to distinguish between the
R sector and the NS sector. The R sector is analogous to the bosonic sector. The boundary
conditions for fermions in the r basis are
ψαA˙(r)
Ä
e2piiz
ä
= −ψαA˙(r+1)(z), ψ˜α˙A˙(r)
Ä
e−2piiz¯
ä
= −ψ˜α˙A˙(r+1)(z¯). (4.55)
We can diagonalize them by switching to the ρ basis,
ψ1A˙ρ (z) =
1√
k
∑k
r=1 e
2pii rρ
k ψ1A˙(r)(z), ψ
2A˙
ρ (z) =
1√
k
∑k
r=1 e
−2pii rρ
k ψ2A˙(r)(z),
ψ˜1˙A˙ρ (z¯) =
1√
k
∑k
r=1 e
−2pii rρ
k ψ˜1˙A˙(r)(z¯), ψ˜
2˙A˙
ρ (z¯) =
1√
k
∑k
r=1 e
2pii rρ
k ψ˜2˙A˙(r)(z¯),
(4.56)
where they read
ψ1A˙ρ
(
e2piiz
)
= −e−2pii ρkψ1A˙ρ (z), ψ2A˙ρ
(
e2piiz
)
= −e2pii ρkψ2A˙ρ (z),
ψ˜1˙A˙ρ
(
e−2piiz¯
)
= −e2pii ρk ψ˜1˙A˙ρ (z¯), ψ˜2˙A˙ρ
(
e−2piiz¯
)
= −e−2pii ρk ψ˜2˙A˙ρ (z¯).
(4.57)
Subsequently, the mode expansions of fermions in the R sector will be
ψ1A˙ρ (z) =
∑
n∈Z ψ1A˙ρ,n+ ρ
k
z−n−
1
2
− ρ
k , ψ2A˙ρ (z) =
∑
n∈Z ψ2A˙ρ,n− ρ
k
z−n−
1
2
+ ρ
k ,
ψ˜1˙A˙ρ (z¯) =
∑
n∈Z ψ˜1˙A˙ρ,n+ ρ
k
z¯−n−
1
2
− ρ
k , ψ˜2˙A˙ρ (z¯) =
∑
n∈Z ψ˜2˙A˙ρ,n− ρ
k
z¯−n−
1
2
+ ρ
k .
(4.58)
The monodromy condition on the entire strand in the ρ basis is
ψαA˙ρ
Ä
e2piikz
ä
= (−1)kψαA˙ρ (z), ψ˜α˙A˙ρ
Ä
e−2piikz¯
ä
= (−1)kψ˜α˙A˙ρ (z¯). (4.59)
The fermion modes satisfy the algebra{
ψ1A˙ρ1,n, ψ
2B˙
ρ2,m
}
= A˙B˙δn+m,0δρ1,ρ2 ,
{
ψ˜1˙B˙ρ1,n, ψ˜
2˙B˙
ρ2,m
}
= A˙B˙δn+m,0δρ1,ρ2 . (4.60)
For fermions in the NS sector, the boundary conditions in the r basis read
ψαA˙(r)
Ä
e2piiz
ä
= ψαA˙(r+1)(z), ψ˜
α˙A˙
(r)
Ä
e−2piiz¯
ä
= ψ˜α˙A˙(r+1)(z¯), (4.61)
but since we are in the NS sector we have to enforce "antiperiodicity" by defining ψαA˙(k+1) ≡
(−1)k+1ψαA˙(1) and ψ˜α˙A˙(k+1) ≡ (−1)k+1ψ˜α˙A˙(1) . The ρ basis is thus not convenient for fermions in
the NS sector. Let us introduce a new basis, labelled by l = −k−12 ,−k−12 + 1, . . . k−12 ,
ψ1A˙l (z) =
1√
k
∑k
r=1 e
2pii rl
k ψ1A˙(r)(z), ψ
2A˙
l (z) =
1√
k
∑k
r=1 e
−2pii rl
k ψ2A˙(r)(z),
ψ˜1˙A˙l (z¯) =
1√
k
∑k
r=1 e
−2pii rl
k ψ˜1˙A˙(r)(z¯), ψ˜
2˙A˙
l (z¯) =
1√
k
∑k
r=1 e
2pii rl
k ψ˜2˙A˙(r)(z¯),
(4.62)
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where the monodromy conditions are diagonal,
ψ1A˙l
(
e2piiz
)
= e−2pii
l
kψ1A˙l (z), ψ
2A˙
l
(
e2piiz
)
= e2pii
l
kψ2A˙l (z),
ψ˜1˙A˙l
(
e−2piiz¯
)
= e2pii
l
k ψ˜1˙A˙l (z¯), ψ˜
2A˙
l
(
e−2piiz¯
)
= e−2pii
l
k ψ˜2˙A˙l (z¯),
(4.63)
and the mode expansions read
ψ1A˙l (z) =
∑
n∈Z+ 1
2
ψ1A˙
l,n+ l
k
z−n−
1
2
− l
k , ψ2A˙l (z) =
∑
n∈Z+ 1
2
ψ2A˙
l,n− l
k
z−n−
1
2
+ l
k ,
ψ˜1˙A˙l (z¯) =
∑
n∈Z+ 1
2
ψ˜1˙A˙
l,n+ l
k
z¯−n−
1
2
− l
k , ψ˜2˙A˙l (z¯) =
∑
n∈Z+ 1
2
ψ˜2˙A˙
l,n− l
k
z¯−n−
1
2
+ l
k .
(4.64)
The monodromy condition on the entire strand in the l basis is
ψαA˙l
Ä
e2piikz
ä
= (−1)k+1ψαA˙l (z), ψ˜α˙A˙l
Ä
e−2piikz¯
ä
= (−1)k+1ψ˜α˙A˙l (z¯). (4.65)
Vacuum states in the twisted sector are analogous to the ones in the untwisted sector,
except from the difference in monodromy conditions. Let us denote by |0〉k the bosonic
vacuum on a strand of length k; we ask that
αAA˙ρ,n |0〉k = 0, α˜AA˙ρ,n |0〉k = 0, ∀n ≥ 0, ∀A, A˙, (4.66)
as we did in the untwisted sector.
Similarly, for fermions in the R sector we have the set of vacua
| ± ±〉k, |00〉k, (4.67)
with the highest weight state | + +〉k that is annihilated by the positive modes and half of
the zero modes in the ρ basis,
ψαA˙ρ,n|+ +〉k = 0, ψ˜α˙A˙ρ,n|+ +〉k = 0, ∀n > 0, ∀α, α˙, A˙,
ψ1A˙ρ,0|+ +〉k = 0, ψ˜1˙A˙ρ,0|+ +〉k = 0
(4.68)
and the other vacua are obtained from | + +〉k by acting with J−, J˜−, O22˙ in an analogous
way as in the untwisted sector.
For fermions in the NS sector there exist only one vacuum,
|0〉k,NS, (4.69)
which is annihilated by positive modes of the fermions. Notice that the NS vacuum behaves
as a scalar under SU(2)L × SU(2)R, like in the untwisted sector.
Let us generalize also the current operators, the Oαα˙ operators and the stress-energy
operator to the case of a strand of length k. It is again natural to work in the ρ basis. For
the holomorphic part of current operators in the R sector we have
J+=
k∑
r=1
J+(r) =
1
2
k∑
r=1
: ψ1A˙(r)ψ
1B˙
(r)A˙B˙ :=
1
2
Ñ
: ψ1A˙ρ=0ψ
1B˙
ρ=0A˙B˙ : +
k−1∑
ρ=1
: ψ1A˙ρ ψ
1B˙
k−ρA˙B˙ :
é
J−=
k∑
r=1
J−(r) = −
1
2
k∑
r=1
: ψ2A˙(r)ψ
2B˙
(r)A˙B˙ := −
1
2
Ñ
: ψ2A˙ρ=0ψ
2B˙
ρ=0A˙B˙ : +
k−1∑
ρ=1
: ψ2A˙ρ ψ
2B˙
k−ρA˙B˙ :
é
J3=
k∑
r=1
J3(r) = −
1
2
k∑
r=1
(
: ψ1A˙(r)ψ
2B˙
(r)A˙B˙ : −1
)
= −1
2
k−1∑
ρ=1
(
: ψ1A˙ρ ψ
2B˙
ρ A˙B˙ : −1
)
.
(4.70)
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In passing from fermions in the r basis to fermions in the ρ basis we have used the inverse
transformations of the ones in (4.58) and
k∑
r=1
e2pii
r
k
(ρ1+ρ2) = kδρ1+ρ2,0. (4.71)
Their antiholomorphic version are analogous. Similarly, for the Oαα˙ operators,
O11˙ =
k∑
r=1
O11˙(r) =
−i√
2
k∑
r=1
: ψ1A˙(r)ψ˜
1˙B˙
(r)A˙B˙ :=
−i√
2
k−1∑
ρ=0
: ψ1A˙ρ ψ˜
1˙B˙
ρ A˙B˙ :,
O22˙ =
k∑
r=1
O22˙(r) =
−i√
2
k∑
r=1
: ψ2A˙(r)ψ˜
2˙B˙
(r)A˙B˙ :=
−i√
2
k−1∑
ρ=0
: ψ2A˙ρ ψ˜
2˙B˙
ρ A˙B˙ :,
O12˙ =
k∑
r=1
O12˙(r) =
−i√
2
k∑
r=1
: ψ1A˙(r)ψ˜
2˙B˙
(r)A˙B˙ :=
−i√
2
Ñ
: ψ1A˙ρ=0ψ˜
2˙B˙
ρ=0A˙B˙ : +
k−1∑
ρ=1
: ψ1A˙ρ ψ˜
2˙B˙
ρ A˙B˙ :
é
,
O21˙ =
k∑
r=1
O21˙(r) =
−i√
2
k∑
r=1
: ψ2A˙(r)ψ˜
1˙B˙
(r)A˙B˙ :=
−i√
2
Ñ
: ψ2A˙ρ=0ψ˜
1˙B˙
ρ=0A˙B˙ : +
k−1∑
ρ=1
: ψ2A˙ρ ψ˜
1˙B˙
ρ A˙B˙ :
é
.
(4.72)
The stress-energy operator on the length k strand can also be expressed in the ρ basis,
T (z) =
∑
n∈Z
Lnz
−n−2 = TB(z) + TF (z) =
k−1∑
ρ=0
Ä
TBρ (z) + T
F
ρ (z)
ä
, (4.73)
with
TBρ (z) =
1
2
ABA˙B˙ : ∂X
AA˙
ρ ∂X
BB˙
ρ : (z),
TFρ (z) =
1
2
αβA˙B˙ : ψ
αB˙
ρ ∂ψ
βA˙
ρ : (z).
(4.74)
The modes Ln still satisfy the Virasoro algebra (4.43) on the strand of length k, and the
OPE of T (z) with itself is still the usual one, with central charge c = 6k.
4.2.3 Twist operators
In the D1D5 CFT there is also a special family of operators that relate different twist sectors,
that is they relate strands with different k. They are called twist operators. With the strand
picture in mind, the twist operators are operators that perform the operation of sewing k
untwisted copies of the CFT into a single strand of length k, on which fields acquire the
monodromy conditions that we have discussed in the previous Section. More precisely, they
act on a k untwisted vacua of one kind (bosonic, R-fermionic, NS-fermionic) to obtain a single
twisted vacua of the same kind.
In the bosonic sector we can define the twist operators σXk , σ˜
X
k . They create a bosonic
ground state of length k out of k length 1 bosonic ground states,
lim
z→0σ
X
k (z)σ˜
X
k (z¯)
î
⊗kr=1|0〉(r)
ó
= |0〉k, (4.75)
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and have conformal dimension h = 16
Ä
k − 1k
ä
, h¯ = 16
Ä
k − 1k
ä
respectively. Since we end up in
a twist k sector, we might as well decompose the operators σXk , σ˜
X
k as a product of operators
in the ρ basis,
σXk = ⊗k−1ρ=0σXρ , σ˜Xk = ⊗k−1ρ=0σ˜Xρ , (4.76)
with hσXρ = h¯σ˜Xρ =
ρ
k
(
1− ρk
)
. Moreover, using ⊗kr=1|0〉(r) = ⊗k−1ρ=0|0〉ρ, we can also write
(4.75) as
lim
z→0⊗
k−1
ρ=0σ
X
ρ (z)σ˜
X
ρ (z¯)|0〉ρ = |0〉k. (4.77)
In the fermionic NS sector things are similar to the bosonic case. We can define the twist
fields Σk(z, z¯), which are scalars under SU(2)L × SU(2)R, and have conformal dimension
h = 112
Ä
k − 1k
ä
, h¯ = 112
Ä
k − 1k
ä
. Decomposing them in the ρ basis,
Σk(z, z¯) = ⊗k−1ρ=0Σρ(z, z¯), (4.78)
and using the fact that ⊗kr=1|0〉(r),NS = ⊗k−1ρ=0|0〉ρ,NS, we can obtain the fermionic vacuum of
length k in the NS sector as
lim
z→0 Σk(z, z¯)⊗
k
r=1 |0〉(r),NS = lim
z→0⊗
k−1
ρ=0Σρ(z, z¯)|0〉ρ,NS = |0〉k,NS. (4.79)
In the fermionic R sector we can define the twist fields Σs1s˙2k . The indices s1, s˙2 will
transform under a representation of spin
Ä
k−1
2 ,
k−1
2
ä
of SU(2)L × SU(2)R. The conformal
dimension of Σs1s˙2k is
(h, h¯) =
Ç
(k − 1)(2k − 1)
6k
,
(k − 1)(2k − 1)
6k
å
. (4.80)
As in the other cases, Σs1s˙2k can be written as
Σs1s˙2k (z, z¯) =
k−1⊗
ρ=0
Σs1s˙2ρ (z, z¯), (4.81)
and the conformal dimension of Σs1s˙2ρ is h = h¯ = ρ2/k2.
In the R sector we have to be more careful because there are degenerate vacua, and the fact
that these can or cannot be generated with the operators Σs1s˙2k depends on the spins.
The vacuum state on the length k strand is then defined via a product of bosonic and
fermionic vacua, thus we need to perform the two twists simultaneously,
σXk σ˜
X
k Σ
s1s˙2
k =
k−1⊗
ρ=0
σXρ σ˜
X
ρ Σ
s1s˙2
ρ . (4.82)
The total conformal dimension of the full twist operator is h = h¯ = k−12 .
4.2.4 Spectral flow
The building blocks of the D1D5 superconformal algebra on the complex plane are the SU(2)
chiral currents, the supercurrents and the stress-energy operator. It turns out that the algebra
is not uniquely defined: there are some transformations that seem nontrivial, but nevertheless
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lead to an isomorphic algebra.
One can act on holomorphic generators with an SU(2)L transformation, which has the effect
of adding a phase
η(z) = iν log z. (4.83)
This is called spectral flow by ν units. Notice that log z has a branch cut, and thus the
spectral flow operation can lead to nontrivial monodromies.
To better grasp the meaning of the transformation, let us consider fermions. Under spectral
flow, they transform as
ψ1A˙(z) 7→ ψ1A˙′(z) = e+ i2η(z)ψ1A˙(z) = z− ν2ψ1A˙(z),
ψ2A˙(z) 7→ ψ2A˙′(z) = e− i2η(z)ψ2A˙(z) = z+ ν2ψ2A˙(z).
(4.84)
If ν is odd, then ψ′(z) have opposite periodicity with respect to ψ(z): spectral flow by odd
units swaps the NS sector and the R sector. In general, if an operator O(z) has SU(2)L
charge m, then spectral flow acts on it as
O(z) 7→ z−νmO(z). (4.85)
The only exception applies to the currents mentioned above, which turn out to be anomalous
under spectral flow. Explicitly, [47]
J3(z) 7→ J3(z)− cν
12z
,
J±(z) 7→ z∓νJ±(z),
G±A(z) 7→ z∓ ν2G±A(z),
T (z) 7→ T (z)− ν
z
J3(z) +
cν2
24z2
,
(4.86)
or equivalently, when acting on modes,
J3m 7→ J3m −
cν
12
δm,0,
J±m 7→ J±m∓ν ,
G±Am 7→ G±Am∓ ν
2
,
Lm 7→ Lm − νJ3m +
cν2
24
δm,0.
(4.87)
Spectral flow also acts on states. Starting with a state in the NS sector, with spectral flow
we end up with states in the R sector with different conformal dimension and charge,
NS 7→ R,
h 7→ h′ = h+ νm+ cν
2
24
,
m 7→ m′ = m+ cν
12
.
(4.88)
In particular, under spectral flow the NS vacuum state is mapped to a R vacuum state,
|0〉NS 7→ |+ +〉R. (4.89)
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4.2.5 Bosonization
On a (1+1)-dimensional field theory it is possible to realize the properties of interacting
fermions by writing them in terms of a set of free bosons. Let us introduce, on a strand of
length k = 1, the holomorphic bosonsH(r)(z),K(r)(z) and their antiholomorphic counterparts
H˜(r)(z¯), K˜(r)(z¯). We ask that they satisfy the OPE
H(r)(z)H(s)(w) = −δr,s log(z − w) + [reg.],
K(r)(z)K(s)(w) = −δr,s log(z − w) + [reg.],
H˜(r)(z¯)H˜(s)(w¯) = −δr,s log(z¯ − w¯) + [reg.],
K˜(r)(z¯)K˜(s)(w¯) = −δr,s log(z¯ − w¯) + [reg.].
(4.90)
The fermions can be written in terms of these bosons as
ψ11˙(r)= i : e
iH(r) :, ψ22˙(r)= i : e
−iH(r) :,
ψ12˙(r)=: e
iK(r) :, ψ21˙(r)=: e
−iK(r) :,
ψ˜1˙1˙(r) = i : e
iH˜(r) :, ψ˜2˙2˙(r) = i : e
−iH˜(r) :,
ψ˜1˙2˙(r) =: e
iK˜(r) :, ψ˜21˙(r) =: e
−iK˜(r) : .
(4.91)
Notice however that the bosonized language does not automatically implement the full alge-
bra of fermionic modes. This means that we should take into account the anticommutation
rules of fermions before switching to the bosonized language. It is also possible to define
bosonized fermions with the correct anticommutation relations rigorously through the use of
cocycles [49].
Nevertheless, we can now see the reason why bosonization is helpful: it transforms
fermions into "vertex operators", whose correlation functions are particularly simple to com-
pute. In general, if X(z) is an operator like H or K, the vertex operator
: eiαX(z) : (4.92)
has conformal dimension (h, h¯) = (α2/2, 0) and spin (j, j¯) = (α/2, 0). The OPE of two such
operators is
: eiαX(z) :: eiβX(w) : =: exp
Å
(iα)(iβ)X(z)X(w) + iαX(z) + iβX(w)
ã
:
= (z − w)αβ : exp
(
i(α+ β)X(w) +
+∞∑
n=1
(z − w)n
n!
∂nX(w)
)
:,
(4.93)
where we have performed the contraction of the X with itself, and expanded X(z) around w.
The H,K bosons are useful also for defining the spectral flow operator. As we have seen
in Subsection 4.2.4, spectral flow is an operation that maps the fermionic NS vacuum |0〉NS
to the R vacuum |+ +〉. For a single copy we have
|+ +〉(r) = lim
z→0 e
i
2(H(r)(z)+K(r)(z)+H˜(r)(z¯)+K˜(r)(z¯))|0〉(r),NS, (4.94)
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and for the R vacuum in the full CFT it suffices to take the tensor product over r = 1, . . . , N
of the above expression,
N⊗
r=1
|+ +〉(r) =
N⊗
r=1
Å
lim
z→0 e
i
2(H(r)(z)+K(r)(z)+H˜(r)(z¯)+K˜(r)(z¯))|0〉(r),NS
ã
. (4.95)
The spectral flow operator thus has conformal dimension h = h¯ = N4 =
c
24 . Since the NS
vacuum (that is, the SL(2,C) invariant vacuum) has zero conformal dimension, this is also
the conformal dimension of the R vacuum ⊗Nr=1|+ +〉(r).
In the twisted sector, most of the above properties concerning bosonization hold in the ρ
basis. We let
ψ11˙ρ = i : e
iHρ :, ψ22˙ρ = i : e
−iHρ :
ψ12˙ρ =: e
iKρ :, ψ21˙ρ =: e
−iKρ :
ψ˜1˙1˙ρ = i : e
iH˜ρ :, ψ˜2˙2˙ρ = i : e
−iH˜ρ :
ψ˜1˙2˙ρ =: e
iK˜ρ :, ψ˜21˙ρ =: e
−iK˜ρ :,
(4.96)
with OPE rules
Hρ1(z)Hρ2(w) = −δρ1,ρ2 log(z − w) + [reg.],
Kρ1(z)Kρ2(w) = −δρ1,ρ2 log(z − w) + [reg.],
H˜ρ1(z¯)H˜ρ2(w¯) = −δρ1,ρ2 log(z¯ − w¯) + [reg.],
K˜ρ1(z¯)K˜ρ2(w¯) = −δρ1,ρ2 log(z¯ − w¯) + [reg.].
(4.97)
We can also use the bosonized language to define the twist operators in the R sector; we
will need only the lowest weight state, Σ−
k−1
2
,− k−1
2
k . First of all, notice that
k⊗
r=1
|+ +〉(r) =
k⊗
r=1
ï
lim
z→0 e
i
2(H(r)(z)+K(r)(z)+H˜(r)(z¯)+K˜(r)(z¯))|0〉(r),NS
ò
=
k−1⊗
ρ=0
|+ +〉ρ
=
k−1⊗
ρ=0
ï
lim
z→0 e
i
2(Hρ(z)+Kρ(z)+H˜ρ(z¯)+K˜ρ(z¯) |0〉ρ,NS
ò
.
(4.98)
Thus, we can define the lowest weight R-twist operator as
Σ
− k−1
2
,− k−1
2
k =
k−1⊗
ρ=0
Σ
− k−1
2
,− k−1
2
ρ =
k−1⊗
ρ=0
e−i
ρ
k (Hρ+Kρ+H˜ρ+K˜ρ), (4.99)
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from which the length k R vacuum will read
|+ +〉k = lim
z→0 Σ
− k−1
2
,− k−1
2 (z, z¯)
k−1⊗
ρ=0
|+ +〉ρ
= lim
z→0
w→0
k−1⊗
ρ=0
[
e−i
ρ
k (Hρ(z)+Kρ(z)+H˜ρ(z¯)+K˜ρ(z¯))e
i
2(Hρ(w)+Kρ(w)+H˜ρ(w¯)+K˜ρ(w¯))|0〉ρ,NS
]
= lim
z→0
w→0
|z − w|−(k−1)
k−1⊗
ρ=0
[
ei(−
ρ
k
+ 1
2)(Hρ(w)+Kρ(w)+H˜ρ(w¯)+K˜ρ(w¯))|0〉ρ,NS
]
,
(4.100)
where we have used the OPE of vertex operators (4.93).
4.2.6 Chiral primaries
In this Section we have been describing the behaviour of the D1D5 CFT at the free orbifold
point. On the other hand, thanks to AdS/CFT duality, we know that the moduli spaces of
the gravity theory and of the field theory are related.
On the gravitational side we are interested in the supergravity limit, where the AdS radius
is much larger than the string length `s. This is a particular region in moduli space. The
CFT description dual to this scenario however does not lie at the free orbifold point, as we
have argued in Section 4.1: rather, it lies at a point in CFT moduli space where the field
theory is strongly interacting.
It might seem that our program is then doomed to fail, but fortunately it is not the case.
It is true that, in general, the quantities computed in the CFT depend on moduli, but there
is also a class of observables which are protected by supersymmetry. For such observables
there is no moduli dependence, and thus they can be computed at any point in moduli space,
even at the free orbifold point. AdS/CFT then will require the matching of the CFT results
with the ones obtained in Supergravity.
Let us then describe this class of observables. To do so we will need some basic represen-
tation theory of the D1D5 CFT in the NS sector. Recall that a Virasoro primary state is a
state |φ〉 such that
L0|φ〉 = h|φ〉, Ln|φ〉 = 0 ∀n > 0. (4.101)
By definition |φ〉 = φ(0)|0〉NS , where φ is a primary field of conformal dimension h. Now,
the D1D5 superconformal algebra includes the relationsß
G−A
+ 1
2
, G+B− 1
2
™
= AB
Ä
J30 − L0
ä
,ß
G+A
+ 1
2
, G−B− 1
2
™
= AB
Ä
J30 + L0
ä
.
(4.102)
If |φ〉 is a state with quantum numbers (h, j(j + 1),m) under (L0, (Ja0 )2, J30 ), then by the
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above relations we obtain∑
B
∣∣∣∣G+B− 1
2
|φ〉
∣∣∣∣2 +∑
B
∣∣∣∣G−B1
2
|φ〉
∣∣∣∣2 = 2(h−m),
∑
B
∣∣∣∣G−B− 1
2
|φ〉
∣∣∣∣2 +∑
B
∣∣∣∣G+B1
2
|φ〉
∣∣∣∣2 = 2(h+m). (4.103)
Unitarity requires the left hande sides to be nonegative, thus
h ≥ |m| =⇒ h ≥ j. (4.104)
For a state |φ〉 that saturates the bound, say h = m, the equalities 4.103 require
G±An |φ〉 = Ln|φ〉 = 0 ∀n > 0,
G+A− 1
2
|φ〉 = 0. (4.105)
Such a state is said to be a chiral primary state, and the corresponding operator is called
chiral primary operator. A similar result holds choosing the bound h = −m: the result-
ing state/operator will then be an anti-chiral state/operator. Chiral primary operators are
naturally highest weight states of both the Virasoro algebra and of the SU(2)L chiral algebra.
Chiral primary operators are operators whose expectation values on R ground states
turn out to be protected by supersymmetry. More generally, all three-point functions of
(anti-)chiral primary operators and their descendants do not depend on moduli thanks to a
non-renormalization theorem [50, 51]. By (4.88), anti-chiral primary operators are in one-to-
one correspondence with R vacua, which are in turn dual to microstate geometries. Thus we
can compute expectation values of chiral primary operators on CFT states dual to two- and
three-charge microstates and, once we have identified the Supergravity fields which are dual
to such operators, compare them with the results obtained in the gravity picture.
In the following chapter we will make the correspondences between CFT operators and
Supergravity fields more precise, so that we will be able to compute correlation functions of
a special class of chiral primary operators, the chiral currents, in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
Applying the holographic principle
It is widely known that on the CFT side black hole microstates correspond to "heavy" states,
that is states which have conformal dimension of order c, belonging to the Ramond-Ramond
sector. For instance, the simple (|+ +〉k=1)N state is the product of N Ramond vacua ob-
tained after spectral flow from N Neveau-Schwarz ones, its conformal dimension is equal to
the conformal dimension of the spectral flow operator itself and it is therefore of order c. The
same holds for all Ramond vacua.
A natural way to probe these states is to compute the holographic n-point functions of dif-
ferent chiral primary operators. In particular, we are interested in correlators of two "light"
operators in a heavy state. An operator is said to be light if its conformal dimension is finite
in the c → ∞ limit. In the n = 1 case, one obtains the expectation value of the chiral
primary operator in the given background geometry. For the case n = 2, it would describe
the emission and absorption of "light" quanta from the D1D5 brane. On the CFT side one
needs to compute a 3- or 4-point function with two heavy and one or two light operators,
whereas on the bulk side one needs to study the equation of motion of a light field in the
nontrivial geometry dual to the heavy state at hand.
In this chapter we are presenting a systematic method for obtaining the expectation val-
ues of chiral primary operators. It is not trivial to understand which bulk fields are going
to be dual to the chosen chiral primary. However, as soon as one has a mapping between
operators and fields it becomes easier to compute higher n-point functions.
Our aim is to study two-point correlators of light chiral primary operators taken in a heavy
state (thus, effectively, a four-point function). These Heavy-Heavy-Light-Light (HHLL) cor-
relation functions are of particular interest because, as we will argue, they allow for a direct
probing of information loss.
5.1 Holographic dictionary for light operators
In Section 4.1 we have seen how a Supergravity theory on the interior of AdS space is equiv-
alent to a Conformal Field Theory living on the boundary of AdS. In this Section we will
make the correspondence more precise for the D1D5 black hole. It has been shown [52, 53]
that microstate geometries encode the expectation values of chiral primary operators in the
dual CFT state. As their one point functions are protected, the expectation values obtained
with this procedure should match the results computed at the free orbifold point of the CFT.
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The first step is to determine how the solutions dual to the D1D5P system can be em-
bedded into six-dimensional Supergravity in their decoupling limit. Then, after expanding
these solutions near the AdS3×S3 boundary, we will be able to explain how the expectation
values of the CFT operators can be extracted from these expansions.
For simplicity let us focus on two charge fuzzball solution. The fields appearing in the
solution solve the equations of motion of type IIB supergravity whose action reads, in the
string frame,
S =
1
2k10
∫
d10x
√−g10
Å
e−2Φ
Ä
R10 + 4(∂Φ)
2
ä
− 1
12
F 23 + . . .
ã
, (5.1)
where the dots represent higher order corrections, F3 = dC2 and 2k10 = (2pi)7g2sα′4. The
functions Z1, Z5, A,B appearing in the solution can be expressed in terms of the profile func-
tion ~F (v), as in 3.38.
We wish to perform compactification over the compact space T 4 (or K3). The effective
six-dimensional metric that one obtains, in the Einstein frame, reads
ds26 = (Z1Z5)
−1/2 Ä−(dt−A)2 + (dy +B)2ä+ (Z1Z5)1/2dxidxi, (5.2)
At leading order in the large r expansion, this class of metrics reduces always to AdS3 × S3,
that in its Poincaré patch reads
ds2 ≈r→∞
√
Q1Q5
Ç
dr2
r2
+ dΩ23
å
+
r2√
Q1Q5
(−dt2 + dy2), (5.3)
and the three-form and the dilaton are asymptotic to
Frty =
2r
Q1
, FΩ3 = 2Q5, e
2Φ0 =
Q1
Q5
. (5.4)
The effective six-dimensional action is given by
S =
1
2k6
∫
d6x
√−g
Å
R− (∂Φ)2 − 1
12
e2ΦF 23
ã
, (5.5)
where R is now the six dimensional curvature. The equations of motion following from the
dimensionally reduced action are
RMN =
1
4
e2Φ
Å
FMPQFN
PQ − 1
6
F 2gMN
ã
+ ∂MΦ ∂NΦ,
DM
Ä
e2ΦFMNP
ä
= 0,
Φ = 1
12
e2ΦF 2.
(5.6)
These equations of motion can be embedded into those of d = 6, N = 4b supergravity coupled
to nt tensor multiplets on AdS3×S3 background [54–56]. The bosonic field content of theories
consist of a supergravity multiplet containing a graviton gMN and five self-dual tensor fields
BmMN , as well as nt tensor multiplets containing an anti-self-dual tensor field B
r
MN and five
scalars φmr. Let us denote with M,N = 1, . . . , 6 the spacetime indices, with m,n = 1, . . . , 5
the SO(5) vector indices, and with r, s = 1, . . . nt the SO(nt) vector indices. Let us also
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introduce I, J = 1, . . . , 5 + nt SO(5, nt) vector indices.
The scalar sector of the theory is a sigma model over
SO(5, nt)
SO(5)× SO(nt) . (5.7)
The scalars parametrize a vielbein (V mI , V
r
J ), satisfying
V mI V
m
J − V rI V rJ = ηIJ , (5.8)
where ηIJ = (+ + + + +− · · ·−). The associated Maurer-Cartan form is
dV V −1 =
Ç
Qmn
√
2Pms√
2Pnr Qrs
å
. (5.9)
In the bosonic sector, the field equations are
RMN = H
m
MPQH
m
N
PQ +HrMPQH
r
N
PQ + 2PmrM P
mr
N ,
DMPmrM =
√
2
3
HmMNPHrMNP ,
HmMNP =
1
3!
MNPQRSH
mQRS ,
HrMNP = −
1
3!
MNPQRSH
rQRS .
(5.10)
The three-form field strenghts H are given by
Hm = GIV mI , H
r = GIV rI , (5.11)
where GI = dBI are the elementary field strengths.
The embedding of the original equations of motion (5.6) is done as follows. Let
V m=55 = cosh Φ, V
m=5
6 = sinh Φ, V
r=1
5 = sinh Φ, V
r=1
6 = cosh Φ, (5.12)
so that
√
2P 56 = dΦ. Now, let
G5 =
1
4
(F3 + e
2Φ ?6 F3), G
6 =
1
4
(F3 − e2Φ ?6 F3), (5.13)
which implies that
Hm=5 =
1
4
eΦ(F3 + ?6F3), H
r=1 =
1
4
eΦ(F3 − ?6F3). (5.14)
Substituting in (5.10) one obtains again the original equations (5.6).
Given the asymptotic behaviour of fuzzball solutions, it is natural to pick as a background
solution the supersymmetric vacuum soluton with the geometry of AdS3 × S3. To do so, it
is convenient to shift Φ→ Φ− Φ0, G5,6 → eΦ0G5,6. Then
G0,m=5 = H0,m=5 =
r
Q1Q5
dr ∧ dt ∧ dy +√Q1Q5volS3 , V 0,m=55 = V 0,r=16 = 1, (5.15)
whereas the other fields are set to zero.
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We wish to analyze the expansion around the AdS boundary of the fields in order to obtain
the expectation values of chiral primaries in the dual CFT. From the asymptotic solutions
one gets six-dimensional gauge-invariant fields that must be reduced to three-dimensional
fields via Kaluza-Klein reduction on S3. The expectation values can then be extracted using
holographic renormalization [57].
We parametrize the linearized fluctuation around the AdS3 × S3 background as
gMN = g
0
MN + hMN , G
I = G0I + gI , φmr, (5.16)
Since S3 admits a complete set of spherical harmonics, we can further expand
hµν =
∑
h(`,i)µν (x)Y
i
` (y),
hµa =
∑(
h(`,iv)µ (x)Y
iv
`a (y) + h
(`,i)
(s)µ(x)DaY
i
` (y)
)
,
h(ab) =
∑(
ρ(`,it)(x)Y it`(ab)(y) + ρ
(`,iv)
(v) (x)DaY
iv
`b (y) + ρ
(`,i)
(s) (x)D(aDb)Y
i
` (y)
)
,
haa =
∑
pi(`,i)(x)Y i` (y),
gIµνρ =
∑
3D[µb
I(`,i)
νρ] (x)Y
i
` (y),
gIµab =
∑(
DµU
I(`,i)(x)abcD
cY i` (y) + 2Z
I(`,iv)
µ D[bY
iv
`a]
)
,
gIabc =
∑ Ä
−abcΛ(`,i)U I(`,i)(x)Y i` (y)
ä
,
φmr =
∑
φmr(`,i)(x)Y i` (y).
(5.17)
We have labeled with late greek indices and with x the AdS components and with early
latin indices and with y the S3 components; here (ab) stands for traceless symmetrization.
The labeling of harmonic functions is such that ` labels the degree of the harmonic and i, iv, it
label generically the degeneracy of scalar, vector, tensor harmonics respectively, for fixed `.
Notice that the vectors Y iv`=1 are the six SO(4) Killing vectors given in Appendix B.
Now consider the expansion at large radius r of the fuzzball solutions. We can still expand
the leading terms into spherical harmonics,
Z1 =
Q1
r2
Ç
1 +
f11i
r
Y i1 + . . .
å
,
Z5 =
Q5
r2
Ç
1 +
f51i
r
Y i1 + . . .
å
,
A =
Q5
r2
+
√
Q1Q5
r2
Ä
aα−Y α−1 + aα+Y
α+
1
ä
+ · · · .
(5.18)
for some coefficients f11A, f
5
1i, aα±; the ellipses denote higher order terms. The index i =
±±,±∓ labels the degeneracy of the degree one scalar harmonics, whereas we have let iv =
(α,±) with α = ±, 0, in accordance with the notation in Appendix B.
One can show [53] that one can always choose appropriate coordinates such that
f11i + f
5
1i = 0. (5.19)
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Plugging the expansions (5.18) in the fuzzball solution, one obtains that the leading
perturbations are, at first order in the coefficients f51i, aα±,
hta =
Ä
aα−Y α−1 + aα+Y
α+
1
ä
,
hya =
Ä
aα−Y α−1 − aα+Y α+1
ä
,
gm=5tab = −
Å
aα−D[a
Ä
Y α−1
ä
b]
− aα+D[a
Ä
Y α+1
ä
b]
ã
,
gm=5yab = −
Å
aα−D[a
Ä
Y α−1
ä
b]
+ aα+D[a
Ä
Y α+1
ä
b]
ã
,
gr=1tyr =
1
2
f51iY
i
1 ,
gr=1tya =
r
2
Daf
5
1iY
i
1 ,
gr=1rab =
1
2r2
ab
cf51iDcY
i
1 ,
gr=1abc =
3
2r
abcf
5
1iY
i
1 ,
φ51 ≡ Φ = −f
5
1i
r
Y i1 .
(5.20)
All other fluctuations are vanishing at linear order.
With this highly nontrivial procedure we have been able to define a dictionary between
the asymptotic properties of fuzzball solutions and the asymptotic properties of the effective
low-energy supergravity solution. Since the asymptotic structure is preserved also in the
classical limit, we have found the so-called hair of the D1D5 black hole.
Let us now move to a general three-charge state for completeness. In this case there are
more fields characterizing our solution, but we can still perform the expansion in spherical
harmonics. Explicitly, let
Z1 =
Q1
r2
Ç
1 +
f11i
r
Y i1 +O
Ä
r−2
äå
, Z2 =
Q5
r2
Ç
1 +
f51i
r
Y i1 +O
Ä
r−2
äå
,
Z4 =
√
Q1Q5
r3
A1iY i1 +O
Ä
r−4
ä
, F = −2Qp
r2
+O
Ä
r−3
ä
, ds24 = dx
idxi +O
Ä
r−4
ä
,
β = −
√
2Q1Q5
r2
aα−Y α−1 +O
Ä
r−3
ä
, ω = −
√
2Q1Q5
r2
aα+Y
α+
1 +O
Ä
r−3
ä
.
(5.21)
In principle, one can repeat the procedure that has been done for the two charge states
and obtain the relevant supergravity fields for each perturbation. We shall not repeat the
construction here.
The coefficients f1,51i , a
α±,A1i encode the expectation values of chiral primary operators
of total conformal dimension one. They are the SU(2)L × SU(2)R chiral currents Jα, J˜α,
with (h, h¯) = (j, j¯) = (1, 0) and (0, 1) respectively, the twist fields Σαα˙2 and the operators
Oαα˙, with (h, h¯) = (j, j¯) = (12 ,
1
2).
The relation between one point functions of these operators in a state |s〉 dual to the fuzzball
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geometry and the coefficients appearing in (5.21) has been shown to be [53, 58]
〈s|J±|s〉 = cJa∓+, 〈s|J˜±|s〉 = cJ˜a∓−,
〈s|J3|s〉 = cJa0+, 〈s|J˜3|s〉 = cJ˜a0−,
〈s|O++|s〉 = −
√
2cOA1−−, 〈s|O+−|s〉 = −
√
2cOA1−+,
〈s|O−+|s〉 =
√
2cOA1+−, 〈s|O−−|s〉 =
√
2cOA1++,
〈s|Σ++2 |s〉 = −
√
2cΣf
1
1−−, 〈s|Σ+−2 |s〉 = −
√
2cΣf
1
1−+,
〈s|Σ−+2 |s〉 =
√
2cΣf
1
1+−, 〈s|Σ−−2 |s〉 =
√
2cΣf
1
1++,
(5.22)
The further coefficients cJ , cJ˜ , cO, cΣ appearing in these relations do not depend on the state
|s〉 but only on the global parameters of the theory: N,R,Q1, Q5, and are difficult to deter-
mine a priori. They will not play a role in our analysis.
The above relations let us lay down a map between operators and bulk fields in type IIB
Supergravity. If we want to have a nonvanishing expectation value for some chiral primary
operator O of dimension one, we should allow the corresponding coefficient on the right hand
side of (5.22) to be nonzero, that is we should consider fuzzball solutions whose fields possess
the corresponding term in the asymptotic expansion.
Using the map derived previously between asymptotics of fuzzballs and of Supergravity fields,
we can read off which fields must be switched on in the effective low-energy description if we
want to have nonzero expectation value of the operator O in the state dual to the chosen
background geometry.
5.2 Holographic dictionary for heavy operators
We wish now to describe the relation between microstate geometries and heavy CFT oper-
ators (or, equivalently, states). In this Section we will only report the results which will be
necessary for our discussion. For further details we refer to [38, 59, 60].
As we have argued in Section 3.3, the D1D5 CFT is dual to a gravitational theory on
asymptotically AdS3 × S3 spacetimes. The S3 factor is crucial to implement the SO(4) ≈
SU(2)L × SU(2)R R-symmetry in the CFT. The geometries generated by generic heavy op-
erators are typically complicated, as only asymptotically they factorize into the trivial S3
fibration of AdS3.
In this thesis we focus on a particularly simple set of states, whose dual geometries are
locally isometric to AdS3×S3 by a diffeomorphism that is however nontrivial at the boundary.
Let us denote with |s, k〉 this set of states. They are generated by the action of some set of
heavy operators on the conformal invariant vacuum,
|s, k〉 ≡ lim
z,z¯→0OH(s, k; z, z¯)|0〉. (5.23)
We postpone the explicit expression of the operators OH appearing in this definition to the
next Chapter. For the present discussion, what is important is that operators of conformal
dimension of the order of the central charge backreact strongly on the geometry, thus the
states |s, k〉 admit a dual gravity description.
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The six-dimensional Einstein metric corresponding to those states can be written as
ds26 =
√
Q1Q5
Ä
ds2AdS3 + ds
2
S3
ä
ds2AdS3 =
dr2
a2k−2 + r2
− a
2k−2 + r2
Q1Q5
dt2 +
r2
Q1Q5
dy2
ds2S3 = dθ
2 + sin2 θdφˆ2 + cos2 θdψˆ2
(5.24)
The coordinates t, y are identified with the time and space coordinates of the conformal
field theory. In particular, we ask the coordinate y to be periodic, with period 2piR. The
angles φˆ, ψˆ are some state-dependent linear combination of the S3 Hopf angles φ, ψ and the
coordinates t, y. Q1 and Q5 are just the usual D1 and D5 charge, which are related to the
corresponding integer charges by (3.30). The parameter a is linked to the charges and to the
period of the y coordinate by
a =
√
Q1Q5
R
, (5.25)
whereas k is a positive integer. If k > 1, then the AdS3 geometry includes a conical defect,
i.e. the space is effectively the quotient AdS3/Zk.
The dual supergravity solution also includes the RR two-form C2, whose field strength
F3 = dC2 is given by
F3 = 2Q5 (−volAdS3 + volS3)
volAdS3 =
r
Q1Q5
dr ∧ dt ∧ dy, volS3 = sin θ cos θdθ ∧ dφˆ ∧ dψˆ
(5.26)
F3 is anti-self-dual in the six dimensional Einstein metric (5.24),
?6 F3 = −F3. (5.27)
Two charge states. The states |s = 0, k〉 carry D1 and D5 charges only. The geometries
dual to these states are the same as (5.24), with
φˆ = φ− t
Rk
, ψˆ = ψ − y
Rk
. (5.28)
Recall that the coordinates (t, y, φ, ψ) are defined up to the equivalence relation given by
(t, y, φ, ψ) ∼ (t, y + 2pilR, φ+ 2pim,ψ + 2pin), (5.29)
with l,m, n integers. When k = 1, we can replace (φ, ψ) with (φˆ, ψˆ) in the above identifica-
tion. In that case, the coordinate transformation (t, y, φ, ψ) → (t, y, φˆ, ψˆ) is the transforma-
tion that gives spectral flow from |s = 0, k = 1〉 to the SL(2,C)-invariant vacuum |0〉, that
is just plain global AdS3 × S3.
For k > 1, the identifications become less trivial,
(t, y, φˆ, ψˆ) ∼
Å
t, y + 2pilR, φˆ+ 2pim, ψˆ − 2pi l
k
+ 2pin
ã
, (5.30)
and the geometry dual to the state |s = 0, k〉 is the Zk orbifold of AdS3 times S3.
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Three charge states. The states with |s, k〉, with s positive integer, carry also momentum
charge np = N
s(s+1)
k . The geometries dual to these states are still the same as (5.24), but
this time with
φˆ = φ− t
Rk
− st+ y
Rk
, ψˆ = ψ − y
Rk
− st+ y
Rk
. (5.31)
As for the two charge case, the identifications (5.29) are still preserved for k = 1, but they are
different for k > 1. For k > 1 the geometry is still locally (AdS3/Zk)× S3, but the orbifold
action is realized differently than in the previous case,
(t, y, φˆ, ψˆ) ∼
Å
t, y + 2pilR, φˆ− 2pis l
k
+ 2pim, ψˆ − 2pi(s+ 1) l
k
+ 2pin
ã
. (5.32)
5.3 Computing HHLL correlators holographically
We are interested in computing two point functions of light operators in a heavy state. Let
us forget for a moment about the nature of the particular state and be completely general.
In a generic quantum field theory, we know how to compute correlation functions with
the functional formalism. For instance, suppose that one wishes to compute the two point
correlation function 〈O¯(x)O(y)〉. What one usually does is to couple the QFT to an external
source
∫
JO¯ and then they compute the response function,
〈O¯(x)O(y)〉 = δ
δJ(x)
〈O(y)〉J
∣∣∣∣∣
J=0
. (5.33)
The holographic computation is performed in an identical manner [1, 61], where one uses the
holographic dictionary built in Section 5.1 to read off the expectation value of the operator
O in the presence of a source.
Let us make this more concrete. Consider a bulk scalar field Φ with mass m, dual to the
boundary operator O with conformal dimension ∆. In the AdSd+1 bulk, Φ satisfies the free
equation of motion
(+m2)Φ(r, t, ~y) = 0. (5.34)
Consider now the solution to this equation. Near the AdS boundary r → ∞, the solution
admits the expansion
Φ(r, t, ~y) ∼ β(t, ~y)r∆−d(1 + . . . ) + α(t, ~y)r−∆(1 + . . . ), (5.35)
where
∆ =
d
2
+
 
d2
4
+m2, (5.36)
and the ellipses denote subleading terms. The first term ∼ r∆−d is the non-normalizable
term, and its coefficient β is identified with the source; the second term ∼ r−∆ is the nor-
malizable term, and its coefficient is identified with the expectation value of O.
The functions α, β are not independent of each other: they are related through boundary
conditions imposed on the behaviour in the bulk of the full solution. On smooth geometries
we must impose regularity in the bulk, that is for r ∼ 0. The holographic two point function
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is then given by δαδβ . Since we are inserting the operator O¯ at the specific point x in the bound-
ary, if we pick β to be a delta function at the point x the correlator (5.33) is simply given by α.
Some considerations are in order. First of all, we are interested in correlation functions
involving four operators, two of which are heavy. The heavy operators however only play the
role of modifying the background geometry, as we have exemplified in the previous Section.
Thus we need to solve the equations of motion in more general backgrounds rather than just
plain AdS.
Second, here the setup which we are considering is particularly simple, since Φ is a mini-
mally coupled scalar, and we could be able to perform full computations analytically if the
geometry is not too complicated. Typically this is not the case: not all light operators are
necessarily dual to minimally coupled scalars, making the equations much more intricated,
and the background geometry can be very complex too. This is usually bypassed by per-
forming an expansion of the geometry around an easier background, and considering only the
corresponding linearized equations.
Third, the expansion (5.35) might take slightly different forms whenever 2∆ ∈ Z (in partic-
ular this happens if ∆ = d − ∆): in this case, logarithms appear in the expansion and it
becomes more difficult (yet still possible, see [57]) to obtain the physical correlators.
Last, if one considers not a scalar field but a field with different Poincarè quantum numbers,
then the dimensions are shifted. For instance, a massive p-form Cp on AdSd+1 couples to an
operator O on the boundary that has conformal dimension
∆ =
d
2
+
 
d2
4
+m2 − p, (5.37)
whereas a massless p-form couples to a d − p-form operator on the boundary, of conformal
dimension ∆ = d− p. This last one is the case for bulk gauge potentials and boundary chiral
currents, that we will study in the following Chapter: d = 2, p = 1, m = 0 leads to ∆ = 1.
5.4 HHLL correlators and information loss
In Subsection 1.3.2 we have presented a version of the information paradox involving correla-
tors of operators in a CFT dual to an AdS black hole. We have claimed that on a black hole
background all correlators with infalling matter must decay exponentially. This behaviour is
exactly what is present in a thermal conformal field theory on a non-compact space [20]. For
instance, the thermal two-point function of scalar primary operators in the two-dimensional
CFT on the line is
〈O∆(t)O∆(0)〉 =
Ç
piT
sinh(piTt)
å2∆
∼ e−2pi∆Tt, (5.38)
where t is (real) time. However, this is not what happens on compact spaces, like a CFT on
the cylinder. In a sense, thus, our AdS black hole is "more thermal" than a thermal state in
an unitary theory.
The same exponential behaviour is present in a field theory with an infinite number of
local degrees of freedom, i.e. in the c → ∞ limit. We can thus hope to further analyze the
problem by studying HHLL correlators,
〈O¯H(∞)O¯L(z, z¯)OL(1)OH(0)〉 ≈ 〈O¯L(z, z¯)OL(1)〉TH , (5.39)
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where 〈·〉TH means that we are computing correlators in the black hole microstate created
by OH and belonging to the ensemble with approximate Hawking temperature TH , (z, z¯)
are coordinates on the plane, and let τ = − log(1 − z) be an Euclidean time coordinate on
the cylinder. If the correlator (5.39) is thermal, then it is periodic in τ . This periodicity is
connected with the exponential decay in real Lorentzian time t discussed above.
However, periodicity is not allowed in correlation functions of local operators, because from
operator-state correspondence CFT correlators can be singular only in the OPE limit, i.e.
when operators are inserted at the same point. If the correlator were to be periodic, it would
display additional singularities at periodic images of the OPE singularities.
Chapter 6
Holography for HHJJ correlators
In this Chapter we devote our attention to the study of a class of correlators in the D1D5
CFT and in its dual AdS3 × S3 × T 4 description, following the strategy outlined in the pre-
vious section and applied in [1] to a simpler class of operators.
The CFT correlators involve two heavy operators OH and two conjugate chiral current op-
erators JI . The CFT computation is performed at the free orbifold point.
On the gravity side, the heavy states are described by regular, asymptotically AdS3×S3×T 4
solutions of Supergravity and the correlators are obtained by solving the equations of motions
for the dual fields.
6.1 Correlators from CFT
In this Section we compute four-point correlators in the D1D5 CFT involving two heavy
operators OH , which have conformal dimension of order c, and two SU(2) chiral current
operators, which are also light operators, i.e. they have conformal dimension of order one.
The structure of the correlators is
〈O¯H(z1)OH(z2)J¯I(z3)JI(z4)〉 = 1
z2hH12 z
2hI
34
1
z¯2h¯H12 z¯
2h¯I
34
GI(z, z¯) (6.1)
where zij = zi − zj and
z =
z14z23
z13z24
. (6.2)
Here and throughout this Section I is an SO(4) index which is held fixed, i.e. no summa-
tion is intended. (hH , h¯H) and (hI , h¯I) are the holomorphic and antiholomorphic conformal
dimensions of the heavy operators OH and of the current operators JI respectively.
For simplicity, we will use heavy operators in the Ramond-Ramond sector of the CFT that
are related to chiral primaries by a chiral algebra transformation that acts only on the left
sector. The current operators are by definition chiral primaries. Moreover, we will work
at the free orbifold point of the CFT moduli space, where all the machinery of Section 4.2
applies.
6.1.1 Untwisted (k = 1) sector
The computations in the untwisted sector of the symmetric orbifold are easily carried out.
We will leave s generic since it does not add any substantial complication in the calculation.
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We will use the standard bosonization approach. The background in the untwisted sector is
represented by heavy operators of the form
OH =
N⊗
r=1
OH(r), O
H
(r) = S
1˙
s,(r)S
2˙
s,(r)S˜
1˙
s=0,(r)S˜
2˙
s=0,(r), (6.3)
where
S1˙s,(r) = e
i(s+ 12)H(r), S
2˙
s,(r) = e
i(s+ 12)K(r), (6.4)
S˜1˙s,(r) = e
i(s+ 12)H˜(r), S˜
2˙
s,(r) = e
i(s+ 12)K˜(r). (6.5)
The conformal dimension and angular momentum of OH is
hH = N
Å
s+
1
2
ã2
, jH = N
Å
s+
1
2
ã
(6.6)
The perturbations are represented by light operators. As said, here we choose as light oper-
ators the chiral current operators,
OL =
N∑
r=1
OL(r), O
L
(r) = J
I
(r), (6.7)
where JI(r) can be written as
J+(r) =
1
2
: ψ1A˙(r)ψ
1B˙
(r)A˙B˙ := i : e
i(H(r)+K(r)) :,
J−(r) = −
1
2
: ψ2A˙(r)ψ
2B˙
(r)A˙B˙ := i : e
−i(H(r)+K(r)) :,
J3(r) = −
1
2
(
: ψ1A˙(r)ψ
2B˙
(r)A˙B˙ : −1
)
=
1
2
Ä
: eiH(r) :: e−iH(r) : + : eiK(r) :: e−iK(r) : −1
ä
.
(6.8)
Analogous definition hold for the antiholomorphic generators.
The four-point functions 〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)JI(z3)J¯I(z4)〉 are easily computed to be
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J3(z3)J3(z4)〉 = N
4
1
z
2N(s+1/2)2
12 z¯
N/2
12
1
z234
,
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J+(z3)J−(z4)〉 = N 1
z
2N(s+1/2)2
12 z¯
N/2
12
1
z234
z−(1+2s),
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J−(z3)J+(z4)〉 = N 1
z
2N(s+1/2)2
12 z¯
N/2
12
1
z234
z+(1+2s),
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜3(z3)J˜3(z4)〉 = N
4
1
z
2N(s+1/2)2
12 z¯
N/2
12
1
z¯234
,
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜+(z3)J˜−(z4)〉 = N 1
z
2N(s+1/2)2
12 z¯
N/2
12
1
z¯234
z¯−1,
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜−(z3)J˜+(z4)〉 = N 1
z
2N(s+1/2)2
12 z¯
N/2
12
1
z¯234
z¯,
(6.9)
where
z =
z14z23
z13z24
. (6.10)
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Let us compute explicitly, for instance,
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J+(z3)J−(z4)〉. (6.11)
Exploiting the factorization of the operators into holomorphic and antiholomorphic part, we
can write it as
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J+(z3)J−(z4)〉 = 1
4
N∑
r=1
F A˙B˙C˙D˙s,(r) (zi)F˜0(z¯i)A˙B˙C˙D˙, (6.12)
where
F A˙B˙C˙D˙s,(r) (zi) =
〈
ei(s+
1
2
)(H+K)(r)(z1)e−i(s+
1
2
)(H+K)(r)(z2) ×
× : ψ1A˙(r)(z3)ψ1B˙(r)(z3) :: ψ2C˙(r)(z4)ψ2D˙(r) (z4) :
〉
×
×
∏
r′ 6=r
〈ei(s+ 12 )(H+K)(r′)(z1)e−i(s+ 12 )(H+K)(r′)(z2)〉,
(6.13)
F˜0(z¯i) =
∏
r
〈ei(s+ 12 )(H˜+K˜)(r)(z¯1)e−i(s+ 12 )(H˜+K˜)(r)(z¯2)〉. (6.14)
Notice that in principle there should be two sum over strands, but by spin conservation the
only nonzero contributions must come from the cases in which both currents act on the same
strand. Moreover,
F A˙B˙C˙D˙A˙B˙C˙D˙ = 4F
1˙2˙1˙2˙, (6.15)
thus
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J+(z3)J−(z4)〉 =
N∑
r=1
F 1˙2˙1˙2˙s,(r) (zi)F˜0(z¯i) = NF
1˙2˙1˙2˙
s,(r) (zi)F˜0(z¯i). (6.16)
Contracting every possible pair of fields, we find
F 1˙2˙1˙2˙s,(r) =
1
z2Nh12
z2s+113 z
2s+1
24
z2s+114 z
2s+1
23
1
z234
=
1
z2Nh12 z
2
34
z−(2s+1), (6.17)
F˜0 =
1
z¯2Nh¯12
, (6.18)
where h = (s+ 1/2)2, h¯ = 1/4. Since Nh = hH , Nh¯ = h¯H , we find the result given in (6.9).
For the correlator involving J3(z3)J3(z4) we have to be careful when taking the contrac-
tion between the heavy operators and the currents. We have to include contractions of the
kind
ei(s+
1
2
)(H+K)(r)(z1) ×
Ä
: eiH(r)(z3) :: e−iH(r)(z3) :
ä
. (6.19)
Using (4.93), we see that this is regular in the OPE limit. Thus, the contraction
ei(s+
1
2
)(H+K)(r)(z1)
Ä
: eiH(r)(z3) :: e−iH(r)(z3) : + : eiK(r)(z3) :: e−iK(r)(z3) : −1
ä
(6.20)
gives a constant, and G(z, z¯) is a constant too.
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6.1.2 Twisted (k > 1) sector
We consider now correlators in the twisted sector of the CFT. As we have done in Subsection
4.2.2, it is more natural to express the operators in the ρ basis. After the change of basis,
the left-moving current operators read
J+ =
1
2
Ñ
: ψ1A˙ρ=0ψ
1B˙
ρ=0A˙B˙ : +
k−1∑
ρ=1
: ψ1A˙ρ ψ
1B˙
k−ρA˙B˙ :
é
=
Ñ
: ψ11˙ρ=0ψ
12˙
ρ=0 : +
k−1∑
ρ=1
: ψ11˙ρ ψ
12˙
k−ρ :
é
,
(6.21)
J− = −1
2
Ñ
: ψ2A˙ρ=0ψ
2B˙
ρ=0A˙B˙ : +
k−1∑
ρ=1
: ψ2A˙ρ ψ
2B˙
k−ρA˙B˙ :
é
= −
Ñ
: ψ21˙ρ=0ψ
22˙
ρ=0 : +
k−1∑
ρ=1
: ψ21˙ρ ψ
22˙
k−ρ :
é
,
(6.22)
J3 = −1
2
k−1∑
ρ=0
(
: ψ1A˙ρ ψ
2B˙
ρ A˙B˙ : −1
)
= −1
2
k−1∑
ρ=0
(
: ψ11˙ρ ψ
22˙
ρ : − : ψ12˙ρ ψ21˙ρ : −1
)
. (6.23)
The definition for right-movers are analogous. In the following, we will write schematically
Ja ≡
k−1∑
ρ=0
Jaρ , (6.24)
where J±ρ for ρ > 0 are intended to be defined as written in the last equalities of (6.21, 6.22).
As before, we consider s momentum-carrying excitations in the holomorphic sector. We
characterize the heavy operators OH by the integers s, k. Their conformal dimension and
spin read
hH =
N
k
Ç
k
4
+
s(s+ 1)
k
å
, jH =
N
k
Å
s+
1
2
ã
. (6.25)
These states have s(s + 1)/k units of momentum on each strand, which must be integer.
Thus, assuming that k is prime for simplicity, we have that either s = pk or s = pk− 1, with
p ∈ N.
Let us focus on the s = pk case. On each strand we have k operators SA˙k,s,ρ in the left
sector and k operators S˜A˙k,ρ in the right sector. The total heavy operator is
OH(s = pk, k) =
[
ΣkΣ˜k ⊗k−1ρ=0 S1˙k,pk,ρS2˙k,pk,ρS˜1˙k,ρS˜2˙k,ρ
]N/k
. (6.26)
Notice that hH 6= h¯H for s > 0 and thus heavy states can carry momentum. In the bosonized
language,
S1˙k,pk,ρ = e
i(− ρk+ 12+ sk )Hρ , S2˙k,pk,ρ = e
i(− ρk+ 12+ sk )Kρ , (6.27)
with the right part given by analogous definitions with s = 0. The states generated by these
operators are
|s = pk, k〉 ≡
(J+−2p . . . J+−2/k) limz,z¯→0 Σk
k−1⊗
ρ=0
S1˙k,ρS
2˙
k,ρS˜
1˙
k,ρS˜
2˙
k,ρ
N/k |0〉. (6.28)
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We can compute the correlators following the same logic as in the untwisted sector. For
instance, let us consider the correlator
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J+(z3)J−(z4)〉 = −N
k
k−1∑
ρ=0
F 1˙2˙1˙2˙s=pk,k,ρ(zi)F˜s=0,k(z¯i), (6.29)
where now we have defined
F 1˙2˙1˙2˙s=pk,k,ρ=0 (zi) ≡
〈
ei(
1
2
+p)(Hρ=0(z1)+Kρ=0(z1))e−i(
1
2
+p)(Hρ=0(z2)+K(z2)ρ=0) ×
× : ψ+1˙ρ=0ψ+2˙ρ=0 (z3) :: ψ−1˙ρ=0ψ−2˙ρ=0 (z4) :
〉
×
×
∏
ρ′ 6=0
Æ
e
i
Ä
− ρ′
k
+ 1
2
+p
ä
(Hρ′ (z1)+Kρ′ (z1))e
−i
Ä
− ρ′
k
+ 1
2
+p
ä
(Hρ′ (z2)+Kρ′ (z2))
∏
×
× 〈Σk (z1) Σk (z2)〉 ,
(6.30)
F 1˙2˙1˙2˙s=pk,k,ρ>0 (zi) ≡
〈
ei(−
ρ
k
+ 1
2
+p)(Hρ(z1)+Kρ(z1))e−i(−
ρ
k
+ 1
2
+p)(Hρ(z2)+K(z2)ρ) ×
× ei( ρk− 12+p)(Hk−ρ(z1)+Kk−ρ(z1))e−i( ρk− 12+p)(Hk−ρ(z2)+K(z2)k−ρ) ×
× : ψ+1˙ρ ψ+2˙k−ρ (z3) :: ψ−1˙k−ρψ−2˙ρ (z4) :
〉
×
×
∏
ρ′ 6=ρ,k−ρ
Æ
e
i
Ä
− ρ′
k
+ 1
2
+p
ä
(Hρ′ (z1)+Kρ′ (z1))e
−i
Ä
− ρ′
k
+ 1
2
+p
ä
(Hρ′ (z2)+Kρ′ (z2))
∏
×
× 〈Σk (z1) Σk (z2)〉 ,
(6.31)
F˜s=0,k =
∏
ρ
〈
ei(−
ρ
k
+ 1
2)(Hρ(z1)+Kρ(z1))e−i(−
ρ
k
+ 1
2)(Hρ(z2)+Kρ(z2))
〉
〈Σk (z1) Σk (z2)〉 . (6.32)
The factor N/k comes from the summation over strands. Notice that also here we should
have had a double sum over ρ, but the only nonzero contributions come from the cases in
which all the fermions can be contracted. We have to be careful in the ρ > 0 terms because
we will have more contractions appearing between heavy operators and the fermions.
Contracting every possible pair of fields, we find
F 1˙2˙1˙2˙s=pk,k,ρ=0 (zi) = −
1
z2hH12
1
z234
z−(2p+1), (6.33)
F 1˙2˙1˙2˙s=pk,k,ρ>0 (zi) = −
1
z2hH12
1
z234
z−2p, (6.34)
F˜s=0,k =
1
z¯2hH12
. (6.35)
Putting everything together in (6.29), then, for s = pk, the full set of correlators reads
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〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J3(z3)J3(z4)〉 = N
4k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z234
,
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J+(z3)J−(z4)〉 = N
k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z234
z−(2p+1)[1 + (k − 1)z],
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J−(z3)J+(z4)〉 = N
k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z234
z2p[z + (k − 1)],
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜3(z3)J˜3(z4)〉 = N
4k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z¯234
,
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜+(z3)J˜−(z4)〉 = N
k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z¯234
z¯−1[1 + (k − 1)z¯],
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜−(z3)J˜+(z4)〉 = N
k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z¯234
[z¯ + k − 1].
(6.36)
For correlators involving J3 the computation is the same as in the untwisted sector, because
J3 is diagonal also in the ρ basis. Notice also that by letting k = 1 the ρ > 0 terms disappear
and we recover the results in the untwisted sector.
Let us move now to the s = pk− 1 case. The heavy state |s = pk− 1, k〉 is obtained from
the one in the s = pk case (6.28) by acting on it with J−2p,
|s = pk − 1, k〉 ≡
(J−2pJ+−2p . . . J+−2/k) limz,z¯→0 Σk
k−1⊗
ρ=0
S1˙k,ρS
2˙
k,ρS˜
1˙
k,ρS˜
2˙
k,ρ
N/k |0〉. (6.37)
This only changes the operator (6.26) in the holomorphic ρ = 0 sector, where now we have
Sˆ1˙k,0 = e
i(− 12+p)Hρ=0 , Sˆ2˙k,0 = e
i(− 12+p)Kρ=0 , (6.38)
and thus OH reads
OH(s = pk − 1, k) =
[
ΣkΣ˜kSˆ
1˙
k,0Sˆ
2˙
k,0 ⊗k−1ρ=1 S1˙k,pk,ρS2˙k,pk,ρS˜1˙k,ρS˜2˙k,ρ
]N/k
. (6.39)
The full set of correlators will read now
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J3(z3)J3(z4)〉 = N
4k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z234
, (6.40)
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J+(z3)J−(z4)〉 = N
k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z234
z−2p[z + (k − 1)], (6.41)
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J−(z3)J+(z4)〉 = N
k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z234
z2p−1[1 + (k − 1)z], (6.42)
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜3(z3)J˜3(z4)〉 = N
4k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z¯234
, (6.43)
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜+(z3)J˜−(z4)〉 = N
k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z¯234
z¯−1[1 + (k − 1)z¯], (6.44)
〈OH(z1)O¯H(z2)J˜−(z3)J˜+(z4)〉 = N
k
1
z2hH12 z¯
2h¯H
12
1
z¯234
[z¯ + k − 1]. (6.45)
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Notice that the correlators involving antiholomorphic currents are formally identical to the
s = pk case: this is because in the antiholomorphic sector there are no momentum-carrying
excitations.
6.2 Kaluza-Klein reduction with SO(4) Yang-Mills fields
We now turn our attention to the gravity side of the duality, to which we will devote this
and the following sections of this chapter.
As anticipated in Section 5.3, we can think of the four-point correlation functions com-
puted in the previous Section as two-point functions of chiral current operators,
〈s, k|JI(1)J¯I(z)|s, k〉 = 1
(1− z)2hI (1− z¯)2h¯I GI(z, z¯). (6.46)
In the c → ∞ limit, the state |s, k〉 is dual to a background geometry. Here we will com-
pute these two-point functions for values of the CFT moduli for which the geometry is well
approximated by Supergravity. These values for the moduli, however, lie far from the free
orbifold point of the CFT, where the CFT correlators have been previously computed. On
the other hand, the current operators are chiral primary operators, and of a very special kind.
They obey the affine Kač-Moody algebra (4.37), and their OPEs contain only the identity,
the chiral current operators themselves, and their descendants. This implies that CFT and
gravity results must agree.
From equations (5.20) and (5.22), we see that in the six-dimensional theory the fields
which are dual to the chiral current operators JI are vector perturbations of the metric ds26
(5.24), which we recall to be generated by the backreaction of the heavy operator on the
background, and of the RR gauge two-form C2, or better, of its field strength F3 ≡ dC2. All
other Supergravity fields are switched off.
We want to find and solve the perturbation equations for those fields. The procedure outlined
in Section 5.3 will then give us an alternative strategy for obtaining the value of the correlators
(6.1).
6.2.1 The metric
We want to consider vector perturbations of the background metric (5.24), which we write
in the form
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν + gmndy
mdyn, (6.47)
referring to the Anti-de-Sitter part and to the 3-sphere part respectively.
The Kaluza-Klein ansatz for the perturbed metric is schematically given by [62]
dsˆ2 = gµν(x)dx
µdxν + gmn(y)Dy
mDyn, Dym = dym − Y Im(y)AIµ(x)dxµ. (6.48)
The Kaluza-Klein gauge fields AIµ are associated with the six Killing vectors Y Im of S3.
Such Killing vectors arise from the SO(4) isometry group of the 3-sphere, and the metric is
manifestly invariant under SO(4) gauge transformations,
δxm = IY Im, δxµ = 0, δAIµ = ∂µ
I + f IJKA
J
µ
K , (6.49)
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where f IJK are the SO(4) structure constants,
[Y I , Y J ] = f IJKY
K . (6.50)
Since SO(4) ≈ SU(2)L × SU(2)R, the Killing vectors of SO(4) are nothing but the vector
spherical harmonics on S3, Y α±1 , which are labeled by (α,±), where ± labels the left- and
right-handed SU(2) respectively and α = 0,±. An explicit form is given in Appendix B.
The SO(4) gauge invariance of the metric follows from the transformations of gmn and
Dxm,
δDxm = I ∂nY
ImDxn, δgmn = 
IY Ir ∂rgmn = −grnI ∂mY Ir − gmrI ∂nY Ir. (6.51)
Notice that Dxm transforms under a local gauge transformation in the same way as dxm
under a global gauge transformation: D is like a covariant exterior derivative.
In order to write down the equations of motion of our theory we need to compute the curvature
data related to the perturbed metric dsˆ2. It is more convenient to rewrite the metric using
the vielbein formalism [63],
dsˆ2 = eα ⊗ eβηαβ + (ea − Y IaAI)⊗ (eb − Y J bAJ)δab ≡ eˆα ⊗ eˆβηαβ + eˆa ⊗ eˆbδab, (6.52)
where eα = eˆα is a dreibein in the AdS3 factor, ea is a dreibein in the internal, unperturbed S3
and eˆa = ea − Y IaAI . Here we adopt the shorthand notation AI = eαAIα for the Yang-Mills
potential. Let us also define the field strength of such potential,
F I =
1
2
F Iαβe
α ∧ eβ = dAI + 1
2
f IJKA
J ∧AK . (6.53)
The spin connection 1-form for the metric dsˆ2 is given by
ωˆαβ = ωαβ +
1
2
F IαβY
I
a eˆ
a, (6.54)
ωˆab = ωab +A
I ∇aY Ib , (6.55)
ωˆαb =
1
2
Y Ib F
I
αβ eˆ
β, (6.56)
where ω is the spin connection 1-form for the unperturbed metric ds2. From the curvature
2-form we get that the only nonzero independent components of the Riemann tensor are
Rˆαβγδ = Rαβγδ − 1
4
Y Ia Y
J
b δ
ab(F IαγF
J
βδ − F IαδF Jβγ + 2F IαβF Jγδ), (6.57)
Rˆabcd = Rabcd, (6.58)
Rˆαβγd =
1
2
DγF
I
αβY
J
d δIJ , (6.59)
Rˆαβcd = F
I
αβ(∇cY Jd )−
1
2
F IαγF
J
β
γY I[cY
J
d] . (6.60)
where Dγ is the gauge covariant derivative,
DγF
I
αβ = ∇γF Iαβ + f IJKAJγFKαβ. (6.61)
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The Ricci tensor is given by
Rˆαβ = Rαβ − 1
2
Y Ia Y
J
b δ
abF IαγF
J
β
γ , (6.62)
Rˆab = Rab +
1
4
Y Ia Y
J
b F
I
αβF
Jαβ, (6.63)
Rˆαb = Rˆbα = −1
2
Y Ib DβF
I
α
β, (6.64)
and finally the Ricci scalar is
Rˆ = Rαβη
αβ +Rabδ
ab − 1
4
Y Ia Y
J
b δ
abF IγδF
Jγδ. (6.65)
6.2.2 The 3-form
We also have to write down an ansatz for the field strength F3 = dC2.1 Since we want to
keep invariance under SO(4) transformations, our ansatz must be gauge invariant [62]. Let
V (y)mnr dy
m ∧ dyn ∧ dyr = 1
3!
eˆa ∧ eˆb ∧ eˆcabc, W (x)µνρ dxµ dxν dxρ = 1
3!
eˆα ∧ eˆβ ∧ eˆγαβγ
(6.66)
be the volume forms on the tilted S3 and on AdS3 repsectively. A gauge invariant ansatz is
F3 =
1
3!
eˆα ∧ eˆβ ∧ eˆγαβγ + 1
3!
eˆa ∧ eˆb ∧ eˆcabc. (6.67)
However, we should find a proposal for the 2-form field C2 rather than for the field strength
F3 = dC2, which is possible only if dF3 = 0. Using
deˆa = −ωˆaB ∧ eˆB = −F IY Ia −AIα ∂bY Iaeˆb ∧ eˆα, (6.68)
we obtain
dF3 = −1
2
abcY
IaF I ∧ eˆb ∧ eˆc. (6.69)
Our ansatz for F3 is not closed for a generic field strength F I . To make it so we must
add a gauge-invariant contribution to F3 that cancels out dF3. Consider the 2-form ωI =
1
3!abcY
Iaeb ∧ ec: it is an inner derivative, as ωI = ιY IvolS3 . We now make use of Cartan’s
magic formula,
LY IvolS3 = ιY I dvolS3 + dιY IvolS3 . (6.70)
Since the volume form on S3 is SO(4) invariant, and dvolS3 = 0, then ωI is closed and
hence exact, S3 being simply connected. Therefore, ωI = dNI for a globally defined one
form NI = NIa dya. It is straightforward to compute such a form: notice that ωI = 2 ? Y I ,
where ? is the Hodge dual on S3. Using the properties of the vector spherical harmonics (see
Appendix B), and the fact that ?2 = +1 on 1- and 2- forms on S3, then one has simply
NI = ±Y I , (6.71)
where the sign ± hold in the left- and right-chirality sector respectively.
Hence a candidate Kaluza-Klein ansatz for a closed 3-form field strength is
Fˆ3 = F3 + 3F
I ∧NIaeˆa. (6.72)
This is manifestly gauge invariant and it is closed by construction.
1Given the unfortunate state of conventions, to avoid mistaking F3 = dC2 for the SO(4) field strength F I
we always keep the subscript explicit for the former.
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6.2.3 Equations of motion
So far we have obtained a consistent SO(4) invariant ansatz for Kaluza-Klein reduction. We
can now compute the six-dimensional equations of motion for our ansatz. We are interested
in obtaining the AdS3 equations of motion for the gauge potential AI .
In our construction we are interested only in first order perturbations around the AdS3× S3
background. Hence we can discard every quantity which is quadratic in the gauge potential
AI . This has also the consequence that at leading order the field strength becomes F I = dAI ,
an abelian field strength. Similarly, we can replace the gauge covariant derivative of the field
strength DγF Iαβ with the simple covariant derivative ∇γF Iαβ .
The equations of motion are given by the Einstein equations,
RˆAB − 1
2
ηABRˆ = TˆAB = −2 δ
δgAB
Å
− 1
12
Fˆ 23
ã∣∣∣∣
g=η
− 1
12
ηABFˆ
2
3 , (6.73)
together with the conditions dFˆ3 = 0, which we imposed already in the above discussion, and
d ? Fˆ3 = 0.
The relevant equation of motion that contains the gauge field strength at linear order is the
Einstein equation with mixed indices,
Rˆαb = −2 δ
δgαb
Å
− 1
12
Fˆ 23
ã
=
1
2
(Fˆ3)αAB(Fˆ3)b
AB, (6.74)
where we recall that, at linear order in the gauge potential,
Rˆαb = −1
2
Y Ib DβF
I
α
β = −1
2
Y Ib ∇βF Iαβ. (6.75)
One computes the right hand side to be
(Fˆ3)αAB(Fˆ3)b
AB = −1
4
αβγF
IβγNIb. (6.76)
We make use now of the relation between NI ’s and Y I ’s (6.71): let us denote by AIJ the
map from SO(4) onto itself, that acts as +1 on SU(2)L and as −1 on SU(2)R. With this
notation,
δabY
Ib = AIJNJa. (6.77)
This allows us to rewrite in the left hand side Y Ib = A
I
JN
J
b , and then Einstein equation
becomes
AIJ ∇βF Iαβ =
1
2
αβγF
Jβγ , (6.78)
or equivalently, by taking its AdS3 Hodge dual,
AIJ ∇βF Iαβαγδ = −
1
2
F Jγδ, (6.79)
which is more conveniently rewritten in the language of differential forms as
d ? F I +AIJF
J = 0. (6.80)
In order to keep the full SO(4) gauge structure, it suffices to send d → D and let F I be
the non-abelian field strength. This is nothing but the equations of motion of a Yang-Mills
Chern-Simons theory.
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6.3 A closer look at Yang-Mills Chern-Simons theories
In this Section we shall analyze in more detail some peculiarities of Chern-Simons theories
that will play a crucial role in obtaining a consistent solution of the equations of motion
(6.80).
6.3.1 The space of solutions
Let us consider again the equations of motion,
D ? F I ± F I = 0, (6.81)
where the upper and lower sign apply to the left and right chirality sector respectively.
We are interested in describing the phase space of the theory, that is the space of gauge
inequivalent solutions of the equations of motion.
In the present theory, thanks to linearity of the equations the space of (not necessarily gauge
inequivalent) solutions of the equations of motion is a product [64],
H = Hf ×Hnf , (6.82)
where Hf is the space of "flat" solutions F I = 0. These are solutions of the topological sector
of the theory, that come from a Chern-Simons term in the low-energy effective action. Hnf
is instead the space of connections with nontrivial field stregth.
As we have already pointed out, at linear order in the fields the theory is abelian. Let
us work in the linearized framework in the following, and for sake of notation let us also
suppress the SO(4) index. The fact that the space of solutions is a product means that,
given a solution A of the equations of motion, it is always possible to split it into
A = A0 +B, F = dA = dB, dA0 = 0. (6.83)
The splitting is clearly not unique, due to gauge redundancy. We can however fix the gauge
for B in a clever way [65]. The dimensionality of our spacetime makes it so that
B = ∓ ? F (6.84)
is a legitimate expression, as well as a good gauge fixing condition. Notice also that by taking
d ? of both sides it is manifest that it implies the Lorenz gauge condition,
d ? B = 0. (6.85)
Furthermore, we can use (6.84) and the fact that ?2 = −1 on 1- and 2- forms on Lorentzian
AdS3 to rewrite the equations of motion as
? dB ±B = 0 =⇒ αβγ ∇βBγ ±Bα = 0. (6.86)
This is a Maxwell-Chern-Simons equation of motion with a topological mass term. For this
reason, the Hnf sector of the space of solution is also referred to as the "massive" sector.
To convince ourselves that the excitations are indeed massive, applying (? d ∓ 1) to both
members of the equation for B one gets
(+ 1)Bα = 0, (6.87)
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where  is the scalar AdS3 Laplacian.
It is interesting to compare this intermediate result with the ones appearing in [1]. In [1]
the authors were interested in obtaining and solving the wave equation for a scalar field B
in the bulk, which is dual to the operator O++ ≡ O11˙ defined in (4.72). Comparing (6.87)
with the equation (4.16) for B (with ` = 1) of [1], we see that they are the same equation,
with the only exception that here Bα is a spin-1 field. Nevertheless, Bα still has only one
single degree of freedom also in this case. Our claim is then that the massive sector of our
equations of motion is "equivalent"2 to a theory of scalars in AdS3.
For our purposes, this means that the solution of (6.87) has the same form of the solution
of (4.16) of [1]. Without giving the details of the computation, we just quote the result for
B obtained in [1]: the coefficient of the non renormalizable term appearing in the solution
for the wave equation for the scalar field B is
b1(z, z¯) = −i
Å
z
z¯
ã sˆ
2k 1
|z| 1k − |z|− 1k
ï
z¯
z¯ − 1 |z|
− sˆ
k +
1
z − 1 |z|
sˆ
k
ò
, (6.88)
where sˆ ≡ s mod k. The relevant degree of freedom in Bα will have a solution with exactly
the same form. Applying the holographic dictionary, this would translate into an expectation
for some vector operator in the boundary CFT that is neither holomorphic nor antiholomor-
phic, and hence such operator cannot be a chiral SU(2)L,R current.
If the massive vectors Bα are not the bulk fields dual to chiral currents, then flat gauge
connections A0α must be. This might get us worried for two reasons.
First, naïvely we would be lead to think that pure gauge configurations do not yield any
interesting physics, but this cannot be more wrong. This is because Hf is not a connected set,
rather it is the union of countably many disjoint pieces. Two field configurations in the same
connected component of Hf are related by a "small" gauge transformation (A0 → A0 + dΛ
for some regular function Λ), whereas one can move to another component of Hf by means
of a "large" gauge transformation (a gauge transformation with singular gauge function Λ).
What distinguishes between the various components of Hf is the topological charge of the
solutions, namely the winding around S1y ,
1
2piRy
∫
S1y
A0 ∈ pi1
Ä
S1y
ä
' Z. (6.89)
Second, and this is a legitimate worry, if we accept that nontrivial pure gauge configura-
tions are dual to chiral currents, then it seems that we have lost the possibility to distinguish
between the left- and right- chirality sector. In fact, the equations
F I = 0 (6.90)
do not depend on the choice of the SO(4) index I. But this would be a problem, because in
the boundary CFT holomorphic and antiholomorphic currents do not mix.
Actually, there is a very natural solution to this issue, and that is that we still have to impose
appropriate boundary conditions on solutions of the equations of motion. Recall that AdS3
has a boundary, and that boundary terms might spoil gauge invariance. We shall review the
matter in detail in the next Subsection.
2While we do not need a rigorous statement for our purposes, this equivalence can be indeed made more
precise, see for instance [66, 67].
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6.3.2 Boundary conditions for Chern-Simons on AdS3
Consistent boundary conditions have to be imposed on the gauge potential in order to restore
gauge invariance at the boundary. Our exposition will be based upon [68–70].
Let us consider a gauge theory on a 3-dimensional AdS space. For simplicity we let the
gauge group be U(1), but the following arguments will go through almost untouched also for
non abelian gauge theoeries.
Since spacetime is odd-dimensional, besides the usual Maxwell term the action can have
Chern-Simons terms. The bulk action reads
S = SM + SCS = − 1
4pi
∫
AdS3
F ∧ ?F + κ
4pi
∫
AdS3
A ∧ F, (6.91)
where κ is the Chern-Simons level. Taking the variation of the action with respect to the gauge
field A, and assuming that variations vanish at the boundary, we easily get the equations of
motion in the bulk,
d ? F + κF = 0, (6.92)
which is nothing but the linearized form of (6.81) if κ = ±1.
Let us stress that the Chern-Simons term in the action is not gauge invariant: under a
gauge transformation δΛA = dΛ, SCS varies by a boundary term,
δΛSCS =
κ
4pi
∫
∂AdS3
Λ dA. (6.93)
This implies that gauge orbit degrees of freedom live in the 2-dimensional boundary. With
the holographic principle and our previous discussion in mind, we are encouraged to study
the space of flat gauge connections.
In the flat sector, we expect a boundary current (a "source") to be obtained from the
on-shell variation of the action with respect to the (flat) gauge potential A0,
δS =
1
2pi
∫
∂AdS3
d2x
√−g
∣∣∣
∂AdS3
JαδA0α. (6.94)
To avoid cluttering let us suppress the superscript 0 that denotes flatness of the gauge con-
nection.
We need to define the appropriate boundary conditions that make the action fully gauge
invariant.
Let (t, y) be a coordinatization of ∂AdS3 such that they are timelike and spacelike coordinates
respectively. The structure of the boundary of AdS3 is the cylinder with the identification
y ∼ y+ 2piRy. Naively, one might guess that in the variational principle one could hold fixed
both the components At and Ay at the boundary. But this is too strong, and will typically
result in the absence of smooth solutions for the fields. The obstruction here is the holonomy
around the y circle, ∫
S1y
dyAy. (6.95)
When the y circle is contracted we need this to either vanish or to match onto an appropriate
source to avoid singularities.
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So it is only At that really can take generic values. If we define the usual null coordinates
(u, v) on the boundary, then an appropriate variational principle is to hold fixed either Au
or Av, but not both. The choice of which component must be held fixed is however not up
to our desire, and it will depend on the sign of κ, as we will see shortly.
In order to restore gauge symmetry of the theory, we might try adding a boundary term
to the action, which we will call SCT (as for "counterterm"). Our claim is that a good choice
for the counterterm is
SCT = −|κ|
4pi
∫
∂AdS3
dudvAuAv. (6.96)
Of course, SCT is not gauge invariant, but this is legitimate because the original action is
neither.
For simplicity let us assume that κ > 0. Then
δΛ(SCS + SCT ) = − κ
2pi
∫
∂AdS3
dudvAvδΛAu (6.97)
implies that the correct boundary condition that makes this vanish is Av = 0, whereas Au is
left unconstrained at the boundary. This is equivalent to saying that
Jv = 0, (6.98)
i.e. the only source that is present is the purely left-moving Ju. If we were to assume κ < 0,
then the same argument goes through switching u with v.
We want now to show that the choice of the sign of SCT is the only consistent one. Note
that the integrand in SCT depends on the metric, and so it will contribute to the stress-energy
tensor. The stress-energy tensor is readily computed by taking variation with respect to the
metric, and it amounts to
Tαβ =
|κ|
8pi
Å
AαAβ − 1
2
AγA
γgαβ
ã
, (6.99)
or, in (u, v) coordinates,
Tuu =
|κ|
8pi
AuAu, Tvv =
|κ|
8pi
AvAv, Tuv = Tvu = 0. (6.100)
We can now see why the sign of SCT is important: if we took a different sign then the
energy would have been unbounded from below. So SCT is really the only consistent im-
provement of the action that makes it gauge invariant.
To make contact with the problem at hand, we want to find solutions of (6.92) in the
flat sector for κ = ±1. Since the sign of κ prescribes the correct boundary condition, in
each chirality sector only the corresponding gauge field can be nontrivial at the conformal
boundary, and AdS/CFT can still be exploited.
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6.4 Correlators from gravity
As argued above, we are interested in solutions of the AdS3 equations of motion
d ? F I ± F I = 0, (6.101)
that belong to the "trivial", gauge-flat sector
F I = dAI = 0. (6.102)
This equation for the gauge potential AI , however, cannot be inverted as is. The strategy
then is to choose a gauge fixing in the bulk that preserves the boundary conditions and that
admits nontrivial solutions to the equations of motion. Lorenz gauge turns out to be a good
choice,
d ? AI = 0. (6.103)
Here ? is the Hodge dual taken in the AdS3/Zk metric given in (5.24),
ds2AdS3 =
dr2
a2k−2 + r2
− a
2k−2 + r2
Q1Q5
dt2 +
r2
Q1Q5
dy2, (6.104)
but for our purposes we will rather use the coordinates
ρ =
rk
a
, τ =
at
k
√
Q1Q5
=
t
Rk
, σ =
ay
k
√
Q1Q5
=
y
Rk
, (6.105)
where R is the S1y radius. Hence the metric reads
ds2 =
dρ2
(1 + ρ2)
− (1 + ρ2) dτ2 + ρ2 dσ2. (6.106)
Notice that the coordinate σ is periodic with period 2pi/k.
The most general solution can be decomposed into a sum over Fourier modes,
AIµ =
1
(2pi)2
eis˜σ
∑
l∈Z
∫
dωe−iωτeilkσg(l, ω)aIµ(l, ω; ρ), (6.107)
where the choice of g(l, ω) encodes a particular boundary data, and s˜ is defined in order to
make sure that AIY I is invariant under y → y + 2piR. In fact, the expectation value of
the currents is encoded in the component of the full metric deformation proportional to the
vector spherical harmonic Y I(θ, φˆ, ψˆ) [53]. Explicitly, since
ψˆ + φˆ = ψ + φ− (2s+ 1) t+ y
Rk
, ψˆ − φˆ = ψ − φ+ t− y
Rk
, (6.108)
then (see Appendix B for full expressions)
Y ±+1 ∼ e±(2s+1)i
t+y
Rk =⇒ s˜ ≡ ∓(2s+ 1) mod k,
Y ±−1 ∼ e∓i
t−y
Rk =⇒ s˜ ≡ ∓1 mod k,
Y 0,±1 ∼ 1 =⇒ s˜ ≡ 0 mod k,
(6.109)
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whereas s˜ ≡ 0 always for k = 1. We will choose 0 ≤ s˜ < k. To avoid unnecessary cluttering,
let us suppress the group index in the following.
Substituting the expansion for the fields in the equations of motion and in the gauge
fixing conditions one obtains, respectively,
ωaσ + (lk + s˜)aτ = 0, a
′
σ − i(lk + s˜)aρ = 0, a′τ + iωaρ = 0, (6.110)
and
(1 + 3ρ2)aρ + ρ(1 + ρ
2)a′ρ −
ρ
1 + ρ2
iωaτ +
1
ρ
i(lk + s˜)aσ = 0. (6.111)
Let us now switch to null coordinates,
u = τ + σ, v = τ − σ, (6.112)
so that au = aτ + aσ, av = aτ − aσ. We can thus recast the equations of motion as
0 = (ω + (lk + s˜)) au − (ω − (lk + s˜)) av, (6.113)
0 = a′u + i (ω − (lk + s˜)) aρ, (6.114)
0 = a′v + i (ω + (lk + s˜)) aρ. (6.115)
Going to second order in derivatives and exploiting the gauge fixing condition we can
decouple the last two equations, obtaining
ρ(1 + ρ2)a′′u + ρ(1 + 3ρ
2)a′u +
Ç
ρ2
1 + ρ2
ω2 − (lk + s˜)2
å
au = 0, (6.116)
ρ(1 + ρ2)a′′u + ρ(1 + 3ρ
2)a′u +
Ç
ρ2
1 + ρ2
ω2 − (lk + s˜)2
å
au = 0. (6.117)
Setting x = sin2 arctan ρ, we can rewrite the equations as
f ′′ +
f ′
x
+
1
4
Ç
ω2
x(1− x) −
(lk + s˜)2
x2(1− x)
å
f = 0, (6.118)
where f = au or av and prime now means derivation with respect to x. The solution is
f = x|lk+s˜|/22F1
Å
1
2
(|lk + s˜| − ω), 1
2
(|lk + s˜|+ ω), 1 + |lk + s˜|;x
ã
. (6.119)
f is regular everywhere in the bulk and its expansion near the x ∼ 1 boundary reads
f ≈ Γ(1 + |lk + s˜|)
Γ
Ä
1
2(2 + |lk + s˜| − ω)
ä
Γ
Ä
1
2(2 + |lk + s˜|+ ω)
ä ®1 + (1− x) ñ |lk + s˜|
2
− (ω
2 − (lk + s˜)2)
4
×
×
Ç
2γ + ψ
Ç |lk + s˜|+ ω + 2
2
å
+ ψ
Ç |lk + s˜| − ω + 2
2
å
+ log(1− x)− 1
åô´
+O((1−x)2).
(6.120)
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Recall however that boundary conditions require either that Au = 0 or Av = 0 at the
boundary. Since f approaches a constant at the boundary instead, the only way to have a
solution that is consistent with the boundary conditions is to have
au = fδ(ω + (lk + s˜)), av = 0, aρ = i
d
dρ
f, (6.121)
or
au = 0, av = fδ(ω − (lk + s˜)), aρ = i d
dρ
f, (6.122)
respectively.
The boundary conditions also imply that the term proportional to
(
ω2 − (lk + s˜)2) in f
vanishes, thanks to the delta functions. We recognize a constant non-normalizable term (the
source) and a normalizable term (the expectation value) proportional to (1− x) ∼ ρ−2.
We are interested in seeing what happens when the source is a delta function at the
boundary. This can be obtained by tuning the function g(l, ω) in the Fourier expansion in
such a way that the non-normalizable term has constant Fourier transform: explicitly, let us
choose
g(l, ω) =
Γ
Ä
1
2(2 + |lk + s˜| − ω)
ä
Γ
Ä
1
2(2 + |lk + s˜|+ ω)
ä
Γ(1 + |lk + s˜|) . (6.123)
Let us choose the boundary condition Av = 0, which selects the left-moving currents. Then
the expansion for Au is just
Au =
1
(2pi)2
∑
l
ei(lk+s˜)u
ñ
1 +
|lk + s˜|
2
(1− x)
ô
+O((1− x)2), (6.124)
where we have removed the ω integration with the delta function. The coefficient of the
normalizable term can easily be computed to be
a+1 (u) = ke
is˜u e
iku
(1− eiku)2 + s˜e
is˜u 1
1− eiku . (6.125)
where the + superscript denotes that we are considering the left-moving sector and we have
dropped the 2pi factors. Going back to the original (t, y) coordinates, this reads
a+1 (t+ y) = ke
is˜ t+y
Rk
ei
t+y
R(
1− ei t+yR
)2 + s˜eis˜ t+yRk 1
1− ei t+yR
. (6.126)
A similar computation for the right-moving sector yields
a−1 (t− y) = ke−is˜
t−y
Rk
ei
t−y
R(
1− ei t−yR
)2 + s˜eis˜ t−yRk 1
1− ei t−yR
. (6.127)
The two-point correlator of the current operators in the state |s, k〉 is given by the full metric
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perturbation
〈s, k|J3(0, 0)J3(t, y)|s, k〉 ' a0+1 (t, y)Y 0+1 (θ, φˆ, ψˆ),
〈s, k|J+(0, 0)J−(t, y)|s, k〉 ' a++1 (t, y)Y ++1 (θ, φˆ, ψˆ),
〈s, k|J−(0, 0)J+(t, y)|s, k〉 ' a−+1 (t, y)Y −+1 (θ, φˆ, ψˆ),
〈s, k|J˜3(0, 0)J˜3(t, y)|s, k〉 ' a0−1 (t, y)Y 0−1 (θ, φˆ, ψˆ),
〈s, k|J˜+(0, 0)J˜−(t, y)|s, k〉 ' a+−1 (t, y)Y +−1 (θ, φˆ, ψˆ),
〈s, k|J˜−(0, 0)J˜+(t, y)|s, k〉 ' a−−1 (t, y)Y −−1 (θ, φˆ, ψˆ),
(6.128)
where we have reinstated the SU(2) index α = 0,± on the functions aα±1 , because they differ
for the choice of s˜, and ' means that we should take only the t, y dependence appearing in
front of the vector spherical harmonics on the right hand side.
To compare the bulk results with the CFT results, one should transform from the cylinder
coordinates (t, y) to the Euclidean plane coordinates z, z¯,
z = ei
t+y
R , z¯ = ei
t−y
R , (6.129)
and remember that, for an operator O of conformal weights (h, h¯),
O(z, z¯) = z−hz¯−h¯O(t, y). (6.130)
6.4.1 Comparing with the CFT results
On the CFT side, for the twisted sector we have studied the cases s = pk and s = pk−1, with
k prime and p ∈ N. In general, we will also need to distinguish those cases on the gravity
side, because they can affect the monodromy of the solutions.
Let us start however from the simplest correlator, involving only the diagonal chiral
current J3, which is already monodromous by itself. In this case s˜ = 0 and the spherical
harmonic Y 0+ has no t, y dependence, thus
〈s, k|J3(1)J3(z)|s, k〉 = z−1a0+1 (z, s˜ = 0) = k
1
(1− z)2 , (6.131)
and for its antiholomorphic counterpart, similarly,
〈s, k|J˜3(1)J˜3(z¯)|s, k〉 = z¯−1a0−1 (z¯, s˜ = 0) = k
1
(1− z¯)2 . (6.132)
Let us consider now the correlators involving J+ and J−. Here we will need to distinguish
between s = pk and s = pk − 1, and the order is going to be important as well. Let us start
from
〈s, k|J+(1)J−(z)|s, k〉. (6.133)
The relevant spherical harmonic is Y ++1 ∝ z−(2s+1)/k. For s = pk, we will have s˜ ≡ 2pk + 1
mod k ≡ 1 mod k. Then,
〈s = pk, k|J+(1)J−(z)|s = pk, k〉 = z−1z−2p−1/k
ñ
kz1/k
z
(1− z)2 +
z1/k
1− z
ô
=
z−(2p+1)
(1− z)2 [1 + (k − 1)z].
(6.134)
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If s = pk − 1 instead, then s˜ ≡ 2pk − 1 mod k ≡ k − 1 mod k, and
〈s = pk − 1, k|J+(1)J−(z)|s = pk − 1, k〉 = z−1z−2p+1/k
ñ
kz1−1/k
z
(1− z)2 + (k − 1)
z1−1/k
1− z
ô
=
z−2p
(1− z)2 [z + (k − 1)].
(6.135)
If we switch the two operators, namely
〈s, k|J−(1)J+(z)|s, k〉. (6.136)
then the relevant spherical harmonic is now Y −+1 ∝ z(2s+1)/k.
For s = pk, we will have now s˜ ≡ −(2pk + 1) mod k ≡ k − 1 mod k, thus
〈s = pk, k|J−(1)J+(z)|s = pk, k〉 = z−1z2p+1/k
ñ
kz1−1/k
z
(1− z)2 +
z1−1/k
1− z
ô
=
z2p
(1− z)2 [z + (k − 1)],
(6.137)
whereas for s = pk − 1 one has s˜ ≡ 1 mod k, and
〈s = pk − 1, k|J−(1)J+(z)|s = pk − 1, k〉 = z−1z2p−1/k
ñ
kz1/k
z
(1− z)2 +
z1/k
1− z
ô
=
z2p−1
(1− z)2 [1 + (k − 1)z].
(6.138)
For the correlators involving the antiholomorphic currents J˜+, J˜− there is no distinction
between s = pk and s = pk − 1, because s˜ does not depend on s. We can use the results
obtained in the s = pk case and formally let p → 0, z → z¯ while keeping everything else
fixed. We thus obtain
〈s, k|J˜+(1)J˜−(z)|s, k〉 = z¯
−1
(1− z¯)2 [1 + (k − 1)z¯], (6.139)
〈s, k|J˜−(1)J˜+(z)|s, k〉 = 1
(1− z¯)2 [z¯ + (k − 1)]. (6.140)
In each case, a direct comparison with the CFT results (6.9, 6.36) shows a match for the
values of the correlators, up to some overall numerical factors. These numerical factors are
not relevant for us: they arise from choosing different normalizations for the operators and
the fields, which we did not keep track of.
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Conclusions
In this thesis we have computed a special class of four-point correlators among chiral primary
operators in the D1D5 CFT at the free orbifold point, where two of such operators were cho-
sen to be heavy (i.e. their conformal dimension is of the order of the central charge), and the
other two were chosen to be light (i.e. they have conformal dimension of order one).
In general, n-point correlation function of chiral primary operators with n ≥ 4 are not pro-
tected, as in the OPEs between the various operators non-supersymmetric operators can
be present as well. However, if the OPE of heavy operators contains only affine descen-
dants of the identity, then it is possible that some HHLL correlators are protected. In
our case at hand, the light operators were taken to be the chiral currents related to the
SO(4) ≈ SU(2)L × SU(2)R affine symmetry of the CFT. This suggests that the correlation
functions are protected by Supersymmetry and thus motivates a Supergravity analysis via
AdS/CFT duality, which we have presented in this work.
Thanks to the simplicity of the geometries dual to the chosen heavy states, also the gravity
calculation was expected to be easy; however, obtaining the correct set of equations and
boundary conditions required some additional care, as the bulk duals of chiral currents were
found to be flat SO(4) gauge field configurations with nontrivial topology.
By solving the equations of motion for such fields in AdS3/Zk and comparing with the CFT
results, we have found agreement between the two computations. This is remarkable because
the Supergravity description is related to a different point in the CFT moduli space, and
confirms our previous prediction based on Supersymmetry.
Our work hints at some possible future developments.
Concerning the CFT computation of correlators involving chiral currents, it is reasonable
to expect that they can be equivalently determined by means of a Ward identity. However
this seems not entirely trivial to implement for HHJJ correlators, especially when heavy states
belong to the twisted sector of the CFT: further analysis might clarify this aspect.
To generalize our results, it would be interesting to address the case of heavy states whose
dual geometry is not related to global AdS3/Zk by a change of coordinates, i.e. that display
a richer microscopic structure than a conical defect. Also, choosing new light operators to
probe the heavy background could provide a more complete description of the D1D5 holo-
graphic dictionary.
So far, in this thesis as well as in known literature, only the lowest level of the Kaluza-Klein
field towers has been studied, and completion of the program requires to address perturba-
tions proportional to ` > 1 spherical harmonics. For instance, for the tower laying on top of
SO(4) gauge fields it is already knwon that the dual operators are of the kind JΣ`, where
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Σ` is the `-twist operator defined in Subsection 4.2.3. On the other hand, for what concerns
the gravity computation, it seems hard to generalize the procedure followed in this thesis, as
the guiding principle of gauge invariance is lost.
Finally, one could inquire about the nature of the massive solutions of the Yang-Mills
Chern-Simons equations of motion (6.81), in particular what is their proper holographic in-
terpretation in terms of operators on the D1D5 CFT.
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Appendix A
Basics of Conformal Field Theories in
d = 2
In this Appendix we review rapidly the salient features of CFTs, focusing on the d = 2 case.
For further details we refer to [71–73].
A.1 The conformal group
By definition, conformal diffeomorphisms are coordinate transformations x 7−→ x′ which leave
the metric invariant up to some scale,
g′µν(x
′) = Ω2(x)gµν(x). (A.1)
They obviously form a group, called the conformal group.
Let us suppose d ≥ 3 for the moment. One finds that the the transformations that make up
the conformal group are
translations x′µ = xµ + aµ, (A.2)
dilations x′µ = λxµ, (A.3)
rotations x′µ = Λµνxν , Λµν = −Λνµ, (A.4)
SCTs x′µ =
xµ − bµx2
1− 2b · x+ b2x2 , (A.5)
where SCTs are the so-called special conformal transformaitons, that can also be written as
a translation preceded and followed by an inversion,
x′µ
x′2
=
xµ
x2
− bµ. (A.6)
The generators of such transformations are given by
translations Pµ = −i∂µ, (A.7)
dilations D = −ixµ∂µ, (A.8)
rotations Mµν = i (xµ∂ν − xν∂µ) , (A.9)
SCTs Kµ = −i
Ä
2xµx
v∂v − x2∂µ
ä
, (A.10)
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which satisfy the algebra
[D,Pµ] = iPµ,
[D,Kµ] = −iKµ,
[Kµ, Pν ] = 2i (ηµνD −Mµν) ,
[Kρ,Mµν ] = i (ηρµKν − ηρνKµ) ,
[Pρ,Mµν ] = i (ηρµPν − ηρνPµ) ,
[Mµν ,Mρσ] = i (ηνρMµσ + ηµσMνρ − ηµρMνσ − ηνσMµρ) .
(A.11)
This algebra can be shown to be isomorphic to SO(d, 2).
In d = 2, it turns out that the conformal group is much bigger. Suppose to start with flat
Euclidean space, with coordinates x1, x2. Define the complex coordinates
z = x1 + ix2, z¯ = x1 − ix2. (A.12)
Then any coordinate transformation of the form
z 7−→ f(z), z¯ 7−→ f¯(z¯), (A.13)
keeps the metric flat up to a factor,
ds2 = dzdz¯ 7−→
∣∣∣∣dfdz
∣∣∣∣2 dzdz¯. (A.14)
The conformal group in d = 2 is thus the group of holomorphic/antiholomorphic functions,
which is infinite dimensional and is generated by
`n = −zn+1 ∂, ˜`n = −z¯n+1∂¯, n ∈ Z. (A.15)
The generators `n, ˜`n form two independent copies of the Witt algebra
[`m, `n] = (m− n)`m+n, [˜`m, ˜`n] = (m− n)˜`m+n, [`m, ˜`n] = 0. (A.16)
However, not all the generators `n, ˜`n give rise to globally defined transformations. Regularity
at z = 0 and z = ∞ tells us that the only globally defined subalgebra of the conformal
algebra is generated by {`0,±1, ˜`0,±1}. Upon exponentiation, they give rise to the finite
transformations
z 7−→ az − b
cz − d, ad− bc = 1, a, b, c, d ∈ C, (A.17)
which form a group isomorphic to1 PSL(2,C).
The Witt algebra (A.16) admits a central extension: the Virasoro algebra. The Virasoro
algebra is the algebra that the generators of the conformal group satisfy upon quantization.
Let us denote by Ln, L˜n the generators of the Virasoro algebra; their commutation relations
read
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0,
[L˜m, L˜n] = (m− n)L˜m+n + c¯
12
m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0,
[Lm, L˜n] = 0,
(A.18)
where c, c¯ are called central charges of the central extensions.
1Notice that the transformations are defined up to a sign for a, b, c, d.
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A.2 Primary fields
The concept of "field" in CFTs is broader than the one we are used to: with the term field
we refer to any local expression of observables. Primary fields are thus fields (in the above
sense) that transform in a representation of the conformal group.
In d = 2 primary fields Φ(z, z¯) are classified by two numbers h, h¯ ∈ R such that, under a
conformal transformation z 7−→ z′ = f(z),
Φ(z, z¯) 7−→
Ç
∂z′
∂z
åhÇ
∂z¯′
∂z¯
åh¯
Φ(z′, z¯′). (A.19)
It turns out that we can be less restrictive, and it is enough to ask that (A.19) holds under a
locally defined conformal transformation. In this case, Φ is said to be a quasi-primary field.
Moreover, we say that a field Φ(z, z¯) is chiral if it is purely holomorphic, i.e. Φ = φ(z),
respectively anti-chiral if it is purely antiholomorphic Φ = φ(z¯). Notice that if Φ is also
primary2 this means that h¯ = 0 or h = 0, respectively. A chiral quasi-primary field φ(z)
admits the expansion
φ(z) =
∑
n∈Z
φnz
−n−h, (A.20)
where the shift by the conformal dimension in the exponent of z is conventional. A similar
expression holds for anti-chiral quasi-primary fields.
Among quasi-primary fields, a special role is played by the stress-energy operators. In
theories with a conformal symmetry xµ 7→ xµ + µ(x) in any dimension, we can define a
conserved current jµ = Tµνν for a symmetric tensor Tµν , the stress-energy tensor, which is
conserved: ∂µTµν = 0. One can check that conformal invariance requires also tracelessness
of Tµν , i.e. Tµµ = 0. For the case d = 2 and using complex coordinates z, z¯ this means that
Tzz¯ = Tz¯z = 0, and that the other two components of the stress-energy tensor are chiral and
anti-chiral, respectively:
T (z) ≡ Tzz(z, z¯), T¯ (z¯) ≡ Tz¯z¯(z, z¯). (A.21)
They are the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic stres-energy operators, and they have (h, h¯) =
(2, 0) and (0, 2) respectively. They generate the Virasoro algebra via their Laurent series, i.e.
T (z) =
∑
n∈Z
Lnz
−n−2, T¯ (z¯) =
∑
n∈Z
L˜nz¯
−n−2. (A.22)
A.3 Radial quantization
In our two-dimensional Euclidean theory, let x0 be the Euclidean time direction and x1 the
Euclidean space direction. Compactify the latter on a circle of unit radius. The CFT obtained
in this way is defined on an infinite cylinder, described by the complex coordinate
w = x0 + ix1, w ∼ w + 2pii. (A.23)
2A field that is both chiral and primary must not be confused with a "chiral primary" field, see Subsection
4.2.6.
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This is the most natural framework, for instance, in String Theory, where the worldsheet
of a closed string is a cylinder in Euclidean coordinates, and in AdS3/CFT2, because the
boundary of AdS3 is also a cylinder.
We now proceed to map the CFT from the cylinder to the complex plane. To do so, we define
the coordinate
z = ew = ex
0+ix1 . (A.24)
In these coordinates, time translations are mapped to dilations. Thus it is natural to define
time evolution on the plane via the dilation operator D. The infinite past on the cylinder
is mapped to the origin z = 0, whereas the infinite future is mapped to the point z = ∞.
Similarly, time ordering on the cylinder becomes radial ordering on the plane.
We can thus define the equivalent of asymptotic states in CFT. Let φ(z, z¯) be a field of
conformal dimensions (h, h¯). For an in-state, we define
|φ〉 = lim
z,z¯→0φ(z, z¯)|0〉, (A.25)
whereas for an out-state we need to take the hermitian conjugate of this,
〈φ| = lim
z,z¯→0〈0|φ
†(z, z¯) = lim
w,w¯→∞w
2hw¯2h¯〈0|φ(w, w¯). (A.26)
A.4 Correlation functions
The global conformal PSL(2,C) symmetry fixes uniquely the structure of two- and three-
point functions for chiral quasi-primary fields. We will always assume radial ordering inside
correlation functions.
Let us start with the two-point function of two chiral quasi-primary fields
〈φ1(z)φ2(w)〉 = g(z, w). (A.27)
Translation invariance requires g(z, w) = g(z − w). Scale invariance requires that, under a
dilation z 7−→ λz,
〈φ1(z)φ2(w)〉 7−→ 〈λh1φ1(λz)λh2φ2(λw)〉 = λh1+h2g(λ(z − w)) = g(z − w), (A.28)
from which we obtain
g(z − w) = d12
(z − w)h1+h2 (A.29)
for some constant d12. Similarly, invariance under inversions z 7−→ −1/z implies
〈φ1(z)φ2(w)〉 7−→
≠
1
z2h1w2h2
φ1
Å
−1
z
ã
φ2
Å
− 1
w
ã∑
=
1
z2h1w2h2
g
Å
−1
z
+
1
w
ã
= g(z − w),
(A.30)
that can be satisfied only if h1 = h2. Therefore,
〈φi(z)φj(w)〉 = dij
(z − w)2hi δhi,hj . (A.31)
In a similar way, one can show that conformal invariance constrains the three-point function
chiral quasi-primary fields to be of the form
〈φ1(z1)φ2(z2)φ3(z3)〉 = C123
zh1+h2−h312 z
h2+h3−h1
23 z
h1+h3−h2
13
. (A.32)
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Higher order correlation functions are not completely constrained by conformal invariance.
However, they are at least partially fixed. Consider, for instance,
〈φ1(z1)φ2(z2)φ3(z3)φ4(z4)〉, (A.33)
and focus on the case h1 = h4, h2 = h3. Then conformal invariance states that
〈φ1(z1)φ2(z2)φ3(z3)φ4(z4)〉 = 1
z2h114 z
2h2
23
G(z), (A.34)
where z = z12z34z13z24 is a conformally invariant quantity called conformal cross ratio, and G(z) is
a function of z only.
A.5 Operator Product Expansion
A remarkable feature of CFTs (in any dimension) is that their spectrum can be described by
a complete set of states. As we have seen, states correspond to fields, or operators. Thus
also the product of two operators, which would usually be an ill-defined quantity, can be
expressed in terms of linear combinations of states. Using once again the correspondence
between operators and states, we can write
O1(z)O2(w) =
∑
O
CO12(z − w)O(w)
∣∣∣
x=w
. (A.35)
This goes by the name of operator product expansion (OPE). The sum is over all possible
operators O appearing in the theory, but it is a convergent sum in a finite neighborhood of
z ∼ w. The coefficients CO12 are called OPE coefficients, and are functions of (z − w) only.
We can use OPE to reduce four-point functions to three-point functions and subsequently
to two point functions. However, inside radial ordering (which is intended in correlation
functions) we can change the order of operators. This allows us to compute OPEs between
different operators. We require crossing symmetry, that is,
Figure A.1: Crossing symmetry equation for the correlator 〈O(x1)O(x2)O(x3)O(x4)〉.
The resulting set of constraints on OPE coefficients goes by the name of conformal bootstrap
equations.
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A.6 Kač-Moody algebras
We can have more operators in the CFT whose Laurent series coefficient satisfy some sym-
metry algebra. A Kač-Moody (or affine) algebra is defined via the commutation relations
[jam, j
b
n] = i
∑
c
fabcjcm+n + kmδ
abδm+n,0, (A.36)
where fabc are structure constants of some Lie algebra g and k is a constant, called the
level of the algebra. Moreover, we see that the zero modes ja0 of the currents form a finite
subalgebra of the Kač-Moody algebra that is isomorphic to the underlying Lie algebra g. The
commutation relations (A.36) can be equivalently expressed in terms of the OPE
ja(z)jb(w) =
kδab
(z − w)2 +
∑
c
ifabc
z − wj
c(w) + · · · . (A.37)
A.7 Supersymmetric Conformal Field Theories
Two-dimensional CFTs can be generalized to respect Supersymmetry. This means that for
any operator in the CFT we must include also its supersymmetric counterpart.
Just like any other field theory, a SCFT is characterized by the number of its supersymme-
tries N .
Let us focus on the easiest N = 1 case first. The Virasoro algebra (A.18) gets extended
to its supersymmetric version,
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
Ä
m3 −m
ä
δm+n,0,
[Lm, Gr] =
Å
m
2
− r
ã
Gm+r
{Gr, Gs} = 2Lr+s + c
3
Å
r2 − 1
4
ã
δr+s,0,
(A.38)
where
G(z) =
∑
r∈Z+ 1
2
Grz
−r− 3
2 (A.39)
is the superpartner of the stress-energy operator T (z), the supercurrent.
The next to easiest case has N = 2. Already here we find the same ingredients that are
present in the N = 4 D1D5 CFT, presented in Section 4.2. We express the corresponding
algebra in terms of the Laurent modes Lm of the stress-energy tensor, its superpartners G±r
and in terms of the modes jn of a U(1) current. For half-integer moding of G±r this algebra
is also known as the Neveu–Schwarz algebra, whereas for integer moded G±r it is called the
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Ramond algebra.
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
Ä
m3 −m
ä
δm+n,0,
[Lm, jn] = −njm+n,î
Lm, G
±
r
ó
=
Å
m
2
− r
ã
G±m+r,
[jm, jn] =
c
3
mδm+n,0,î
jm, G
±
r
ó
= ±G±m+r,¶
G+r , G
−
s
©
= 2Lr+s + (r − s)jr+s + c
3
Å
r2 − 1
4
ã
δr+s,0,¶
G+r , G
+
s
©
=
¶
G−r , G
−
s
©
= 0.
(A.40)
The superscript on G±(z) denotes its U(1) charge. The generalization to affine algebras is
straightforward.
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Appendix B
Spherical harmonics on S3
The spherical harmonics on S3 are a representation of the isometry group of the 3-sphere
SO(4) ≈ SU(2)L × SU(2)R. We use spherical coordinates in the R4 base space that are
related to the Cartesian coordinates by
x1 = r sin θ cosφ, x2 = r sin θ sinφ,
x3 = r cos θ cosψ, x4 = r cos θ sinψ,
(B.1)
with θ ∈ [0, pi/2] and φ, ψ ∈ [0, 2pi[. With this coordinatization, the metric on S3 reads
ds2S3 = dθ
2 + sin2 θ dφ2 + cos2 θ dψ2, (B.2)
and we choose the orientation θφψ = 1.
The generators of the isometry group of S3, written in terms of the standard SU(2)
generators, are
J± =
1
2
e±i(φ+ψ) (± ∂θ + i cot θ ∂φ − i tan θ ∂ψ) , J3 = − i
2
(∂φ + ∂ψ) ,
J˜± =
1
2
e±i(φ−ψ) (∓ ∂θ − i cot θ ∂φ − i tan θ ∂ψ) , J˜3 = − i
2
(∂φ − ∂ψ) .
(B.3)
A degree ` scalar spherical harmonic is denoted by Y m,m˜` , where (m, m˜) are the spin
charges under (J3, J˜3). They are usually taken to be normalized in such a way that∫
S3
Y ∗m1,m˜1`1 Y
m2,m˜2
`2
= 2pi2δ`1,`2δ
m1,m2δm˜1,m˜2 . (B.4)
In the thesis we have made use of degree ` = 1 spherical harmonics, given by
Y ++1 ≡ Y +1/2,+1/21 =
√
2 sin θeiφ,
Y +−1 ≡ Y +1/2,−1/21 =
√
2 cos θeiψ,
Y −+1 ≡ Y −1/2,+1/21 = −
√
2 sin θe−iψ,
Y −−1 ≡ Y −1/2,−1/21 =
√
2 sin θe−iφ.
(B.5)
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We have also introduced degree ` = 1 vector spherical harmonics Y α±1 , (α = ±, 0),
Y ++1 =
1√
2
e+i(φ+ψ) [−i dθ + sin θ cos θ d(φ− ψ)] ,
Y −+1 =
1√
2
e−i(φ+ψ) [i dθ + sin θ cos θ d(φ− ψ)] ,
Y 0+1 = − cos2 θ dψ − sin2 θ dφ,
Y +−1 =
1√
2
e+i(φ−ψ) [i dθ − sin θ cos θ d(φ+ ψ)] ,
Y −−1 = −
1√
2
e−i(φ−ψ) [i dθ + sin θ cos θ d(φ+ ψ)] ,
Y 0−1 = cos
2 θ dψ − sin2 θ dφ,
(B.6)
normalized according to ∫
S3
Ä
Y αA1
ä
a
Ä
Y βB1
äb
= 2pi2δα,βδA,B. (B.7)
Vector spherical harmonics also have nice properties under differential operators, namely
? dY α±1 = ±2Y α±1 , (B.8)
where ? is the Hodge star operator on S3 with the metric (B.2).
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